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(54) POLARIZATiON IVIODE DISPERSION MEASURING METHOD, AND A DISPERSION
COMPENSATION CONTROL DEVICE AND A DISPERSION COMPENSATION COrTTROL
METHOD

(57) A dispersion compensation controlling appara-

tus used in a very high-speed optical communication

system adopting optical time division multiplexing sys-

tem comprises a first specific frequency component

detecting unit (2a) detecting a first specific frequency

component in a baseband spectrum in a transmission

optical signal inputted to a receiving side over a trarts-

mission fiber as a transmission line (6a), a first intensity

detecting unit (3a) detecting Information on an intensity

of the first specific frequency component detected by

the first specific frequency component detecting unit

(2a), and a polarization-nxxje dispersion controlling unit

(220a) controlling a polarization-mode dispersion quan-

tity of the transmission line (6a) such that the intensity of

the f rst specific frequency component detected by the

first intensity detecting unit (3a) becomes the maximum,

thereby easily detecting and compensating polarization-

mode dispersion generated in a high-speed optical sig-

nal.
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Description

TECHNICAL FIELD

5 [0001 ]
The present invention relates to a polarization-mode dispersion detecting method, and a dispersion compen-

sation controlling apparatus and a dispersion compensation controlling method used when poiarization-mode disper-
sion or chromatic dispersion of a transmission optical signal which becomes a factor of limitation on a transmission
distance of a high-speed optical signal in a very high-speed optical communication system adopting, for example, opti-
cal time division multiplexing.

w
BACKGROUND ART

[0002] In a trunk-line optical communication system, a system with a transmission rate 1 0 Gb/s (gigabit/second) is in
stage of practical application. On the other hand, there is a demand for a larger capacity of the optical communication

15 system with a rapid increase of an Information quantity. Considered as candidates for employatrie system are time divi-
sion multiplexing (including optical time division multiplexing) and wavelength division multiplexing. Particularly, in time
division multiplexing, a lot of researches on a very high-speed optical communication system with a transmission rate
40 Gb/s (hereinafter referred to as a 40 Gb/s optical communication system) are conducted inside and outside the
country.

20 (0003) However, the 40 Gb/s optical communication system has a problem that a transmission distance of an optical
signal is limited since a fransmission waveform is deteriorated by effects of polarization-mode dispersion and chromatic
dispersion. Namely, in this system transmission line, a chromatic dispersion value and a polarization-mode dispersion
value are factors of limitations of a transmission rate and a transmission distance. Hereinafter, results of simulation and
results of experiment on chromatic dispersion will be described with reference to FIGS. 66 tfirough 72, and polarization-

25 mode dispersion will be descrbed with reference to FIGS. 73 through 75.

[0004] Although a term "dispersion" is generally used to mean "chromatic dispersion", when merely the term "disper-
sion" is used hereinafter, it means both "polarization-mode dispersion" and "chromatic dispersion" unless specrtically
mentioned.

[0005] First, chromatic dispersion will be schematically described. Since a chromatic dispersion tolerance (tolerance
30 means an allowance) is inversely proportional to the square of a bit rate, a chromatic dispersion tolerance of 1 0 Gb/s is

800 ps/nm. while a chromatic dispersion tolerance of 40 Gb/s is about 50 ps/nm that is one sixteenth of 800 ps/nm
which is severer.

[0006] FIG. 66 shows a structure of an experimental system to evaluate dispersion compensation tolerance after 50
km transmission over a 1.3 ^lm zero-dispersion fber (SMF: Single Mode Fiber) in 40 Gb/s optical time division multi-

35 piexing (OTDM: Optica! Time Division Multiplexing). Here are used a chromatic dispersion value = 18.6 ps/nm/km. and
a total dispersion value = 930 ps/nm. A 40 Gb/s optical transmitter 121a shown in FIG. 66 is a signal light source. A
signal light intensity-modulated in an intensity modulator 121b is inputted to a receiving side (hereinafter refen-ed to as
a receiving terminal, occasionally) over a DCF (Dispersion Compensating Fibers) 124 via the SMF 123. On the receiv-
ing side, a preamplifier I22a and a 40 Gb/s optical receiver I22b perform a demodulating process.

40 [0007] FIG. 67 shows a result of an evaluation experiment in this experimental system, wherein a transverse axis rep-
resents total dispersion quantrty (unit: ps/nm) while a vertical axis represents power penalty (unit: dB). If here is required
a power penarty 1 dB or less as an evaluation reference of the transmission line, a dispersion corrpensation tolerance
(dispersion width) is 30 psAim, this value corresponding to 2 km or less in transmission using SMF. Namely, when a
repeater spacing, that is. a distance between stations, is not constant as in a ground system, it is necessary to optimize

45 a dispersion compensation quantity (high-accuracy dispersion, compensation of about 1 00%) of each repeater section.
[0008] Additionally, a chromatic dispersion value of an optical fber transmission line changes with time wrth a change
of laying environment such as temperature, pressure and the like. For example, in the case of a change in temperature
from -50 to 100' C. a quantrty of the change in dispersion of SMF 50 km is estimated to be 16 ps/nm as shown by the
following formula:

so

[dispersion change quantity] = [temperature dependency of zero dispersion

wavelength] x [temperature change] x (dispersion slope] x [transmission distance]

« 0.03 (nm/* C) x 150 (° C) x 0.07 (ps/nm ^/km) x 50 (km)

55 =16 ps/nm

[0009] This value is more than a half of the dispersion tolerance 30 ps/nm. which has to be considered in full in system
designing. The reason is that when a temp^ature becomes 100" C during system operation, the value does not meet
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the reference of penalty 1 dB in the worst case, even if the dispersion compensation quantity is optimized at -50* C
when the operation of the system is started. Depending on characteristics or a structure of the dispersion compensator,

it is impossible to continuously set a dispersion compensation quantity, so that there is a case where the dispersion

compensation quantity can be set to only a value slightly deviated from an optimum value when the operation of the

system is started. In this case, the value might not meet the reference of penalty 1 dB even with a change in tempera-

ture below 150* C.

[GDI 0] In the above consideration, in order to realize a very high-speed optical communication system above 40 Gb/s,

it is necessary to first optimize dispersion equalization (dispersion compensation quantity) in each repeater section

when the system operation is started, and to secondary configure "an automatic dispersion equalization (compensa-

tion) system" optimizing dispersion equalization (dispersion conpensation value) correspondingly to a change with time

of a transmission line dispersion value even during the system operation. Meanwhile, this automatic dispersion equali-

zation system is required not only in the SMF transmission system but also in the case where a 1 .55 fim wavelength

dispersion shitted fft)er (DSF: Dispersion Shifted Fiber) having a snr^ll chromatic dispersion value is used. Elemental

techniques for realizing the automatic dispersion equalization system are summarized into three points, (a) through (c)

below:

(a) realization of a variable dispersion equalizer (compensator):

(b)method of monitoring a chromatic dispersion value (or a total dispersion quantity after dispersion equalization

[conpensation]) of a transmission line; and

(c)method of controlling feedback optimization of a variable dispersion equalizer (compensator).

[001 1 ] As a method of measuring a chromatic dispersion value of an optical fiber, there has been used a pulse method

or a phase method in which light having plural different wavelengths is inputted to an optical fiber, and a group delay

difference or a phase difference in the output light is measured. However, in order to always measure dispersion during

the system operation using these methods, a set of chormatic dispersion measuring devices are required in each

repeater section. Further, in ader to measure a dispersion quantity without interrupting transmission of data signal light,

it is necessary to wavelength-multiplex measuring light having a wavelength different from that of the data signal light.

[0012] Assembling the pulse method or the phase method in an optical transmission apparatus is not realistic from

the points of view of size and econonny. Further, when a wavelength different from that of the main signal light there is

a possibility of lacking accuracy since it is necessary to perform a process to assume a dispersion value at a wavelength

of the signal light from a measured value at a wavelength of the measuring light. For this, a method being able to directly

monitor a wavelength dispersk)n value from the main signal light is desirable.

[0013] As this wavelength dispersion nrtonrtoring method, there has been already proposed in the Confenrence and

the like a method using a 40 GHz component intensity in a baseband spectrum of a 40 Gb/s OTDM signal and an NBZ
(Non-Return-to-Zero) signal.

[0014] FIG. 68 shows a relationship (simulation results) between 40 GHz component intensity and eye-opening with

respect to dispersion quantity of a 40 Gb/s OTDM signal. Between two curves shown in FIG. 68, one having a pair of

peaks represents 40 GHz component intensity, v^ile the other one having a single peak represents eye-opening,

wherein the minimum point between the pair of peaks of the 40 GHz component intensity is zero dispersion point, at

which the eye-opening is the maxinrum.

[0015] FIG. 69 shows a structure of an experimental system at the time of DSF 100 km transmission. Signal light is

sent from a transmitting skje (hereinafter referred to as a transnnitting terminal, occasionally) 131 shown in FIG. 69, and

a temperature of a fber that is a transmission line can be changed in a thermostat 133. On a receiving skJe 132, a 40

GHz component intensity is measured.

(001 6] FIG. 70 shows results of the experrnienl in the experimental system, wherein a transverse sods represents sig-

nal light wavelength, while a vertical axis represents monitor voltage at a 40 GHz component intensity. The signal light

wavelength that is the transverse axis is swept in a range from 1535 to 1565 nm [nanometer: (nano represents the

minus ninth power of 10)], while the monitor voltage represents results at three kinds of temperatures. In each of these

three kinds of waveforms, the nrtinimum point between a pair of peaks of the waveform shows zero dispersion wave-

length, like the simulation result shown in FIG. 68. Following a change in temperature (-35 to +65' C) of DSF 100 km,

it is known that the zero dispersion wavelength is changed (0.027 nnV C).

[0017] FIG. 71(a) shows a relationship (simulation results) between 40 GHz component intensity and eye-opening

with respect to a dispersion quantity of a 40 Gb/s NR2 signal (a = -0.7). In FIG. 71(a). one having a plurality of peaks

represents 40 GHz component intensity, while the other one having a single peak represents eye-opening, as well. In

the case of ckO, the 40 Gb/s component intensity has the maximum peak in the vicinity of +30 ps/nm. and the nx)nitor

value shows zero that is the minimum value in zero dispersion at the foot on the negative dispersion's side.

[0018] FIG. 71(b) shows results of an experiment at the time of DSF 100 km transmission when a temperature is

changed from -35 to +65** C. /\s well as the simulation results [refer to FIG. 71(a)]. the mininxim value at the foot on the
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long wavelength' s side of the maximum peak [refer to a point denoted by 134 in FIG. 71 (b)] shows zero dispersion
wavelength, and the zero dispersion wavelength is changed at 0.026 nm/*C, which coincides with the results in FIG. 70.
FIG. 71(a) shows simulation results in the case of a 40 Gb/s NRZ signal (a = +0.7). FIG. 72(b) shows simulation results
in the case of a 40 Gb/s RZ (Return-to-Zero) signal (a = 0, Duty = 50%). In such the automatic dispersion compensation

5 system, it is necessary to feedback-control an operation point of a variable dispersion (equalization) compensator such
that the eye-opening becomes the maximum using the above chromatic dispersion monitor.

[0019] Next, polarization-mode dispersion (PMD: Polarization-Mode Dispersion) that is the second factor having an
effect on a transmission distance in the 40 Gb/s system will be schematically described. Polarization-mode dispersion
(PMD) is caused by that propagation delay times of polarization components (light in two modes such as TE mode and

TO TM mode, for example) of a light signal are different, which might generate in any optical fiber. Generally, the larger a
transmission rate of an optical signal or the longer a transmission distance of an optical signal, the larger is an effect of
poiarization-mode dispersion, which cannot be ignored. It is said that some optical fibers configuring old optical trans-
mission lines laid mainly in countries other than Japan have a large PMD value above 1 ps/km^^ [picosecond/km^^
(pico represents minus twelfth power of 10) per unit length. In the case of a short distance transmission (for example,

15 50 km transmission) using such optical fbers, an optical delay difference (At) is 7 ps or larger per one time slot 25 ps
of 40 Gb/s. where an effect of polarization-mode dispersion cannot be ignored. Incidentally, this value is determined
according to a type of optical fiber, which does not depend on a transmission rate of an optical signal. Further, since it

is practically necessary to provide devices generating polarization-nxxie dispersion such as an optical amplifier, a
wavelength dispersion compensator and the like in an optical communication system, a transmission distance of an

20 optical signal is further limited.

[0020] Accordingly, in order to increase a transmission rate of an optical signal while still using an optical transmission
line having been already laid or perform long-distance in-line repeater transmission while still using an optical transmis-
sion line having been already laid, a technique of compensating poiarization-mode dispersion generated in a transmit
optical signal is demanded.

25 [0021] As methods of compensating polarization-mode dispersion, there are compensating methods described in

putjiications shown below, for example. Incidentally, it is difficult to thoroughly compensate transmit waveform deterio-
ration since mode coupling due to fluctuation of birefringence in a longitudinal direction of an optical faDer is complicat-
edly generated even with an optical fber configuring an actual optical transmission line, moreover, the mode coupling
is changed with time due to temperature change and the like. In order to relieve transmission waveform deterioration.

30 methods described in publications Q) through ® shown below are effective.

® Method of providing a polarization controller (PC: Polarization Controller) at a transmitting terminal of an optical
signal, feeding back transmission characteristic from the receiving terminal so as to control a splitting ratio y of an
optical intensity to two polarization modes to be 0 or 1 (J.H. Winters et al.. "Optical equalization of polarization dis-
persion", SPIE VoM787 MultigigatMt Fiber Communications, 1992, pp.346-357).

® Method of providing a polarization controller and a polarization maintaining fiber (PMF: Polarization Maintaining
Rber) at a receiving terminal of an optical signal, and controlling the polarization controller to give a delay differ-

ence (fixed value) between two polarization modes of an inverse code to an optical transmission line (T. Takahashi
et al.. "Automatic compensation technique for timewise fluctuating polarization-mode dispersion in in-line amplifier
systems". Electro.Lett.. vol.30, NoA 1994, pp.348-349); and

® Method of providing a polarization controller, a polarization beam splitter (PBS: Polarization Beam Splitter),

photo receivers receiving two optical signal conponents split by the polarization beam splitter, and a variable delay
element giving a delay difference between two electric signals obtained by the photo receivers to control the polar-
ization controller and the variable delay element (T. Ono et al.. "Polarization Control Method for Suppressing Polar-
ization-rrxxie Dispersion Influence in Optical Transmission Systen1s^ J. of Ughtwave TecnoL vol 12 no 5 1994
pp.891-898).

[0022] In any of these methods ® through ® . it is necessary to detect a state of polarization-mode dspersion at a
receiving terminal of an optical signal to perform a feed-back control. However, there is required not a conplicated
method using a result of detection of a code error rate or the like but a technique of easily detecting a state of polariza-
tion-mode dispersion. Such an optical communication systems will be required in future that a bit rate, a transmission
distance, a signal modulation format and the like can be freely changed. For this, even in a technique of conpensating
polarization-nxxie dispersion, it is required to comply with fluctuations of a state of polarization-mode dispersion gen-
erated in a transmission line.

[0023] FIG. 73 shows an experimental system for studying transmission waveform deterioration of a 40 Gb/s signal
by PMD. An optical intensity splitting ratio (or an optical power ratio) y of each polarization component of signal light sent
out from a transmitting side 133 shown in FIG. 73 is changed in a polarization controller 134, the signal light is added
PMD generated in a transmission line in a PMD emulator (PMD emulator) 135 and demodulated in a receiving terminal

4
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136. The PMD emulator 135 simulates PMD generated in the transmission line, wherein a commercially available PMD
emulator is used. Principles upon which the PMD emulator 135 operates are as follows. Namely, the signal light is split

into two polarization components by the polarization beam splitter (PBS) 135a shown in FIG. 73. one of which is given

an optical delay dfffererrce At (ps) in an optical delay device 135b. the other of which is given a loss in an optical atten-

uator 135 such that optical losses in the both optical paths are equaL Further, they are multiplexed while they are still

in an orthogonal state by a polarization beam splitter (PBS) 135d. The output signal is amplified by an optical pream-

plifier 136a in the receiving terminal 136. and dennodulated in an optical DEMUX (Demultiplex) I36b.

[0024] FIG. 74 shows results of an experiment of evaluation of power penalty to optical delay difference Ax of a 40

Gb/s OTDM signal and a NR2 signal. The transversal axis represents optical delay difference At. while a vertical axis

represents power penalty. Incidentally, y is set to 0.5 in the polarization controller 134 (refer to FIG. 73) such that trans-

mission waveform deterioration is the nr»axtmum. A curved line denoted by (a) in FIG. 74 represents transmission wave-

form deterioration of the OTDM signal. When a reference value of receiver sensitivity degradation (power penalty

[vertical axis]) is below 1 dS, a PMD allowable value (PMD tolerance) is 9 ps. A curved line denoted by (b) in FIG. 74

represents transmission waveform deterioration of the 40 Gb/s NRZ signal. When a reference value of receiver sensi-

tivity degradation at this time is below 1 dB, the PMD allowable value (PMD tolerance) is 1 1 ps.

[0025] In consideration of a value of the receiver sensitivity degradation, some relatively old fibers having been

already laid have a large PMD value above 1 .0 ps/km^^ per unit length. In such case, a value of the receiver sensitivity

degradation is atx>ve 10 ps even in a relatively short distance ti'ansmission of 100 km or less. Further, since polariza-

tion-mode dispersion is generated even in an optical amplifier, a chromatic dispersion compensator and the like other

than a transmission line fiber in an actual optical transmission system, a transmissbn distance is further limited. In

order to inaease a transmission distance in a fber transmission line having been already laid, or in order to perform

long-distance in-line repeater transmission. "PMD compensating technique' is required. However, this compensating

technique has three problems (d) through (f) below.

(d) realization of a PMD compensating device:

(e) method of detecting a PMD state (optical delay difference Ax and optical intensity splitting ratio y): and
(f) method of controlling feedback-optimization of a PMD compensating device.

[0026] Although a PMD measuring device has been commercially available, introducing such PMD measuring device

as a part of an optical transmission system is not realistic in the view of size and economy. A method being able to

directiy rTX)nitor a PMD value is desirable. As such method, there is a method using a frequency component intensity in

a baseband spectrum of a received signal, which is theoretically detemnined as below.

[0027] Assuming that F(t) is a change of an optical intensity with time when PMD is not given, a change of an optical

intensity with time when PMD (optical delay difference At and optical density splitting ratio y) is given by the following

formula:

YF(t-AT)+<1-Y)F(t)

[0028] An electric field intensity of an electric signal having been received is proportional to its value, artd the square

of the value is detected as a change of the intensity with time by the intensity detector. Baseband spectrum P(f) is

expressed as Its Fourier transform by the following formula (11):

P(f) = |J{rP(t-AT)+(1-T)F(t)) • exp(ia>t)dt|' (11)

= |yJF(t-Ax)exp(tcDt)dt+{1-y)JF(t)exp(ia> t)dt|^

= |yexp(la)Ax)JF(t)exp(ia)t)dt+(1-y)f F(t)exp(i(Dt)dt|^

= K(f).|JF(t)exp(i(Dt)dt|'

wherein a factor of proportionality K(f) is expressed as below, and o> =27i;f.

K(f) = |yexp(i(oAx)+(1-y)l^ (12)

= |y{cos(o)Ax)+i sin(coAx)}+(1 -y)|
^

= 1-4y(1-y)sin^(nfAx)

[0029] In formula (1 1 ). parameters (optical delay difference Ax and optical intensity splitting ratio y) relating to a PMD
state are included in only K(f). and separated from the baseband spectrum |JF(t)exp(i a)t)dt|2 in the case of no PMD.
When a frequency component f = fe(Hz) is extracted by a filter or the Bke and an intensity thereof is detected, depend-
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ency on optical delay difference Ax and the optical intensity splitting ratio y is expressed by K(fe). Moreover, from that
the formula (11) is established for a general formula F(t) representing an optical waveform, the above result that the
PMD state can be detected with K(fe) is established irrespective of a modulating system (NRZ or R2) or a waveform
change due to such as wavelength dispersion, nonlinear effect or the like.

[0030] FIG. 75 shows a result of an experiment showing At dependency of 20 GHz components intensity in a 40 Gb/s
NRZ system in the case of y = 0.5. In this intensity detecting method, an optical signal is converted into an electric signal
using a photo receiver (PD) in the receiving terminal, a signal of a 20 GHz component is extracted by a 20 GHz narrow-
band band-pass filter (BPF). and an intensity is detected by a power meter. As shown in FIG. 75. the intensity is the
maximum at optical delay difference Ax = Ops . decreases with increasing the optical delay difference Ax. and becomes
zero at the optical delay difference At = 25ps

.

[0031] Using that the fe (Hz) component intensity is the maximum when the PMD state is the best, a method of feed-
back-controlling the polarization-mode dispersion compensator controlling the optical delay difference Ax and the opti-
cal intensity splitting ratio y inserted in the optical transmission line (transmitting terminal, optical repeater and receiving
terminal) according to a PMD monitor signal is possible.

[0032] Incidentally, there are publications relating to equalization as shown in @ through © below.

® publications relating to variable dispersion (equalization) compensator:

• R.I. Uming et al.. "A Dispersion Tunable Grating in a 10-Gb/s 100-200-km-Step IndexFibe Link". IEEE Photon.
Technol. Lett.. vol-8..pp.428-430.1996. (being able to vary a dispersion compensation quantity by changing a
temperature slope in a longitudinal direction of a chirped fiber grating);

• M.M. Ohm et al., "Tunable fiber grating dispersion using a piezoelectric stack", OFC'97 WJ3. (being able to
vary a dispersion compensation quantity by changing a stress in a longitudinal direction of a chirped fiber grat-
ing):

• K. Takiguchi et al.. "Planar Ughtwave Circuit Optical Dispersion Equalizer". IEEE Photon. Technol.. Lett
vol.6.no.1.pp.86-88 (PLC variable dispersion compensator);

• A. Sano et al.. "Autonr^tic dispersion equalization by monitoring extracted-clockpower level In a 40-Gbit/s. 200-
km transmission line" ECOC*96 TuD.3.5 (discreet variable dispersion compensator in which fbers having a
positive or negative dispersion value are cascade-connected by a 1x4 mechanical switch);

(S) publications relating to automatic dispersion equalizing system:

• G. Ishikawa and H. Ooi, "Demonstration of automatic dispersion equalization in 40-Gbit/s OTDM transmission
"

ECX)C'98 WdC06. (introduced In September 23, 1998);
• OoK Akiyama and Ishikawa. "Experiment on 40 GbiVs automatic dispersion equalization using a wavelength

tunable laser", EIC. Soc., 1998 (Introduced in September, 30. 1998);
• M. Tomizawa et al., "Automatic Dispersion Equalization for Installing High-Speed Optical Transmission Sys-

tems", J. Lightwave Technd., voL16, no.2, pp.184-191

;

(© publications relating to automatic PMD compensating system:

• H.Ooi. YAWyama. G.lshikawa, "Automatic polarization-mode dispersion conrpensation in 40-Gbit/s transmis-
sion" (tentative title), siixnitted to OFC'99 (method of using a polarization controiler(PC: Polarization Control-
ler) and a polarization maintaining fiber (PMF; Polarization Maintaining Rber) in a receiving terminal to conti-ol
PC in a 40 Gh/s NRZ system, thereby giving a delay difference of an inverse code to a transmission line);

• J.K Winters et al., "optical equalization of polarization dispersion". SPIE VoM787 Multigigabit Fiber Commu-
nications. 1992 00.346-357 (method of using a polarization controller in a transmitting terminal, feeding-back
the b-ansmission characteristic from a receiving terminal to control in such a direction as y « 0 or 1);

• T Takahashi et al.. "Automatic compensation technique for timewise fluctuating polarization-mode dispersion
in in-line amplifier systems". Electron. Lett., vol.30, no.4, 1994, pp.348-349 (method of giving a delay difference
of an inverse code to a transmission line by using a polarization comroller (PC) and a polarization maintaining
fiber (PMF) in a receiving terminal to control PC), wherein a 5 GHz corrponent intensity in a baseband spec-
b-um of a lOGb/s NRZ signal is detected and a control is performed such that the intensity becomes tfie max-
imum;

• T Ono et al.. "Polarization Control Method for Suppressing Polarization-mode Dispersion Influence in Optical
Transmission Systems". J. Ughtwave Technol.. vol.12, no.5. 1994. pp.891 ^98 (method of using a polarization
controller, a polarization beam splitter, photo receivers tor respective light paths and a variable delay element
giving a delay dfference between both electric signals to control the PC and the variable delay element).

6
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[0033] In the light of the above problems, an object of the present invention is to provide a polarization-mode disper-

sion quantity detecting method in which polarization-mode dispersion generated in a high-speed optical signal can be
easily detected and monitored, a dispersion compensation controlling method in which these detected polarization-

mode dispersion and chron^tic dispersion can be compensated, thereby enabling a long-distance transmission of a

5 high-speed optical signal, and a dispersion conpensatton controlling apparatus for simultaneously compensating trans-

mission optical wavefam deterioration caused thereby using the polarization-mode dispersion quantity detecting

method and the chromatic dispersion detecting method.

DISCLOSURE OF INVENTION
10

[0034] Therefore, a dispersion compensation controlling apparatus of this invention comprises a first specrfic fre-

quency component detecting unit for detecting a first specific frequency component in a baseband spectrum in a trans-

mission optical signal inputted to a receiving side over a transmission fiber as a transmission line, a first intensity

detecting unit for detecting information on an intensity of the first specific frequency component detected by the first

15 specific frequency component detecting unit, and a polarization-nxxle dispersion controlling unit for controlling a polar-

ization-nxxle dispersion quantity of the transmission line such that the intensity of the first specific frequency compo-
nent detected by the first intensity detecting unit becomes the maximum.

[0035] Accordingly, it is thereby possible to compensate polarization-nxxje dispersion so as to prevent deterioration

of a transmission waveform of an optical signal This advantageously contributes to lon^-distance transmission of a
20 high-speed optical signal.

[0036] Further, a dispersion compensation controlling apparatus of this invention comprises a first specific frequency

component detecting unit for detecting a first specific frequency component in a baseband spectrum in a transmission

optical signal inputted to a receiving side over a transmission fber as a transmission line, a first intensity detecting unit

fa detecting information on an intensity of the first specific frequency component detected by the first specific frequency

25 component detecting unit, a polarization-mode dispersion controlling unit for controlling a polarization-nrxxJe dispersion

quantity of the transmission line such that the intensity of the first specific frequency component detected by the first

intensity detecting unit becomes the nnaximum. a second specific frequency component detecting unit tor detecting a

second specific frequency component in the baseband spectrum in the transmission optical signal, a second intensity

detecting unit for detecting information on the intensity of the second specific frequency component detected by the

30 second specific frequency component detecting unit, and a chromatic dispersion controlling unit for controlling a chro-

matic dispersion quantity of the transmission line such tfrat the intensity of the second specific frequency component
detected by the second specific frequency intensity detecting unit becomes the nrmimum.

[0037] Accordingly, it is thereby possible to compensate polarization-mode dispersion to prevent deterioration of a

transmission waveform of an optical signal. It is also possible to conpensate chromatic dispersion of a transmission

35 optical signal, so as to prevent deterioration of the transmission waveform of the optical signal by effects of polarization-

mode dispersion and chromatic dispersion. This more advantageously contributes to long-distance transmission of a

high-speed optical signal.

[0038] Still further, a dispersion compensation controlling apparatus of this invention corrprises a first specific fre-

quency component detecting unit for detecting a first specific frequency component in a baseband spectrum in a trans-

40 mission optical signal inputted to a receiving side over a transmission fiber as a transmission line, a first intensity

detecting unit tor detecting intormation on an intensity of the first specific frequency component detected by the first

specrfic frequency component detecting unit a polarization-mode dispersion controlling unit for controlling a polariza-

tion-nxxle dispersion quantity of the transmission line such that the intensity of the first specific frequency component
detected by the first intensity detecting unit becomes the maximum, and a chromatic dispersion controlling unit for con-

45 trolling a chromatic cfispersion quantity of the transmission line such that the intensity of the first specific frequency com-
ponent detected by the first intensity detecting unit becomes the maximum or the minimum,

[0039] Accordingly, it is thereby possible to compensate polarization-nxxle dispersion to prevent deterioration of a
transmission waveform of an optical signal. It is also possible to conpensate chromatic dispersion of a transmission

optical signal, so as to prevent deterioration of the transmission waveform of the optical signal by effects of polarization-

50 mode dispersion and chromatic dispersion. This more advantageously contributes to long-distance transmission of a
high-speed optical signal.

[0040] A polarization-nrvxJe dispersion quantity detecting method of this invention comprises the steps of a specific

frequency conponent detecting step of detecting a specific frequency conponent in a baseband spectrum in a trans-

mission optical signal inputted over a transmission optical fiber, an intensity detecting step of detecting an intensity of

55 the specific frequency conponent detected at the specific frequency component detecting step, and a dispersion quan-

tity detecting step of detecting a polarization-nrKxJe dispersion quantity of the transmission optical signal from informa-

tion on the intensity of the specific frequency component detected at said intensity detecting step by performing a
predetermined functional operation.

7
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[0041] Accordingly, it is thereby possible to easily detect polarization-mode dispersion generated in a transmission
optical signal.

(0042) In addition, a dispersion compensation controlling method of this invention comprises the steps of a first spe-
cific frequency component detecting step of detecting a first specific frequency component in a baseband spectrum in

5 a transmission optical signal inputted to a receiving side over a transmission fiber as a transmission line, a first intensity
detecting step of detecting information on an intensity of the first specific frequency component detected at the first spe-
cific frequency component detecting step, and a polarization-mode dispersion controlling step of controlling a polariza-
tion-mode dispersion quantity of the transmission line such that the intensity of the first specific frequency component
detected at the first intensity detecting step becomes the maximum.

10 [0043] Accordingly, it is thereby possible to easily detected polarization-mode dispersion generated in a transmission
optical signal.

[0044] Further, a dispersion corrpensation controlling method comprises the steps of a first specific frequency com-
ponent detecting step of detecting a first specific frequency component in a baseband spectrum in a transmission opti-
cal signal inputted to a receiving side over a transmission fber as a transmission line, a first intensity detecting step of

15 detecting information on an intensity of the first specific frequency component detected at the first spedfic frequency
component detecting step, a polarization-mode dispersion controlling step of controlling a polarization-mode dispersion
quantity of the transmission line such that the intensity of the first specific frequency component detected at the first

intensity detecting step becomes the maximum, a second specific frequency component detecting step of detecting a
second specific frequency component in the baseband spectrum in the transmission optical signal, a second intensity

20 detecting step of detecting information on an intensHy of the second specHic frequency component detected at the sec-
ond specific frequency component detecting step, and a chromatic dispersion controlling step of controlling a chromatic
dispersion quantity of the transmission line such that the intensity of the second specific frequency component detected
at the second intensity detecting step becomes the maximum or the n^nimum.
[0045] Accordingly, it is thereby possible to perform the controls independently and simultaneously.

25 [0046] Still further, a dispersion compensation controlling method of this invention comprises the steps of a first spe-
cific frequency conrponent detecting step of detecting a first specific frequency component in a baseband spectrum in

a transmission optical signal inputted to a receiving side over a transmission fiber as a transmission line, a first intensity
detecting step of detecting infamation on an intensity of the first specific frequency component detected at the first spe-
cific frequency conrponent detecting step, a polarization-mode dispersion controlling step of controlling a polarization-

30 mode dispersion quantity of said transmission line such that the intensity of the first specific frequency component
detected at the first intensity detecting step becomes the maximum, and a chromatic dispersion controlling step of con-
trolling a chromatic dispersion quantity of the transmission line such that the intensity of the first specific frequency com-
ponent detected at the first intensity detecting step becomes the maximum or the minimum.
[0047] Accordingly it is thereby possible to prevent deterioration of a transmission waveform of an optical signal by

35 effects of polarization-mode dispersion and chromatic dispersion, which further contributes to longndistance transmis-
sion of a high-speed optical signal.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

40 [0048]

FIG. 1 is a diagram showing a structure of a first basic block of this invention;

FIG. 2 is a diagram showing a structure of a second basic block of this invention;
FIG. 3 is a diagram showing a structure of a third basic block of this invention;

45 FIG. 4 is a block diagram showing a structure of an optical transmission system to which dispersion compensation
controlling apparatus according to a first embodiment of this invention is applied;
FIG. 5 is a diagram showing a structure of a delay quantity compensator;
FIG. 6 is a diagram showing a structure of an experimental system of a 40 Gb/s optical time division multiplexing
transmission system according to the first entxxliment of this invention;

so FIG. 7 is a diagram showing a sti-ucture of a PMD emulator:

FIGS. 8(a) through 8(e) are diagrams showing deteriorated 40 Gb/s optical time division multiplexed waveforms
when the PMD emulator changes an optical delay difference At and gives it thereto;
FIG. 9 is a diagram for illustrating a method of deeding a polarization-mode dispersion quantity generated in a
transmission optical signal;

55 FIGS. 10(a) and 10(b) are diagrams for illustrating a method of detecting a pdarization-mode dispersion quantity
generated in a transmission optical signal;

FIG. 11 is a diagram showing a structure of an experimental system of a 10 Gb/s NR2 transmission system accord-
ing to the first embodiment of this invention;
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FIGS. 12(a) through 1 20) are diagrams showing deteriorated 10 Gb/s NRZ waveforms at a receivir^ termir^l when

the PMD emulator changes an optical delay difference At and gives it thereto;

FIG. 13 is a diagram for illustrating a method of detecting a potarization-mode dispersion quantity generated in a

transmission optical signal;

5 FIGS. 14(a) and 14(b) are diagrams for illustrating a method of detecting a polarization-mode dispersion quantity

generated in a transmission optical signal;

FIG. 15 is a diagram showing a structure of an optical time division multiplex modulator;

FIGS. 16(a) through 16(c) are diagrams for illustrating an operating principle of an TODM modulator;

FIG. 1 7 is a block diagram showing a structure of an optical transmission system provided with a dispersion com-

10 pensation controlling apparatus with a timing extracting unit according to the first emtXKliment of this invention;

FIG. 18 is a block diagram showing a structure of an optical transmission system to which a dispersion compensa-

tion controlling apparatus according to a first modification of the first embodiment of this invention is applied;

FIG. 19 is a block diagram showing a structure of an optical transmission system to which a dispersion compensa-

tion controlling apparatus according to a second modification of the first embodiment of this invention is applied;

15 FIG. 20 is a block diagram showing a structure of another optical transmission system to which a dispersion com-

pensation controlling apparatus according to the second modification of the first embodiment of this invention is

applied;

FIG. 21 is a block diagram showing a structure of an optical transmission system to which another dispersion com-

pensation controlling apparatus according to the second nxKiification of the first embodiment of this invention is

20 applied;

FIG. 22 is a block diagram showing a structure of an optical transmission system to which a dispersion compensa-

tion controlling apparatus according to a third modfication of the first embodiment of this invention is applied;

FIG. 23 is a block diagram showing a structure of an optical transmission system to which a dispersion conpensa-

tion controlling apparatus according to a fourth modification of the first emtxxjtment of this invention is applied;

25 FIG. 24 is a block diagram showing a structure of an optical transmission system to which a dispersion compensa-

tion controlling apparatus according to a fifth nnodrfication of the first embodiment of this invention is applied;

FIGS. 25(a) through 25(c) are diagrams for illustrating a principle of a feedback control by a compensation quantity

optimization controlling unit;

FIGS. 26(a) through 26(g) are diagrams for illustrating an operation in a dispersion conpensation controlling appa-

30 ratus;

FIG. 27 is a block diagram showing a structure of an optical transmission system to which a dispersion compensa-

tion controlling apparatus according to a sixth modification of the first embodiment of this invention Is applied;

FIG. 28 is a block diagram showing a structure of an optical transmission system to which a dispersion compensa-

tion controlling apparatus according to a seventh nxxlification of the first embodiment of this invention is applied;

35 FIG. 29 is a block diagram showing a structure of an optical transmission system to which a dispersion compensa-

tion controlling apparatus according to an eighth modification of the first embodiment of this Invention is applied;

FIG. 30 is a block diagram showing a structure of an optical transmission system to which a dispersion condensa-

tion controlling apparatus according to a ninth modification of the first embodiment of this invention is applied;

FIGS. 31 (a) and 31 (b) are diagranns showing a change in intensity of a specific frequency component when param-

40 eters showing a polarization-mode dispersion quantity to be given to an optical signal by a polarizatton-nxxle dis-

persion compensator undergoes a sweep control in a wide range;

FIG. 32 is a block diagram showing a structure of an optical transmission system to which a dispersion compensa-

tion controlling apparatus according to a secorKi embodiment of this invention is applied;

FIG. 33 is an enlarged diagram of a polarization controller and an inter-polarization-mode variable delay;

45 FIGS. 34(a) through 34(c) are diagrams showing an example of a variable optical delay path according to the sec-

ond emtxxliment of this invention;

FIG. 35 is a diagram showing an example of a structure of another Inter-pdarization-mode variable delay element

according to the second embodiment of this invention;

FIGS. 36 and 37 are control flowcharts for realizing PMD compensation according to the second emtxxliment of

50 this invention;

FIG- 38 is aryjther control flowchart for realizing the PMD compensation according to the second embodiment of

this invention;

FIG. 39 is a block diagram showing a structure of an optical transmission system according to a second nxxfrfica-

tion of the second emtxxliment of this invention;

55 FIG. 40 is a block diagram showing a structure of an optical transmission system according to a third modification

of the second embodiment of this invention;

FIG. 41 is a block diagram showing a structure of an optical transmission system to vAvch a PMD conrpensation

controlling apparatus at the time of system operation according to a fourth nxxiification of the second embodiment

9
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of this invention is applied;

FIG. 42 is a diagram illustrating a method of measuring a PMD tolerance;

FIG. 43 is a block diagram showing a structure of an optical transmission system to which a PMD compensation
controlling apparatus using a PMF for PMD conpensation according to the fourth modification of the second
embodiment of this invention is applied;

FIG. 44(a) is a diagram showing a 20 GHz component intensity in a received t>aseband signal to a and P;
FIG. 44 (b) is a diagram showing an eye opening of a received waveform in the received baseband signal to a and
P:

FIG. 45(a) is a diagram showing a 20 GHz component intensity in a received baseband signal to a and P;
FIG. 45(b) is a diagram showing an eye opening of a received waveform in the received baseband signal to a and p

;

FIG. 46(a) is a diagram showing a 20 GHz component intensity in a received baseband signal to a and p;
FIG. 46(b) is a diagram showing an eye opening of a received waveform in the received baseband signal to a and p;
FIG. 47(a) is a diagram showing a 20 GHz component intensity in a received baseband signal to a and p;
FIG. 47(b) is a diagram showing an eye opening of a received waveform in the received baseband signal to a and p

;

FIG. 48(a) is a diagram showing results of calculation of transmission line PMD versus 20 GHz component intensity
when transmission is performed using a 40 Qb/s NRZ signal;

FIG. 48(b) is a diagram showing results of calculation of transmission line PMD versus eye opening penally when
transmission is performed using a 40 Gb/s NRZ signal;

FIG. 49(a) is a diagram showing results of calculation of transmission line PMD versus 20 GHz component intensity
when transmission is performed using a 40 Gb/s OTDM signal;

FIG. 49(b) is a diagram showing resuHs of calculation of transmission line PMD versus eye opening penatty when
transmission is performed using a 40 Gb/s OTDM signal;

FIG. SO(a) is a diagram showing a relationship of transmission line PMD versus eye opening penalty when a delay
quantity At^ is the smallest;

FIG. 50(b) is a diagram showing a relationship of transmission line PMD versus eye opening penalty when a delay
quantity is the largest;

FIGS. 51 (a) and 51 (b) are diagrams illustrating a case where a delay quantity At exceeds one time slot;

FIGS. 52 and 53 are block diagrams showing a structure of an optical transmission system according to a third
embodiment of this invention:

FIG. 54 is a block diagram showing a structure of an optical transmission system according to the third embodiment
of this invention;

FIGS. 55 and 56 are block diagrams of an optical transmission system according to a first modification of the third
embodiment of this invention;

FIG, 57 is a bk>ck diagram of an optical transmission system according to a second rrxxlification of the third entod-
imentofthis invention;

FIG. 58 is a block diagram according to the second modification of the third embodiment of this invention;
FIG. 59 is a block diagram of an optical transmission system accading to a third modification of the third embodi-
ment 01 this invention;

FIG. 60 is a block diagram showing a structure of an optical transmission system to which a dispersion conpensa-
tion controlling apparatus according to a fourth modification of the third embodiment of this invention is applied;
FIG. 61 is another block diagram of an optical transmission system according to a fifth modification of the third
embodiment of this Invention;

FIG. 62 is a block diagram of an optical transmission system according to a fourth embodiment of this invention;
FIG. 63 is a block diagram of an optical transmission system according to a first modification of the fourth embodi-
ment of this invention;

FIG. 64 is a block diagram of an optical transmission system according to a second nx5dification of the fourth
embodiment of this invention;

FIG. 65 is a diagram showing a structure of another delay quantity compensator;
FIG. 66 is a diagram showing a structure of an evaluation experimental system for dispersion corrpensation toler-
ance after 1 .3 jim SMF 50 km transmission in 40 Gb/s optical time division multiplexing;

FIG. 67 is a diagram showing resufts of an evaluation experiment in the experimental system in FIG. 66;
FIG. 68 is a diagram showing a relationship (simulation results) between 40 GHz component intensity and eye
opening to a dispersion quantity of a 40 Gb/s OTDM signal;

FIG. 69 is a diagram showing a structure of an experimental system at the time of DSF 100 km transmission;
FIG. 70 is a diagram showing experiment results in the experimental system in FIG. 69;
FIG. 71(a) is a diagram showving a relationship (simulation results) between 40 GHz coirponent intensity arxl eye
opening to a dispersion quan% of a 40 Gb/s NRZ signal (a = -0.7);

FIG. 71(b) is a diagram showing experimental results at the time of DSF 100 km transmission when the tenpera-
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ture is changed from -35 to + 65' C;

FIG. 72(a) is a diagram showing results of simulation in the case of a 40 Gb/s NR2 signal (a = +0.7);

FIG- 72(b) is a diagram showing results of simulation in the case of a 40 Gb/s FtZ signal (a = 0. Duty = 50%);
FIG, 73 is a diagram showing an experimental system for researching transmission waveform deterioration due to

PMD in a 40 Gb/s signal;

FIG. 74 is a diagram showing results of a power penalty evaluation experiment to an optical delay difference at on
a 40 Gb/s OTDM signal and an NRZ signal; and

FIG. 75 is a diagram showing experimental results showing At dependency of 20 GHz component intensity when
y = 0.5 in a 40 Gb/s NRZ system.

BEST MODE FOR CARRYING OUT THE INVENTION

(A) Description of a Basic Structure of the Invention

(A1) Description of a Structure of a First Basic Block

[0049] FIG. 1 is a block diagram showing a structure of a first basic block of a dispersion compensation controlling

apparatus of this invention, which comprises, as shown in FIG. 1 , a polarization-mode dispersion compensator 7a dis-

posed in a transmission line 6a and a dispersion compensation controlling apparatus 251a.

[0050] Here, the transmission line 6a is an optical fiber transmission line. The polarization-mode dispersion conpen-
sator 7a receives a control signal from the dispersion compensation controlling apparatus 251a to conpensate polari-

zation-mode dispersion generated in a transmitted optical signal.

[0051] The dispersion compensation controlling apparatus 251a monitors a state of polarization-mode dispersion

generated in an optical signal transmitted over the transmission line 6a on the basis of the received optical signal, and
controls the polarization-mode dispersion compensator 251a according to a result of the monitoring, which comprises

a first specific frequency component detecting unit 2a, a first intensity detecting unit 3a and a polahzation-mode disper-

sion controlling unit 220a.

[0052] A term "dispersion" is generally used to mean "chromatic dispersion". In this structure, the term "dispersion"

is used to mean "polarization-mode dispersion". Accordingly, the dispersion compensation controlling apparatus 251a
according to this structure represents "polarization-mode dispersion controlling apparatus".

[0053] The first specific frequency component detecting unit 2a detects a first specific frequency component in a
baseband spectrum in a transmission optical signal inputted to a receiving side over a transmission fiber as the trans-

mission line 6a. The first intensity detecting unit 3a detects information on an intensity of the first specific frequency

component detected by the first specific frequency component detecting unit 2a, The polarization-mode cflspersion con-

trolling unit 220a controls a polarization-mode dispersion quantity of the tansmission line such that the intensity of the

first specific frequency component detected by the first specific frequency component detecting unit 2a becomes the

maximum.

[0054] When the above ti-ansmission optical signal is an RZ optical signal or an optical time division multiplex signal,

the first specific frequency component detecting unit 2a may detect a frequency conresponding to a bit rate as the first

specific frequency component. When the above transmission optical signal is in any optical modulation system, the first

specific frequency component detecting unit 2a may detect a frequency corresponding to 1/2 of a bit rate as the first

specific frequency component

[0055] A dispersion condensation comrolling method of this invention comprises the steps of a first specific frequency
conponent detecting step of detecting a first specific frequency component in a baseband spectrum in a transmission

optical signal inputted to a receiving side over a b-ansmission fiber as a transmission line, a first intensity detecting step

of detecting information on an intensity of the above first specific frequency component detected at the first specific fre-

quency component detecting step, and a polarization-mode dispersion controlling step of corrtrolling a polarization-

mode dispersion quantity of the transmission line 6a such that the intensity of the first specific frequency component
detected at the first intensity detecting step becomes the maximum.

(A2) Description of a Structure of a Second Basic Block

[0056] FIG. 2 is a block diagram showing a structure of a second basic block of a dispersion compensation controlling

apparatus of this invention, which comprises, as shewn in FIG. 2. a chromatic dispersion compensator 206a and a
polarization-mode dispersion compensator 7a disposed in a transmission line 6a, and a dispersion compensation con-
trolling apparatus 251b. The transmission line 6a is an optical fiber transmission line. The chromatic dispersion com-
pensator 206a receives a control signal from the dispersion compensation controlling apparatus 251 b to conpensate a
chromatic dispersion quantity generated in a transmitted optical signal. The polarization-mode dispersion conpensator
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7a receives a control signal from the dispersion compensation controlling apparatus 251 b to compensate polarization-
mode dispersion generated in a transmitted optical signal.

[0057] The dispersion compensation controlling apparatus 251b monitors states of chromatic dispersion and polari-
zation-mode dispersion generated in an optical signal transmitted over the transmission line 6a on the basis of a

5 received optical signal, and controls the chromatic dispersion compensator 206a and the polarization-mode dispersion
compenstor 7a according to results of the monitoring, which comprises a first specific frequency component detecting
unit 2a. a first intensity detecting unit 3a. a polarization-mode dispersion controlling unit 220a. a second specific fre-
quency component detecting unit 222a. a second intensity detecting unit 223a and a chromatic dispersion controllino
unit 224a.

^

10 [0058] A term "dispersion" is generally used to mean "chromatic dispersion". In this structure, the term "dispersion"
is used to mean both "polarization-mode dipsersion" and "chromaic dispersion". In consequence, the dispersion com-
pensation controlling apparatus 251b according to this structure represents "polarization-mode dispersion-chromatic
dispersion compensation controlling apparatus".

(0059] The first specific frequency component detecting unit 2a detects a first specific frequency component in a
/5 baseband spectrum in a transmission optical signal inputted to a receiving side over a transmission line as the trans-

mission line 6a. The first intensity detecting unit 3a detects information on an intensity of the first specific frequency
component detected by the first specific frequency component detecting unit 2a. The polarization-mode dispersion con-
trolling unit 220a controls a polarization-mode dispersion quantity of the transmission line 6a such that the intensity of
the first specific frequency component detected by the first intensity detecting unit 3a becomes the maximum. The sec-

20 ond specific frequency component detecting unit 222a detects a second specific frequency component in the baseband
spectrum in the transmission optical signal. The second intensity detecting unit 223a detects information on an intensity
of the above second specific frequency component detected by the second specific frequency component detecting unit
222a. The chromatic dispersion controlling unit 224a controls a chromatic d^ersion quantity of the transmission line
6a such that the intensity of the second specific frequency component detected by the second intensity detecting unit

25 223a becomes the maximum or the minimum.

[0060] When the above transmission optical signal is an NR2 optical signal, the first specrtic frequency component
detecting unit 2a may detect a frequency corresponding to 1/2 of a bit rate as the first specific frequency conponent.
while the second specific frequency component detecting unit 222a may detect a frequency corresponding to the bit

rate as the second specific frequency component.
30 [0061 ] A dispersion compensation controlling method of this invention comprises the steps of a first specific frequency

component detecting step of detecting a first specific frequency component in a baseband spectrum in a transmission
optical signal inputted to a receiving side over a transmission fiber as a transmission line, a first intensity detecting step
of detecting information on an intensity of the above first specific frequency component detected at the first specific fre-
quency component detecting step, a polarization-mode dispersion controlling step of controlling a polarization-mode

35 dispersion quantity of the transmission line 6a such that the intensity of the first specific frequency conponent detected
at the first intensity detecting step becomes the maximum, a second specific frequency component detecting step of
detecting a second specrtic frequency component in the baseband spectrum of the transmission optical signal, a sec-
ond intensity detecting step of detecting information on an intensity of the second specific frequency conponent
detected at the second specific frequency component detecting step, and a chromatic dispersion controlling step of

40 controlling a chromatic dispersion quantity of the transmission line 6a such that the intensity of the second specific fre-
quency component detected at the second intensity detecting step becomes the maximum or the minimum.

(A3) Description of a Structure of a Third Basic Block

45 [0062] FIG. 3 is a diagram showing a structure of a third basic blocK of a dispersion compensation controlling appa-
ratus of this invention, which comprises, as shown in FIG. 3, a chromatic dispersion compensator 206a and a polariza-
tion-mode dispersion compensator 7a disposed in a transmission fine 6a, and a dispersion compensation controlling
apparatus 251c. The transmission line 6a is an optical fiber transmission line. The chromatic dispersion conpensator
206a receives a control signal from the dispersion conrpensation controlling apparatus 251 c to conpensale a chromatic

50 dispersion quantity generated in a transmitted optical signal. The polarization-mode dispersion conpensator 7a
receives a control signal from the dispersion compensation controlling apparatus 251c to compensate polarization-
mode dispersion generated in a transmitted optical signal.

[0063] The dispersion compensation controlling apparatus 251 c monitors states of chromatic dispersion and polari-
zation-mode dispersion generated in an optical signal transmitted over the transmission line 6a on the basis of a

55 received optical signal, and controls the chromatic dispersion compensator 206a and the polarization-mode dispersion
compensator 7a according to results of the monitoring, which comprises a first specific frequency conponent detecting
unit 2a. a first intensity detecting unh 3a. a polarization-mode dispersion controlling unit 220a and a chromatic disper-
sion controlling ur^ 224a.
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[0064] A term "dispersion" is generally used to mean "chromatic dispersion". In this structure, the term "dispersion"

is used to mean both "polarization-mode dispersion" and "chromatic dispersion". In consequence, the dispersion com-

pensation controlling apparatus 251 according to this structure represents "polarization-nxxle dispersion-chromatic dis-

persion compensation controlling apparatus".

5 [0065] The first specific frequency component detecting unit 2a detects a first specific frequency component in a

baseband spectrum in a transmission optical signal inputted to a receiving side over a transmission fiber as the trans-

mission line 6a. The first intensity detecting unit 3a detects information on an intensity of the at>ove first specific fre-

quency component detected by the first specific frequency component detecting unit 2a. The polarization-mode

dispersion controlling unit 220a controls a polarization-mode dispersion quantity of the transn^ssion line 6a such that

10 the intensity of the first specific frequency component detected by the first intensity detecting unit 3a becomes the max-

imum. The chromatic dispersion controlling unit 224a controls a chromatic dispersion quantity of the transmission tine

6a such that the intensity of the first specific frequency component detected by the first intensity detecting unit 3a

becomes the maximum or the minimum.

[0066] When the above transmission optical signal is an RZ optical signal or an optical time division multiplex signal,

15 the first specific frequency component detecting unit 2a may detect a frequency corresponding to a t)tl rate or 1 /2 of the

bit rate as the first specific frequency component. When the atx>ve transmission optical signal is an NRZ optical signal,

the first specific frequency component detecting unit 2a n^ay detect a frequency corresponding to 1/2 of the bit rate as

the first specific frequency component.

[0067] The chromatic dispersion controlling unit 206a may set a chromatic dispersion control quantity in the chromatic

20 dispersion compensator 206a disposed in the transmission line 6a such that the intensity of the first specific frequency

component detected by the first intensity detecting unit 3a becomes the maximum or the minimum. The chromatic dis-

persion corttroiling unit 206a may comprise a chromatic dispersion quantity detecting unit for detecting a chron^tic dis-

persion quantity of the above transnrtission optical signal from the intensity of the above first specific frequency

component detected by the first intensity detecting unit 3a by performing an operation with a predetermined second

25 function, and a chromatic dispersion control quantity setting unit for setting a chromatic dispersion control quantity in

the chromatic dispersion conrpensator 206a on the basis of the above chromatic dispersion quantity detected by the

chromatic dispersion quantity detecting unit in order to compensate chromatic dispersion of the above transmission

optical signal. The chromatic dispersion controlling unit 206a may feedback-control the chromatic dispersion conpen-

sator 206a disposed in the transmission line 6a such that the intensity of the first specific frequency conrponent

30 detected by the first intensity detecting unit 3a beocmes the maximum or the minimum.

[0068] A dispersion compensation controlling method of this invention conprises the steps of a first specific frequency

component detecting step of detecting a first specific frequency component in a baseband spectrum in a transmission

optical signal inputted to a receiving side over a transmission fiber as a transmission line, a first intensity detecting step

of detecting information on an intensity of the above first specific frequency component detected at the first specific fre-

35 quency component detecting step, a polarization-mode dispersion controlling step of controlling a polarization-mode

dispersion quantity of the transmission line 6a such that the Intensity of the first specific frequency component detected

at the first Intensity detecting step becomes the maximum, and a chromatic dispersion controlling step of controlling a

chronrtatic dispersion quantity of the transmission line 6a such that the intensity of the first specific frequency conrpo-

nent detected at the first intensity detecting step becomes the maximum or the minimum.

40

(A4) Description of Polarization-Mode Dispersion

[0069] Hereinafter, description will be nrtade of polarization-mode dispersion with respect to the first to third basic

tDlocks.

45 [0070] The polarization-mode dispersion controlling unit 220a may set a polarization-nxxje dispersion control quantity

in the polarization-mode dispersion conrpensator 7a disposed in the transmission line 6a such that the intensity of the

first specific frequency component detected by the first intensity detecting unit 3a becomes the maxinrtum.

[0071 ] The polarization-mode dispersion controlling unit 220a may comprise a polarization-nrxxJe dispersion quantity

detecting unit for detecting a polarization-mode dispersion quantity of the above transmission optical signal from the

50 intensity of the above first specific frequency conrponent detected by the first intensity detecting unit 3a by using a first

function which is a function representing an intensity of a frequency component in a baseband spectrum in an optical

waveform fbnning an art)itrary transmission optical signal and in which the frequency infornnation and parameters show-

ing a polarization-mode dispersion quantity are variables, and a parameter setting unit for outputting a parameter set-

ting control signal having parameter infornr^tion as a control quantity for compensating polarization-mode dispersion of

55 the above transnnission optical signal on the basis of the above polarization-mode dispersion quantity detected by the

polarization-mode dispersion quantity detecting unit to the polarization-mode dispersion conrpensator 7a.

[0072] The dispersion compensation controlling apparatus 251 a (or 251b or 251 c) may further comprise a third spe-

cific frequency component detecting unit for detecting a third specific frequency conponent in the baseband spectrum
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of the transmission optical signal, a third intensity detecting unit for detecting information on an intensity of the above
third specific frequency component detected by the third specific frequency component detecting unit. Besides, the
pdarization-mode dispersion controlling unit 220a may comprise a polarization-mode dispersion quantity detecting unit
for detecting a polarization-mode dispersion quantity of the above transmission optical signal from the intensity of the

5 first specific frequency component and the intensity of the third specific frequency component detected by the first

intensity detecting unit and the third intensity detecting unit, respectively by using a first function which is a function
showing an intensity of a frequency component in a baseband spectrum in an optical waveform forming an arbitrary

transmission optical signal and in which the frequency information and parameters showing a polarization-mode disper-
sion quantity are variables, and a parameter setting unft for outputting a parameter setting control signal having param-

10 eter information as a control quantity for compensating polarization-mode dispersion of the above transmission optical
signal on the basis of the above polarization-mode dispersion quantity detected by the polarization-mode dispersion
quantity detecting unit to the polarization-mode dispersion compensator.

[0073] The above parameter information may be at least either a delay quantity At between two polarization modes
or a splitting ratio y of an optical intensity to the above two polarization modes, and the parameter setting unit may out-

15 put a parameter setting control signal for setting the above parameter information to the polarization-mode dispersion
compensator disposed in a receiving terminal apparatus which is a receiving terminal of the above transmission optical
signal.

[0074] Further, the parameter setting unit may output a parameter setting control signal for setting the above param-
eter information to a polarization-mode dispersion compensator disposed in a transmitting terminal apparatus transmrt-

20 ting the above transmission optical signal or a repeating apparatus amplifying and repeating the above transmission
optical signal, or output a first parameter setting control signal for setting a splitting ratio of an optical intensity to two
polarization-mode to a first polarization-mode dispersion compensator disposed at an arbitrary position on the trans-
mission line 6a, while outputting a second parameter setting control signal for setting a delay quantity between the
above two polarization modes to a second polarization-mode dispersion compensator arranged in a rear stage of the

25 first polarization-mode dispersion conpensator.

[0075] The dispersion compensation controlling apparatus may further comprise a compensation quantity optimiza-
tion controlling unit for superimposing a predetermined low frequency signal set in advance on the parameter setting
control signal outputted from the parameter setting unit, and controlling a parameter setting in the parameter setting unit
such that the above low frequency signal component included in the intensity of the above first specific frequency signal

30 from the first intensity detecting unit 3a becomes zero so as to optimize a compensation quantity of polarization-mode
dispersion of the above transmission optical signal.

[0076] The compensation quantity optimization controlling unit may superimpose two low frequency signals having
low frequency components different from each other as the above predetermined low frequency signal on the above
parameter setting control signal, control a setting of a splitting ratio of an optical intensity to two polarization modes in

35 the parameter setting unit such that either one of the at»ve two low frequency signal components included In the Inten-
sity of the above first specific frequency conponent from the first intensity detecting unit 3a becomes zero, and control
a setting of a delay quantity between the atxjve two polarization modes in the parameter setting unit such that the other
of the two low frequency signal components included in the intensity of the above first specific frequency conponent
from the first intensity detecting unit 3a becomes zero. In addition, the compensation quantity optimization controlling

40 unit may switch a setting control on the splitting ratio of an optical intensity to the above two polarization modes and a
setting control on the delay quantity between two polarization modes with respect to time, and perform the setting con-
trols.

[0077] The distribution conpensation controlling unit may still further conprise a sweep controlling unit for largely
sweeping and controlling the parameters showing the above poiarization-mode dispersion quantity to be given by the

45 polarization-mode dispersion conpensator 7a when a system is actuated or the system is re-actuated.

[0078] The polarization-mode dispersion controlling unit 220a may feedback-control at least either a polarization con-
troller or an inter-polarization-mode delay unit disposed in the transmission line 6a such that the intensity of the first

specific frequency conponent detected by the first Intensity detecting unit 3a becomes the maximum. The inter-polari-

zation-mode delay unit may be configured as a device splitting polarization-mode conponents by a polarization beam
so splitter, giving a delay difference between the polarization-nxxJe conponents by a variable optical delay path and mul-

tiplexing the polarization-mode conponents. The lnter-poIarlzation-nx)de delay unit may be configured as a device In

which a plurality of polarization maintaining fibers having different polarization dispersion values are arranged in parallel
and the polarization maintaining fbers transmitting an optical signal are switched by an optical switch according to a
polarlzation-nrtode dispersion quantity of the transmission line 6a.

55 [0079] Further, the polarization-nnode dispersion contrdPng unit 220a may perform a control in a first control mode in

which any one of an azimuth angle of a 1/4 wave plate, an azimuth angle of a 1/2 wave plate in the polarization control-
ler and a delay quantity between polarization modes of the inter-polarization-mode delay unit such that the intensity of
the first specific frequency conponent becomes the maximum while the remaining control parameters among the
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above azimuth angles and the delay quantity between polarization modes are fixed, after the first control mode, perform

a control in a second control mode in which one of tfie remaining control parameters is changed such that the intensity

of the first specific frequency component becomes the maximum while the control parameter having been first changed
and the other one of the remaining control parameters are fixed, finally perform a control in the third control mode in

5 which the other one of the remaining control parameters is changed such that the intensity of the first specific frequency

component becomes the maximum while the control parameter having been first changed and the one of the control

parameters are fixed.

[0080] In addition, the polarization-mode dispersion controlling unit 220a may perform a control in a fourth control

mode in which any one of an azimuth angle of a 1/4 wave plate, an azimuth angle of a 1/2 wave plate in the polarization

10 controller and a delay quantity between FX)larization modes of the inter-polarization-mode delay unit is changed such

that the intensity of the first specific frequency component increases while the remaining parameters among the atxjve

azimuth armies and the delay quantity between polarization modes are fixed, after the fourth control mode, perform a

control in a fifth control mode in which one of the remaining control parameters is changed such that the intensity of the

first specific frequency component increases while the control parameter having been first changed and the other one

15 of the remaining control parameters are fixed, finally perform a control in a sixth mode in which the other one of the

remaining parameters is changed such that the intensity of the first frequency component increases while the control

parameter having been first changed and the one of the remaining control parameters are fixed, after that, repeatedly

execute the above fourth control mode, the fifth control mode and the sixth control mode until the intensity of the first

specific frequency component becomes the maximum.
20 [0081 ] Further, the dispersion compensation controlling apparatus may still further comprise a compensation quantity

optimization controlling unit for superimposing a predetermined low frequency signal set in advance on a corttrol signal

to be outputted from the polarization-mode dispersion controlling unit 220a to the above polarization controller and the

inter-polarization-mode delay unit, and control the above polarization controller and the inter-polarization-mode delay

unit such that the above low frequency signal component included in the intensity of the above first specific frequency

25 conponent from the first intensity detecting unit 3a becomes zero so as to optimize a compensation quantity of polari-

zation-mode dispersion of the above transmission optical signal. The compensation quantity optimization controlling

unit may low-frequency-modulate an azimuth angle of a 1/4 wave plate, an azimuth angle of a 1/2 wave plate in the

polarization controller and a delay quantity between polarization modes of the inter-polarization-mode delay unit with

different frequencies, detect the first frequency conrponent intensity in the baseband spectrum of a transmission optical

30 signal, and optimize the azimuth angle of the 1/4 wave plate and azimuth angle of the 1/2 wave plate in the above polar-

ization controller and the delay quantity between polarization nrxxies of the inter-polarization-mode delay unit such that

an intensity modulation component of a low frequency component included therein becomes zero. Further, polarization-

mode dispersion controlling unit 220a may control only the polarization controller during system operation, and control

the inter-polarization-mode delay unit at the time of start of system operation or when an element determining condi-

35 tions of polarization-mode dispersion in the transmission line 6a is switched.

[0082] Further, the polarization-mode dispersion controlling unit 220a may further comprise a nmimum allowable

polarization-nxxJe dispersion quantity setting means for setting a maximum allowable polarization-mode dispersion

quantity, set a delay quantity of the inter-polarization mode delay to a value above a tower limit value defined as a value

obtained by subtracting the maximum allowable polarization-mode dispersion quantity from one time slot and below an

40 Upper limit value defined as a value having a magnitude twice the maximum allowable polarization-mode dispersion

quantity during system operation when feedback-controlling at least either the polarization controller or the inter-polar-

ization-mode delay unit disposed in the transmission line 6a such that an intensity of a frequency conponent corre-

sponding to 1/2 of a bit rate as the first specific frequency component detected by the first intensity detecting unit

becomes the maxinrum. The polarization-nrKxle dispersion controlling unit 220a nr^y set a delay quantity of the inter-

ns polarization-mode delay unit at the time of system operation to the lower limit value, or set a delay quantity of the inter-

polarization-nx>de delay unit at the time of system operation to the upper linrtit value.

[0083] In addition, the inter-polarization-mode delay unit may be configured with a polarization maintaining fiber, or

an inter-polarization-mode variable delay unit in a state where a delay quantity is fixed.

[0084] In summary, a polarization-nx)d6 dispersion quantity detecting method of this invention comprises the steps

so of a step of detecting a specific frequency conrponent in a baseband spectrum tn a transmission optical signal inputted

over a transmission fber (specific frequency component detecting step), a step of next detecting an intensity of the

above specific frequency component detected at the specific frequency component detecting step (intensity detecting

step), after that, a step of detecting a polarization-mode dispersion quantity of the above transmission optical signal

from information on the intensity of the specific frequency component detected at the intensity detecting step by per-

55 forming a predetermined functional operation (dispersion quantity detecting step).

[0085] At this time, at the dispersion quantity detecting step, the above predetermined functional operation is per-

formed by using a function which is a function representing an intensity of a frequency component in a baseband spec-

trum in an optical waveform forming an arbitrary transmission optical signal and in which the frequency information and
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parameters showing the polarization-mode dispersion quantity are variables.

[0086] Further, the specific frequency at which a component is detected at the specific frequency component detect-
ing step may be set to a frequency at which a component of a baseband spectrum in the above transmission optical
signal can be stably obtained with respect to time.

5 [0087] When the above transmission optical signal is an RZ optical signal or an optical time division multiplex signal,
the specific frequency at which the component is detected at the specific frequency component detecting step may be
set to a frequency corresponding to a bit rate. When the above transmission optical signal is in any optical modulation
system, the specific frequency at which the component is detected at the specific frequency component detecting step
may be set to a frequency corresponding to 1/2 of a bit rate.

10

(A5) Description of a Chromatic Dispersion Compensating Method

[0088] Hereinafter, description will be made of a chromatic dispersion compensating method with respect to the sec-
ond and third basic blocks.

15 [0089] The chromatic dispersion controlling unit 224a may set a chromatic dispersion control quantity in the chromatic
dispersion compensator 206a disposed in the optical transmission line 6a such that the intensity of the second specific
frequency component detected by the second intensity detecting unit 223a becomes the maximum or the minimum.
Further, the chromatic dispersion controlling unit 224a may comprise a chromatic dispersion quantity detecting unit for
detecting a chromatic dispersion quantity of the above transmission optical signal from the intensity of the above sec-

20 ond specific frequency component detected by the second intensity detecting unit 223a by performing an operation with
a predetermined second function, and a chromatic dispersion control quantity setting unit for setting a chromatic disper-
sion control quantity in the chromatic dispersion compensator 206a on the basis of the above chromatic dispersion
quantity detected by the chromatic dispersion quantity detecting unit in order to compensate chromatic dispersion of the
above transmission optical signal.

25 [0090] The chromatic dispersion controlling unit 224a may feedback-control a chromatic dispersion controller 206a
disposed in the transmission line 6a such that the intensity of ttie second specific frequency conponent detected by the
second intensity detecting unit 223a becomes the maximum or the minimum.
[0091 ] Further, the second intensity detecting unit 223a may output information on the detected intensity of the above
second specific frequency conponent as a monitor signal.

30 [0092] In the dispersion compensation controlling method of this invention, the above polarization-mode dispersion
controlling step and the chromatic dispersion controlling step may be executed independently, or the above polariza-
tion-nxxie dispersion controlling step and the chromatic dispersion controlling step may be executed in time series.

(A6) Description of Other Supplementary Functions
35

[0093] The dispersion compensation controlling apparatus 251a (or 251b or 251c) of this invention may further com-
prise a timing extracting unit for extracting a timing of a received signal on the basis of the above first specific frequency
component detected by the first specific frequency component detecting unit 2a. In the dspersion compensation con-
trolling apparatus 251a (or 25lb or 25lc), the first intensity detecting unit 3a may output information on the detected

40 intensity of tiie at>ove first specific frequency component as a monitor signal.

[0094] Incidentally, a term "dispersion" is used to mean both "polarization-mode dispersion" and "chromatic disper-
sion". The dispersion compensation controlling apparatus 251a thus represents "polarization-mode dispersion control-
ling apparatus". The dispersion compensation controlling apparatus 251b and the dispersion compensation controlling
apparatus 251c represent "polarization-mode dispersion-chromatic dispersion conpensation controlling apparatus"

45

(B) Description of a First Embodiment of the Invention

[0095] FIG. 4 Is a block diagram showing a structure of an optical transmission system to which a dispersion conpen-
sation controlling apparatus according to a first embodiment of this invention is applied.

50 [0096] The optical transmission system 10 shown in FIG. 4 is an optical communication system with a transmission
rate B(b/s) (for exanple. 40 Gb/s. 1 0 Gb/s or the like) adopting time division muHplexing (TDM: Time Division Multlplex-
ing)-

[0097] In the transntission system 10. an optical transmitter 2 as a transmitting terminal apparatus transmitting a
transmission optical signal and an optical receiver 7 as a receiving terminal apparatus receiving the transmission optical

55 signal are connected over an optical transmission line (transmission fiber) 3. and a dispersion conpensation controlling
apparatus 1 is disposed on the receiving side.

[0098] The optical receiver 7 comprises a polarization-mode dispersion compensator 4. an optical splitting urat 5 and
an optical receiving unit 6. The polarization-mode dispersion compensator 4 receives a control signal from the outside
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to compensate polarization-mode dispersion generated in a transmitted optical signal. The optical splitting unit 5 is dis-

posed in the optical receiver 7 to lake out a part of the transmission optical signal inputted to the receiving side over the

optical transmission line 3, and sends it out as monitor light to the dispersion compensation controlling apparatus 1 . The
optical receiving unit 6 receives the transmission optical signal.

5 [0099] The dispersion compensation controlling apparatus 1 monitors a state of polarization-nwie dispersion gener-

ated in the optical signal transmitted over the optical transmission line 3 on the basis of the optical signal taken out by

the optical splitting unit 5. and controls the polarization-mode dispersion compensator 4 according to a result of the

monitoring. The dispersion compensation controlling apparatus 1 comprises a photo receiver 1 1 , a band-pass filter (fe

BPF) 12. an intensity detector 13 and a polarization-mode dispersion controlling unit 90.

10 [0100] A term "dispersion" is generally used to mean "chormatic dispersion". In this embodiment, the term "disper-

sion" is used to mean "polarization-mode dispersion", thus the dispersion compensation controlling apparatus 1 repre-

sents "polarization-mode cfispersion compensation controlling apparatus 1".

(01 01 ] The photo receiver 1 1 receives the optical signal taken out by the optical splitting unit 5, and converts it into an

electric signal. The band-pass filter 12 detects a first specific frequency component [fe (Hz) component] in a baseband
15 spectrum of the transmission optical signal inputted to the receiving side over the optical transmission line 3, which

functions as a first specific frequency component detecting unit.

[0102] Here, the first specific frequency component is appropriately set according to a transmission rate or a signal

waveform of an optical signal. For example, when the transmission optical signal is a 40 Gb/s RZ optical signal (or

OTDM signal), the band-pass filter 12 detects a frequency (40 GHz) corresponding to the bit rate as the first specific

20 frequency component. When the transmission optical signal is a 10 Gb/s NR2 optical signal, the band-pass filter 12

detects a frequency (5 GHz) corresponding to 1/2 of the bit rate as the first specific frequency.

[0103] The intensity detector 1 3 detects an intensity of the above first specific frequency component detected by the

band-pass filter 1 2. which functions as a first intensity detecting unit. The intensity detector (first intensity detecting unit)

13 can output information on the detected intensity of the above first specific frequency component as a monitor signal.

25 [0104] The polarization-mode dispersion controlling unit 90 detects a polarization-mode dispersion quantity of the

above transmission optical signal from the intensity of the first specific frequency component detected by the intensity

detector 1 3. This function is achieved by a polarization-mode dispersion quantity detecting unit 1 4 arid a parameter set-

ting circuit (parameter setting unit) 15.

[01 05] The polarization-mode dispersion quantity detecting unit 1 4 detects a polarization-mode dispersion quantity of

30 the above transmission optical signal from the intensity of the above first specific frequency component detected t)y the

intensity detecting unit 13 using a first function which Is a function showing an intensity of a frequency component In a
baseband spertrum in an optical waveform forming an arbitrary transmission optical signal, and in which the frequency

information and parameters showing a polarlzation-nnode dispersion quantity are variables.

[0106] The parameter setting circuit 15 outputs a parameter setting control signal having parameter information as a
35 control quantity for compensating polarization-mode dispersion of the above transmission optical signal on the basis of

the above polarization-mode dispersion quantity detected by the polarization-mode dispersion quantity detecting unit

14 to the polarization-mode dispersion compensator 4 disposed in the optical transmission line 3. Incidentally, the

parameter information concretely signifies a delay quantity (optical delay difference) Ax between two polarization

modes.

40 [0107] In other words, in order to compensate polarization-nrxxle dispersion of a transmission optical signal, the

parameter setting circuit 15 outputs a parameter setting control signal for setting such parameter information as to can-

cel a polarization-mode dispersion quantity detected by the polarization-mode dispersion quantity detecting unit 14 to

the polarization-mode dispersion conrpensator 4 disposed in the optical receiver 7. The parameter setting circuit 15
sets the above parameter information such that the intensity of the above first specific frequency component detected

45 by the intensity detector 1 3 becomes the maximum, as will be described later.

[01 08] Here, "such that an intensity of the first specific frequency component becomes the maximum" means that this

control mode is a mode In which a polarization-mode dispersion quantity of tiie optical transmission line 3 is controlled

such that the intensity of the first specific frequency component detected by the Intensity detector 13 becomes maxi-

nrrum In concrete, the polarizatlon-nx)de dispersion quantity detecting unit 14 extracts an intensity of a frequency corn-

so ponent In a t>aseband spectrum in an optical waveform forming an arbitrary transmission optical signal, and detects a
maximum point of the intensity of the first specific frequency component using a function (first function) in which the fre-

quency information and parameters showing a polarization-mode dispersion quantity are variakjies. a controlling

method thereof will be described In detail tater.

[0109] Steps to execute a dispersion compensation control are as follows. Namely the first specific frequency com-
55 ponent in a baseband spectrum in a transmission optical signal inputted to the receiving side ov©- the transmission ftoer

as a transmission line is detected (first specifc frequency component detecting step), information on an intensity of the

above first specific frequency conponent detected at the first specific frequency component detecting step is detected

(first intensity detecting step), and a polarization-mode dispersion quantity of the optical ti-ansmission line 3 is controlled
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30

such that the intensity of the first specific frequency component detected at the first intensity becomes the maximum
(polarization-mode dispersion controlling step).

[01 1 0] On the other hand, the polarization-mode dispersion compensator 4 in the optical receiver 7 receives a param-
eter setting control signal from the parameter setting circuit 1 5 of the dispersion compensation controlling apparatus l

,

and sets parameter information on the basis of the control signal, thereby compensating polarization-mode dispersiori
generated in an optical signal transmitted over the optical transmission line 3. The polarization-mode dispersion com-
pensator 4 comprises, as shown in FIG. 5. an optical axis adjuster 4D and a polarization maintaining fber (PMF- Polar-
ization Maintaining Fiber) 4A-4.

(011 1] Ihe optical axis adjuster (polarization controller) 40 adjusts an axis when a received light is inputted to the
' polarization maintaining fiber 4A-4- Namely, the optical axis adjuster 4D adjusts a polarization state of an inputted opti-

cal signal in a direction of the polarization primary axis of the polarization maintaining fiber 4A-4, also adjusts a polari-
zation direction such that a code of a delay quantity to be given by the polarization maintaining fiber 4A.4 cancels a
delay quantity of the optical transmission line 3. The optical axis adjuster 4D comprises, for example, wave plates [a 1/2
wave plate {XJ2 plate) 4D-1 1 and a 1/4 wave plate (A/4 plate) 40-12], and actuators 40-13 and 4D-14 to perform a polar-
ization control at a predetermined angle, adjusting to a major axis and a minor axis of the optical fiber being used.
[01 1 2] The polarization maintaining fiber 4A-4 gives a predetermined delay difference to two orthogonal polarization
mode components, which actually has a function as a delay quantity conpensator of a fixed delay quantity. Namely, a
function as a delay compensator {Ax compensator) relates to a delay quantity At between two poralization modes,
which is achieved by the polarization maintaining fiber 4A-4.

[01 1 3] An optical signal transmitted from the optical transmitter 2 passes through the optical transmission line 3, and
is inputted to the optical receiver 7. In the optical axis adjuster 40. a polarization state of the inputted optical signal is

such that a polarization direction thereof is so adjusted that a code of a delay quantity given by the polarization main-
taining ftoer 4A-4 cancels a delay quantity in the optical transmission line 3. Further, a part of the transmission optical
signal is sent out as monitor light from the optical splitting unit 5 to the dispersion compensation controlling apparatus
1, while the other part of the transmission optical signal is sent out to the optical receiving unit 6. The optical signal
inputted to the dispersion compensation controlling apparatus 1 is converted from an optical signal to an electric signal
(0/E-converted) in the photo receiver 1 1 . and the first specific frequency conponent (fe [Hz] component) in a baseband
spectrum of the inputted transmission optical signal is detected by the band-pass filter 12. Further, information on an
intensity of the first specific frequency component is obtained by the intensity detector 13. and a polarization-mode dis-
persion quantity is detected by the polarization-mode dispersion quantity detecting unit 14. A parameter setting control
signal for setting parameter information Ai compensating a polarization-mode dispersion of the transmission optical
signal is outputted from the parameter setting circuit 1 5 to the polarization-mode dispersion corrpensator 4 disposed in
the optical receiver 7, whereby polarization-mode dispersion of the transmission optical signal is compensated. An opti-
mum control as the delay quantity compensator (optical axis adjuster 40, polarization maintaining fiber 4A-4) is per-
formed in a polarization direction given by the optical axis adjuster 40.
(01 1 4] Next. FIG. 6 and FIG. 7 show a structure of an experimental system researching an effect of polarization-mode
dispersion on an optical signal in a 40 Gb/s optical transmission system. Results of the research using this experimental
system are shown in FIGS. 8(a) through 8(e), 9, 10(a) and 10(b).

[01 15] The 40 G b/s optical transmission system 1 00 shown in FIG. 6 simulates a 40 Gb/s optical communication sys-
tem adopting optical time division multiplexing. In the optical transmission system 100. an optical transmitter 101 and
an optical receiver 102 are connected over an optical transmission line 103. In order to simulatively give polarization-
mode dispersion to an optical signal, a polarization controller (PC) 104 and a commercially available polarization-mode
dispersion emulator (PMD emulator) 105 are disposed in the optical transmission line 103. When an RZ optical signal
ts used, rt is as well possible to monitor in tills experimental system.
[01 1 6] The optical transmitter 101 comprises a laser diode (LO) 101 A. an optical modulator 101 B and an optical post-
amplifier 101 C. The laser diode 1 01 A is a signal light source. The optical post-amplifier 101 C is an optical amplifier The
optical modulator 101 B modulates light from the laser diode 101 A into a 40 Gb/s optical time division multiplex (OTDM)
optical signal. As the optical modulator 101 B. here is used an optical time division multiplexing modulator (hereinafter
referred to as an OTDM modulator, occasionally) as shown in FIG. 15.

[0117] As shown in FIG. 15. the OTDM rrxxiulator 200 comprises a 20 GHz optical switching unit (1x2 switch) 201 . a
20 Gb/s data modulating unit 202. a phase controlling unit (Phase controller) 203 and an optical multiplexing unit {MiA-
tiplexer) 204. The 20 GHz optical switching unrt 201 is a 1x2 optical switch. The 20 Gb/s data modulating unH 202 per-
forms data-modulation separately on optical clock signals in two sydems split by the 20 GHz optical switching unrt 201
which conprises two modulating unrts (Two modulators). The phase controlling unrt 203 controls a phase difference
between optical waves of the optical signals in two systems outputted from the 20 Gto/s data modulating unrt 202 The
opti^l murtiplexing unrt 204 murtiplexes the optical signals in two systems outputted from the phase controlling unit 203
FIGS. 16(a) through 16(c) show optical waveforms (optical waveforms at positions denoted by ® through <3) in FIG
15) outputted from the optical swrtching unit 201. the data modulating unrt 202 and the optical murtiplexing unit 204
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FIGS. 1 6(a) through 1 6(c) are diagrams for illustrating an operating principle of the OTDM modulator operates. An opti-

cal waveform of the optica! signal outputted from the OTDM modulator 200 shown in FIG. 1 5 corresponds to FIG 1 6(c).

[01 18] FIGS. 8(a) through 8(e) show deteriorated 40 Gb/s optical time division multiplex waveforms when an optical

delay difference At is changed and given thereto by the PMD emulator 105.

5 (01 1 9] Back to FIG. 6. in the PMD emulator 1 05, a polarization beam splitter (PBS) 1 05A is disposed at a branching

portion of an optical waveguide of a branching type, a polarization beam splitter (PBS9 105D is disposed at a combining

portion of the optical waveguide 105E, an optical delay (optical delay) 105B is disposed in one parallel optical

waveguide 105F of the optical waveguide 105E. and an optical attenuator (optical attenuator) 105C is dsposed in the

other one of the parallel optical waveguide 105G of the optical waveguide 105E. as shown in detail in FIG. 7.

10 [01 20] In the PMD emulator 1 05. an inputted optica! signal is split into two polarization components by the polarization

beam splitter 105A. A polarization component propagating through the parallel optical waveguide 105F is given a delay

quantity (optical delay difference) At between two polarization modes by the optical delay 105B. In order to equalize

optical losses of the parallel optical waveguides 105F and 105G, a level of a polarization component propagating

through the parallel optical waveguide 105G is adjusted by the optical attenuator 105C. Further, the polarization com-

15 ponents otuputted from the parallel optical waveguides 1 05G and 1 05G are coupled still in an orthogonal state by the

polarization beam splitter 105D. and outputted.

[01 21 ] The polarization controller 1 04 is disposed on the inputting side of the PMD emulator 1 05 to change a splitting

ratio (hereinafter referred to as an optical intensity splitting ratio, occasionally) of an optical intensity of polarization com-

ponents at the polarization beam splitter (PBS; Polarization Beam Splitter) 105A of the PMD emulator 105.

20 [01 22] As above, polarization-mode dispersion (delay quantity At, optical intensity splitting ratio y) is simulatively given

to an optical signal by the polarization controller 104 and the PMD emulator 105.

[0123] Again back to FIG. 6. the optica! receiver 102 corrprises an optical preamplifier 102A. an optical DEMUX
(Demultiplex) 102B, a photodiode (PD) 102C. an amplifier 102D, an HBT D-FF 102E. a receiving unit 102F, a photodi-

ode (PD) 102G. a band-pass filter (BPF) 102H. a timing extracting unit (PLL) 1021. and a polarization-mode dispersion

25 monitor (PMD monitor) 102J.

[01 24] In the optical receiver 1 02. a method of monitoring a state of polarization-mode dispersion uses an optical sig-

nal (the one inputted to the photodiode 102G) split from the main signal system outputted from the optical preamplifier

102A shown In FIG. 6. Namely, the 40 Gb/s optical signal is converted into an electric signal (0/E-converted) by the

photodiode 1 02G, a 40 GHz component in a baseband spectrum of the optical signal is extracted by the band-pass fitter

30 1 02H of 40 GHz, and an intensity of the extracted 40 GHz component is measured by a power meter of the PMD mon-

itor 102J.

[01 25] Next. At (delay quantity) and ydependency of receiver sensitivity deterioration will be described with reference

to FIG. 9 (denoted by I) and FIG. 10(a), At and y dependency of a 40 GHz component intensity will be described with

reference to FIG. 9 (denoted by II) and FIG. 10(b). Here. I and II in FIG. 9 show At dependency of receiver sensitivity

35 deterioration and y dependency of a 40 GHz conponent intensity when an optical intensity splitting ratio y = 0.5.

[01 26] The one denoted by a reference character I in FIG. 9 depicts At dependerxiy of receiver sensitivity deteriora-

tion (power penalty) due to transmission, while the other one denoted by a reference cf^racter II in FIG. 9 depicts At

dependency of a 40 GHz component intensity when an optical intensity splitting ratio y = 0.5. As shown in the one
denoted by a reference character II in FIG. 9, a 40 GHz component intensity is the maximum when At 0 (ps)

,

40 decreases with increasing At, and is the minimum when At = 12.5 (ps) . When At further increases, the 40 GHz com-

ponent intensity turns to an increase, and is equal to the original intensity when it becomes an equal value of one time

slot(AT = 25ps).

[0127] FIG. 10(b) depicts optical intensity splitting ratio y dependency of the 40 GHz component intensity when a

delay quantity At = 10 (ps) . As shown in FIG. 10(b). the 40 GHz component intensity is the minimum when y= 0.5, and
45 is the maximum when y ^ 0 or 1

.

[01 28] On the other hand, as seen from the other one denoted by a reference character I in FIG 9 and FIG. 1 0(a), it

is known that, from results of measuring At dependency of receiver sensitivity deterioration due to transmission, the

best state with respect to At in which the receiver sensitivity deterioration due to transmission is the minimum is when
At = 0 (ps) , and the best state with respect to the optical intensity splitting ratio y in which the receiver sensitivity dete-

50 rioration due to transmission is the minimum is when y = 0 or 1 . This coincides with a case where the 40 GHz compo-
nent intensity is the maxinruim. as stated above. When y = 0.5 at which waveform deterioration due to polarization-mode

dispersion is the maximum, an allowable value (PMD tolerance) of potarization-mode dispersion at wNch the receiver

sensitivity deterioration after transmission is below 1 dB is about 0 ps.

[01 29] FIG. 1 1 shows a structure of an experimental system of a 10 Gb/s NRZ transmission system whose value of

55 the transmission rate B is not 40 GHz. The 10 Gb/s NRZ transmission system 1 10 shown in FIG. 1 1 simulates a 10 Gb/s
optical communication system transmitting an NRZ signal. Results of researching an effect on an optical signal by the

polarization-mode dispersion control are shown in FIGS. 12(a) through 12Q). 13, 14 (a) and 14(b).

[0130] In the NRZ transmission system 1 10 shown in FIG. 1 1 . an optical transmitter 1 11 and an optical receiver 1 12
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are connected over an optical transmission line 113. In order to simulatively give polarization-mode dispersion to an
optical signal, a polarization controller (PC) 114 and a commercially available polarization-mode dispersion emulator
(PMD emulator) are disposed in the optical transmission line 113. In the optical transmission line 1 13. a 1 .3 ^m band
zero<lispersion fiber (SMF) 1 13A of 50 km long is interposed according to ttie experiment.

[0131] The polarization controller 114 and the Pf^D emulator 115 simulatively give polarization-mode dispersion
(delay quantity At: and optical intensity splitting ratio y) to an optical signal, which are similar to the polarization controller
104 and the PMD emulator 105 (refer to FIG. 6) described above. The optical transmitter 1 1 1 comprises a laser diode
(LD) 1 1 1 A. an optical modulator 111B and an optical post-amplifier 1 1 1C.

101 32] The optical modulator 1 1 1 B of the optical transmitter 1 1 1 modulates light from the laser diode 1 1 1 A into a 1

0

Gb/s NR2 optical signal. As the optical modulator 1118. here is used a lithium niobate optical modulator (UNbOa optical
modulator; not shown) of a Mach-Zehnder type. Incidentally, a 10 Gb/s NRZ waveform is generated by driving the lith-

ium niobate optical modulator by a 10 Gb/s NRZ electric signal.

[0133] FIGS. 12(a) through 12G) show deteriorated 10 Gb/s NRZ waveforms at a receiving terminal in the case where
an optical delay difference Ax is varied by the PMD emulator 1 15 and given to the 10 Gb/s NRZ optical signal outputted
from the optical modulator 1 1 1 B shown in FIG. 1 1 . FIGS. 1 2(a) through 1 2(e) show 1 0 Gb/s NRZ waveforms in the case
transmission over the SMF 113A is not performed, while FIGS. 12(f) through 120) show 10 Gb/s NRZ waveforms in the
case transmission over the SMF 1 13A is performed.

[0134] Back to FIG. 11
.
the optical receiver 1 12 comprises an optical preamplifier 1 12A, a photodiode (PD) 1 12B a

receiving unit 1 12C. a photodiode (PD) 1 12D. a band-pass filter (BPF) 1 12E. and a polarization-mode dispersion mon-
itor (PMD monitor) 1 12R A flow of a process of monitoring polarization-mode dispersion in the optical receiver 1 12 is
as follows. Namely, an optical signal split from the main signal system is converted into an electric signal (O/E-con-
verted) by the photodiode 1 1 2D. a 5 GHz component in a baseband spectrum of the optical signal is extracted by the
band-pass filter 1 12E of 5 GHz, and an intensity of the extracted 5 GHz component is measured by a power meter as
the PMD monitor 102F Incidentally, since the 10 Gb/s NRZ signal does not have a 10 GHz component intensity, a 5
GHz component that is a half thereof is extracted and an intensity of it is measured.
[01 35] FIG. 1 3 shows Ax (delay quantity, group delay) dependency of receiver sensitivity deterioration (power penalty)
due to transmission (refer to a reference character III in FIG. 13). and At dependency of 5 GHz corrponent intensity
(refer to a reference character IV in FIG. 13) when an optical intensity splitting ratio y = 0.5. As shown in the one denoted
by a reference character IV in FIG. 13. the 5 GHz component intensrty is the nnaximum when A t = 0 (ps) . similarly to
the case of the transmission rate 40 Gb/s OTDM signal. However, this case differs in point that a cycle for Ax is twice
one time slot from the case of the transmission rate 40 Gh/s OTDM signal.

[01 36] FIG. 14(a) shows results of measuring optical intensity splitting ratio y dependency of receiver sensitivity dete-
rioration. FIG. 14(b) shows ydependency of 5 GHz component intensity when a delay quantity At = 40 ps . As shown
in FIG. 14(a). the receiver sensitivity deterioration is the maximum when y = 0.5, and is the minimum when y = 0 or 1

.

As shown in FIG. 14(b), the 5 GHz oonrponent intensity is the minimum when y = 0.5. and is the maximum when y = 0
or 1

.
similarly to the case of the transmission rate 40 Gb/s OTDM signal.

[0137] As seen from FIGS. 13. 14(a) and 14(b). when At = 0 (ps) with respect to At. and when y « 0 or 1 with respect
to Y. the state is the bast in which receiver sensitivity deterioration due to transmission is the minimum. This coincides
with the case where the 5 GHz component is the maximum, as stated above.
[0138] When y = 0.5 at which waveform deterioration due to polarization-mode dispersion is the maximum (refer to
FIG. 14(a)]. an allowable value (PMD tolerance) of polarization-mode dispersion at which receiver sensitivity deteriora-
tion after transmission is below 1 dB is about 30 ps as shown by a reference character III in FIG. 1 3 when no fiber trans-
mission is performed.

[01 39] As above, the PMD tolerance is almost inversely proportional to a transmission rate (bit rate) of an optical sig-
nal

[0140] Namely, the greater the transmission rate of an optical signal and the larger the transmission distance of an
optical signal, the more an effect by polarization-mode dispersion cannot be ignored.
[0141] Meanwhile, a method of detecting an intensity of a predetermined frequency conponent is as follows. Namely
the polarization-mode dispersion quantity detecting unit 1 4 (refer to FIG, 4) extracts an intensity of a frequency conpo^
nent in a baseband spectrum in an optical waveform forming an arbitrary transmission optical signal, and detects a
maximum point of the intensrty of the first specific frequency component using a function (first function) in which the fre-
quency information and parameters showing a polarization-mode dispersion quantity are variables. The first function
mentioned here is a function quantitatively representing dependency of a 20 GHz conponent intensity in the 40 Gb/s
RZ waveform on At. or dependency of a 5 GHZ component intensity in the 10 Gb/s NRZ waveform on At. which is
determined according to At and y . Hereinafter, description will be made of the first function, in which a controlling
method using this function will be referred to as a control mode 1 in order to discriminate it from a control method to be
described later.

[0142] Assuming that a time change of an optical intensity is F(t) when no polarization-rrxxle dispersion (delay quan-
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tfty Ax, optical intensity splitting ratio y) is given, a time change of an optical intensity when polarization-nrxxJe dispersion

is given is expressed by the following formula (1):

YF(t)+{1-Y)F(t+AT) (1)

[0143] An electric field intensity of an electric signal after received is proportional to the value. The intensity detector

1 3 (refer to FIG. 4) detects a value of the square of it as a change with time of the intensity. Therefore, a baseband spec-

trum P(f) of an optical signal is given by the Fourier transform as shown in famuta (2);

P(f) = IJ{YF(t)+(1 -Y)F(t+AT)) • exp{ia)t)dt| ^
(2)

= lYjF(t) • exp(ifot)dt+(1-Y)iF(t+AT) • exp(i wt)dt|^

= lY/F(t) • exp(i(i)t)dt+(1 -y) • exp(-icoAT)/ F(t) • exp(io)t)dt|
^

= K(f).|JF(t)-(ia>t)dt|^

where the factor of proportionality K(f) is expressed by a formula (3):

K(f) = |Y+(1-Y)-exp(.icoAT)|^ (3)

= Iy+(1-Y) • {COS{coAx)-i • sin(a>Ai)}|
^

= 1-4Y(1-Y)sin^(irfAT)

where to = 2;rf.

[0144] As above, since parameters Ax and y in terms of a state of polarization-mode dispersion are included in only

K(f), it is possible to separate it from a baseband spectrum UF(t) • exp(iQ)t)dt|^ of an optical signal without polarization-

mode dispersion.

[0145] Since K = K(f.Ax.Y) from the formula (3). when the above first specific frequency component fe (Hz) is

extracted by the band-pass filter 12 (refer to FIG. 4) and an intensity thereof is detected by the intensity detetor 13.

K(f. Ax.Y)=K(fe|Ax,Y) . SO that K is dependent on the delay quantity Ax and the optical intensity splitting ratio y, where
K(fe| Ax.y) is a function having variables Ax and ywhen fe is given. Accordingly, by measuring optical Intensities (factors

of proportionality thereof) K(f) at two kinds of frequencies fe (Hz) on the receiving side, it is possible to uniquely deter-

mine Ax and Y in the transmission line.

[0146] Moreover, since the formula (2) is estal>lished with respect to a general formula F(t) representing an optical

waveform, the above result that a state of polarization-mode dispersion can be detected with K(fe) is established irre-

spective of a signal form {NR2 or RZ) and a change in waveform such as chromatic dispersion, nonlinear effect or the

like. Incidentally, in the results of the experiment with the 10 Gb/s NR2 transmission system, the 5 GHz conponent
intensity is large at the time of fiber (SMF) transmission. A reason of this is that |fF(t) • exp(i a3t)dt|2 is large, which meets
a result that it is proportional to K(fe) with respect to polarization-mode dispersion.

[0147] When a state of polarization-mode dispersion is the bast, that is, when waveform deterioration due to polari-

zation-mode dispersion is the minimum, it coincides with when an irrtensity of the fe(Hz) component is the maximum,
as stated above. Therefore, it is possible to detect a polarization-nrode dispersion quantity using the fbmnulae (2) and

(3) when the polarization-mode dispersion compensator 4 disposed in the optical transmission line 3 controls a delay
quantity Ax and conrpensates polarization-nxxie dispersion. Accordingly, the atx>ve parameter inforamtion is a delay
quantity Ax between two polarization modes.

[0148] Namely, the fornxifae (2) and (3) are so generalized as to quantitatively detect a state of polarization-mode

dispersion (function of a delay quantity Ax and an optical intensity splitting ratio ^ from a frequency component intensity

extracted from a baseband spectrum of an optical signal irrespective of a change in waveform such as a signal form
(NRZ, RZ or the like) and a change in waveform such as chromatic dispersion, nonlinear effect or the like.

[01 49] In other words, the formulae (2) and (3) correspond to the first function (function in which frequency information

and parameters showing a polarization-nx)de dispersion quantity are variables) of an intensity of a frequency compo-
nent in a basetjand spectrum in an optical waveform forming an art3itrary transmission optical signal (for example, a 40
Gb/s OTDM signal or a 10 Gbfe NRZ signal) used when the polarization-mode dispersion quantity detecting unit 14
detects a polarization-mode dispersion quantity of the transmission optical signal.

[0150] A flow of a signal in the optical transmission system 10 shown in FIG. 4 is as follows. An optical signal at a
transmission rate B (b/s) transmitted from the optical transmitter 2 is transmitted to the optical receiver 7 over the optical

transmission line 3, a part of the optical signal transmitted over the optical transmission line 3 is taken out by the optical

splitting unit 5. and the optical signal (monitor light) taken out is sent to the dispersion compensation controlling appa-
ratus 1 in order to compensate polarization-nxxie dispersion generated in the transmitted optical signal in the receiving
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terminal. In the dispersion compensation controlling apparatus 1. a state of polarization-mode dispersion generated in
the optical signal transmitted over the optical transmission line 3 is monitored on the basis of the optical signal taken
out by the optical splitting unit 5. and a control by the polari2ation-nfK)de dispersion compensator 4 is performed accord-
ing to a result of the monitoring.

[01 51 ] This polarization-mode dispersion quantity detecting step (detecting step in a control mode 1 ) is as follows. In
the dispersion compensation controlling apparatus 1. the optical signal taken out by the optical splitting unit 5 is first
received by the photo receiver 1 1 .

converted into an electric signal (O/E-converted). then inputted to the band-pass fitter
12.

[01 52] The first specific frequency corrponent [fe (Hz) component] in a baseband spectrum in the transmission optical
' signal inputted to the receiving side over the trar^mission fiber is detected by the band-pass fitter 1 2 (specific frequency

component detecting step), and an intensity of the above specific frequency component detected at the specrfic fre-
quency component detecting step is detected by the intensity detecting unit 13 (intensity detecting step). Further, in the
polarization-mode dispersion quantity detecting unit 14. a predetermined functional operation [functional operation
using the above formulae (1) and (2)] is performed from information on the intensity of the above specific frequency
component detected at the intensity detecting step, whereby a polarization-mode dispersion quantity of the above
transmission optical signal is detected (dispersion quantity detecting step).

[01 53] Here, when the above transmission optical signal is a 40 Gb/s RZ optical signal or a 40 Gb/s OTDM signal, for
example, the specific frequency whose component is detected at the specific frequency component detecting step is
set to a frequency (40 GHz) corresponding to the bit rate. Further, when the above transmission optical signal is a 10
Gb/s NR2 optical signal, the specific frequency whose component is detected at the specific frequency component
detecting step is set to a frequency (5 GHz) corresponding to 1/2 of the bit rate. Namely, the specific frequency whose
component is detected at the specific frequency component detecting step is set to a frequency whose component in a
baseband spectrum in the above transmission signal can be stably obtained over a period of time.

[0154] In the polarization-mode dispersion quantity detecting unit 14 (corresponding to the dispersion quantity detect-
ing step), the above predetermined functional operation (first functional operation) is performed using the first function
that is a function which shows an intensity of a frequency conponent in a baseband spectrum in an optical waveform
configuring an arbitrary transmission optical signal, and in which the frequency information and parameters showing a
polarization-mode dispersion quantity are variables.

[0155] In the parameter setting circuit 15. a parameter setting control signal for setting such parameter information
(delay quantity Ax

) as to cancel a polarization-mode dispersion quantity detected by the polarization-mode dispersion
quantity detecting unit 14 is outputted to the pdarization-rrxxje dispersion compensator 4 disposed in the optical
receiver 7 in order to compensate polarization-mode dispersion of the transmission optical signal.

[0156] Namely, in the dispersion compensation controlling apparatus 1 , a state of polarization-mode dispersion [this
IS expressed as a function of a delay quantity Ax and y [the above formulae (2) and (3)D of the optical transmission line

3 IS detected by the polarization-mode dispersion quantity detecting unit 14 from a value of an fe (Hz) component inten-
sity detected by the intensity detecta 13. and information thereon is fed back to the polarization-mode dispersion com-
pensator 4 through the parameter setting circuit 15 in order to control the polarization-mode dispersion compensator 4.
[01 57] The polarization-mode dispersion compensator 4 sets parameter information on the basis of the control signal
when receiving the parameter setting control signal so as to compensate polarization-mode dispersion generated in an
optical signal transmitted over the optical transmission line 3.

[0158] According to the dispersion compensation controlling apparatus 1 according to the first embodiment of this
invention, in the control mode 1 (method using the first function), an intensity of the first specrfic frequency component
in a baseband spectrum in a transmission optical signal is detected, and a predetermined first functional operation is
performed to detect a polarization-mode dispersion quantity of the transmission optical signal from the intensity of tine
detected first specific frequency component, so that polarization-mode dispersion generated in the transmission optical
signal is easily detected.

[0159] As in the above way, a polarization-mode dispersion quantity is detected at all times, and parameter informa-
tion for compensating polarization-mode dispersion generated in a fransmission optical signal is set on the basis of the
detected polarization-mode dispersion quantity, whereby deterioration of a transmission wavform of the optical signal
by compensating the polarization-mode dispersion, which contributes to long-distance transmission of a high-speed
optical signal.

[01 60] Incidentally, in FIG. 4 desaibed above, rt is possible to extract a timing of a received signal on the basis of the
above first specific frequency component detected by the band-pass filter (first specific frequency component detecting
unrt) 1 2. FIG. 1 7 is a block diagram showing a structure of an optical transmission system having a dispersion conpen-
sation controlling apparatus 1M provided with a timing extracting unrt 84 according to the first embodiment of this inven-
tion. The timing extracting unit 84 extracts a timing of a received signal on the basis of the first specific frequency
component detected by the band-pass filter 1 2, As the timing extracting unit 84. a PLL (Phase-Locked Loop) or the like
is used. Incidentally, like reference characters in FIG. 1 7 designate like or corresponding parts in FIG. 4. further descrip-
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tions of which are thus omitted.

[0161 ] Since a fe (Hz) componeni is a signal in synchronization with a received waveform as atxjve. it is possible to

take out a dock signal by the timing extracting unit 84. and use it for discrimination or the like in the optical receiver 7.

(Bl) Description of a First Modification of the First Embodiment

[0162] FIG, 18 is a block diagram showing a structure of an optical transmission system to which a dispersion com-
pensation controlling apparatus according to a first modification of the first embodiment is applied. The optical transmis-

sion system 21OA shown in FIG. 18 is as welt an optical communication system with a transmission rate B (b/s) (for

example. 40 Gb/s. 10 Gb/s or the like) adopting timing division multiplexing. In the optical transmission system 210A,
an optical transmitter 2 and an optical receiver 207a are connected over an optical transmission line (transmission ftoer)

3. and a dispersion compensation controlling apparatus 1M is provided on the receiving side. Here, the optical trans-

mitter 2 and the optical transmission path 3 are similar to those described above, further descriptions of which are thus

omitted.

[0163] The optical transmission system 210A differs from the one according to the first entKxJiment in that signals in

two systems are outputted from the optical splitting unit 205a. Namely, a frequency value to detect the specific fre-

quency component is of one kind according to the first embodiment, whereas frequency values to detect the specific

frequency component are of two kinds according to this nxxJification. Hereinafter, the former will be referred to as a
detection form 1 . whereas the latter will be referred to as a detection form 2, for the sake of explanation. Sumn^rizing
the control nx)des. the first embodiment adopts the control mode 1 using the detection form 1. whereas this nxxJification

adopts the control mode 1 using the detection form 2. As to a relationship between the first function and Its parameters.

F=K(f. At.y) . For this, the receiving side using the detection form 1 can detect only one kind of frequency fi and an
optica! intensity thereat but cannot determine values of Ax and y H the receiving side does not know either one of

the values Ax and y. thus the receiving side cannot determine a control value. In consequence, rt is necessary to use a
conti-ol system being capatrfe even if values of Ax and y cannot be uniquely determined, such as a maximum value con-
trol system or the like.

[0164] On the other hand, the receiving side using the detection form 2 can detect two kinds of frequencies f^ and fg

and optical intensities Ki and K2 thereat so that the receiving side can determine the both values Ax and y, and thus a
control value. Meanwhile, since it Is practically difficult for ttie receiving side to directly adjust a value of y, y is used for

monitoring rather than for control (refer to an output of the parameter setting circuit 15 In FIG. 18). Incklentally, the

detection form 2 means a form In which different frequencies in two systems are used to perform one polarlzatlon-mode
dispersion compensation (used in the same meaning when chromatic dispersion compensation to be desaibed later is

perfamed).

[0165J The optical receiver 207a comprises a polarization-mode dispersion compensator 4, an optical splitting unit

205a and an optical receiver 6. The polarization-mode dispersion compensator 4 and the optical receiving unit 6 are
similar to those desaibed atxve, further descriptions of which are thus omitted. The optical splitting unit 205a takes out

a part of a transmission optical signal inputted to tiie receiving side over the optical to-ansmission line 3. and sends it out
as monitor light in two systems to the dispersion compensation cortrolling apparatus 1 M.

[0166] The dispersion compensation controlling apparatus 1M monitors a state of polarization-mode dispersion gen-
erated in an optical signal transmitted over the optical transmission line 3 on the basis of the optical signal taken out by
the optical splitting unit 205a. and controls the polarization-nxxle dispersion compensator 4 according to a result of the

monitoring, which conrT}rises photo receivers 1 la and 1 lb. band-pass filters (fe BPF) 12a and 12b. Intensity detecting
units 1 3a and 13b, and a polarization-mode dispersion controlling unit 90a. TTie photo receivers 11a and 1 1b, ttie band-
pass filters 12a and 12b. tfie intensity detectors 13a and 13b are similar to tiie photo receiver 1 1. the band-pass filter

1 2 and tfie intensity detector 1 3 described above, respectively, further descriptions of which are thus omitted.

[0167] Although a term "dispersion" is generally used to mean "chromatic dispersion", the term "dispersion" is used
to mean "polarization-mode dispersion" in this nxxJification, the dispersion compensation controlling apparatus 1M thus
represents "polarization-nrxxJe dispersion comrolling apparatus 1M".

[0168] The polarization-mode dispersion confrolling unit 90a performs a control using the detection form 2 using the
control mode 1

. Namely, the polarization-nxxfe dispersion controlling unit 90a detects a polarlzation-nnode dispersion

quantity of the above transmission optical signal from an intensity of the first specific frequency component detected by
the intensity detector 13b and an Intensity of a third specific frequency component detected by the intensity detector
13b. This function Is achieved by a polarization-mode dispersion quantity delecting unit 14 and a parameter setting cir-

cuit 15, Incidentally, the polarization-mode dispersion quantity detecting unit 1 4 and the parameter setting circuit 15 are
similar to those described above, further descriptions of which are thus omitted.

[0169] A controlling method by the polarization-mode dispersion controlling unit 90a Is as follows. Namely, with two
kinds of frequency Information (first specific frequency connponent information and the third specific frequency conpo-
nent information) obtained by the two intensity detectors 13a and 1 3b, parameters Ax and y are determined as in a way
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of solving simultaneous equations with two unknowns in terms of the first function. Ax is controlied, while y is used for

monitoring. Here, the first function is an established form relating to dependency of the 40 GHz component intensity in

a 40 Gb/s OTDM waveform on At. or dependency of the 5GH2 component intensity in a 10 Gb/s NRZ waveform on At
. When Y can be fed back to the transmitting side as well, it is possible to control a splitting ratio of an optical intensity

(as to this emtxxiiment, description will be made in another modification).

[0170] Namely, the dispersion compensation controlling apparatus 1M comprises a third specific frequency compo-
nent detecting unit (band-pass filter 12b) detecting the third specific frequency component in a baseband spectrum in

a transmission optical signal, and a third intensity detecting unit (polarization-nxxie dispersion quantity detecting unit
1 4) detecting information on an intensity of the above third specific frequency component detected by the third specific

frequency component detecting unit. Besides, the polarization-mode dispersion controlling unit 90a corrprises the
polarization-mode dispersion quantity detecting unit 14 detecting a polarization-mode dispersion quantity from the
intensity of the first specific frequency component and the intensity of the third specific frequency component detected
by the first intensity detecting unit and the third intensity detecting unit (polarization-mode dispersion quantity detecting
unit 14). respectively, using the first function which is a function representing an intensity of a frequency corrponent in

a baseband spectrum in an optical waveform configuring an artjitrary transmission optical signal and in whk;h the fre-

quency information and parameters showing a polarization-mode dispersion quantity are variables, and the parameter
setting circuit 15 outputting a parameter setting control signal having parameter information as a control quantity for

compensating polarization-mode dispersion of the above transmission optical signal on the basis of the above polari-

zation-mode dispersion quantity detected by the polarization-mode dispersion quantity detecting unit 14 to the polari-

zation-nx>de dispersion compensator 4. Incidentally, the parameter information is a delay quantity (optical delay
difference) At between two polarization modes. The parameter setting circuit 1 5 outputs a parameter setting control sig-

nal for setting the above parameter information to the polarization-mode dispersion compensator 4 disposed in the
receiving terminal apparatus (optical receiver 7a) which is a receiving terminal of the above transmission optical signal.

[0171] In the above structure, received light is split into two by the optical splitting unit 205a. 0/E-converted by the
photo receivers 1 la and 1 lb. then inputted to the band-pass filters 12a and 12b. In the band-pass filter 12a. the first

specific frequency component in a baseband spectrum in the transmission optical signal inputted to the receiving side
over the optical transmission ftoer is detected, while in the band-pass filter 12b. the third specific frequency component
in the baseband spectrum of the transmission optical signal inputted to the receiving side over the transmission optical
fiber is detected (specific frequency component detecting step). Further, intensities of the above first specific frequency
component and the third specHic frequency component detected by the intensity detectors 13a and 13b at the specific

frequency component detecting step are detected (intensity detecting step) . Still further, in the polarization-mode dis-

persion quantity detecting unit 14, a polarization-mode dispersion quantity of the above transmission optical signal is

detected from information on the intensities of the above two kinds of specific frequency components detected at the
intensity detecting step by performing a predetermined functional operation [functional operation using the above for-

mulae (2) and (3)] (dispersion quantity detecting step).

[0172] By using that a time at which waveform deterioration due to polarization-mode dispersion is the minimum and
a time at which the fe (Hz) component intensity is the maximum coincide, and since a polarization-mode dispersion
quantity is detected in the control mode 1 and the detection form 2, as above, it is possible to control a delay quantity
Ax to compensate polarization-rrrade dispersion by the polarization-mode dispersion compensator 4 disposed in the
optical transmission path 3.

[01 73] It is possible as well to quantitatively detect a state of polarization-mode dispersion (function of a delay quantity
At) from a frequency component intensity extracted from a baseband spectrum of an optical signal in-espective of a sig-

nal form (NRZ, RZ or the like) and a waveform change such as chromatic dispersion, nonlinear effect or the like.

(B2) Description of a Second Modification of the First EntKxJiment

[0174] Although the polarization-mode dispersion compensator 4 is disposed on the side of the optical receiver 7 in

FIGS. 4, 1 7 and the like above, it is alternatively possible to dispose the polarization-mode conpensator 4 on the side
transmitting signal tight.

[0175] FIG. 19 is a block diagram showing a structure of an optical transmission system to wrfiich a dispersion com-
pensation controlling apparatus according to a second nxxlification of the first embodiment of this invention is applied.
The optical transmission system 10A shown in FIG. 19 is as well an optical communication system with a transmission
rate B (b/s) (for example. 40 Gb/s. 1 0 Gb/s or the like) adopting time division muKiplexing. The optical transn^ssion sys-
tem 10A differs from the optical transmission system 10 according to the first embodiment in that a polarization-mode
dispersion compensator 4 is disposed in an optical transmitter 2A. Namely, the optical transmission system 10A com-
prises an optical transmitter 2A. an optical transmission line 3, an optical splitting unit 5. an optical receiver 7A and a
dispersion compensation controlling apparatus 1 . The optical transmitter 2A comprises a signal light source 5. an opti-

cal nx)dulator 9 and a polarization-mode dispersion compensator 4.
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[01 76] The dispersion compensation controlling apparatus 1 sends back a result obtained by detecting a polarization

state of an optical signal on the side of the optical receiver 7A up to the optical transmitter 2A that is the transmitting

side. This sending-back method may be a method of preparing another line with a low speed or a method of multiplex-

ing information on a transmission optical signal in the opposite direction. A term "dispersion" is generally used to mean
5 "chron^tic dispersion". In this nnodification, the term "dispersion" is used to mean "polarization-nxxJe dispersion", the

dispersion compensation controlling apparatus 1 thus represents "polarization-mode dispersion controlling apparatus".

[01 77] The poIarization-nxxJe dispersion compensator 4 disposed in the optical transmitter 2A can change the optical

intensity splitting ratio y of transmission light and send the light. Although not shown, an optical amplifier is disposed on

the output's side of the polarization-nrK)de dispersion compensator 4, and this optical amplifier transmits to the optical

10 transmission line 3. Incidentally, the other parts having the same reference characters have the same or similar func-

tions, further descriptions of which are thus omitted. Since a frequency provided for intensity detection is one system,

here is employed the detection form 1

.

[0178] Namely, in the dispersion compensation controlling apparatus 1 according to the second modification of the

first embodiment a parameter setting circuit 15 outputs a parameter setting control signal for setting the above param-

15 eter information to the potarization-mode dispersion compensata 4 disposed in the optical transmitter 2A (transmitting

terminal apparatus) transmitting the above transmission optica! signal.

[0179] With the above structure, the optical transmission system 10A operates in the almost similar manner to the

optical transmission system 10 to which the dispersion compensation controlling apparatus 1 according to the first

embodiment is applied. Here, the dispersion compensation controlling apparatus 10A uses the detection form 1 in the

20 control mode 1

.

[0180] According to the dispersion compensation controlling apparatus 1 according to the second modification of the

first embodiment, it is possible to attain similar effects to the first embodiment described above. In addition, it is possible

to control a polarization direction such that the optical intensity splitting ratio y is in the best state ( y = 0 or 1) according

to a state of the optical transmission path 3 by controlling the polarization-mode dispersion compensator 4 disposed in

25 the optical transmitter 2A. so that polarization-mode dispersion generated in the transmission optical signal is nx>re

effectively compensated.

[0181 ] Incidentally, the polarization-mode dispersion compensator 4 may be formed as a linear repeater or the tike in

the optical transmission line 3.

[0182] FIG. 20 is a block diagram showing a structure of another optica! transmission system to which the dispersion

30 compensation controlling apparatus according to the second modification of the first embodiment is applied. The optical

transmission system 21OB shown In FIG. 20 is as well an optical comnrunication system with a transmission rate B (b/s)

(for example. 40 Gh/s. 10 Gb/s or the like) adopting time division multiplexing. The optical transmission system 21 OB
differs from the optical transmission system 10 according to the first embodiment In that a polarization-nrtode dispersion

compensator 4 Is disposed in an optical repeating apparatus (Optical Repeater) 214.

35 [01 83] Namely, the optical transmission system 210 comprises the optical repeating apparatus 214 along with an opti-

cal transmitter 2, an optical transmission lines 3 and 3' and an optical receiver 7A. The optical repeating apparatus 214
amplifies and repeats the above transmission optical signal, which comprises an optical repeater 7* and a dispersion

compensation conti'olting apparatus 1

.

[0184] The optical repeater 7' receives signal light from the optical tiBnsmrtter 2. arxJ optically amplifies and transmits

40 it to the optical receiver 7A, wrtiich comprises an optical repeating unit 6' performing optical amplification and optical

retransmission along with the polarization-mode dispersion compensator 4 and an optical splitting unit 5. Incidentally,

the optical transmitter 2, the optical transmission lines 3 and 3*. ttie optical receiver 7A and the dispersion compensation

conti-olling apparatus 1 other than the above have similar functions to those of the optical ti-ansmission system 10

according to the first emtxxJiment. further descriptions of which are thus omitted.

45 [0185] The dispersion conpensation conti*olling apparatus 1 sends back a result of detection on a polarization state

of an optical signal by the optical repeater 7' using the detection form 1 and the conti-ol mode 1 to ttie optical transmitter

2 that is the transmitting side, and outputs a parameter setting control signal for setting the atxive parameter information

to the polarization-mode dispersion compensator 4. A sending-back metinod may be a mettiod of preparing another line

with a low speed or a method of multiplexing information on a fa-ansmission optical signal in ttie opposite direction. Ind-

50 dentally, the other parts denoted by the same reference characters have the same or similar functions, further descrip-

tions of which are thus omitted.

[0186] With the above structure, the optical b-ansnriission system 210B operates in the almost similar manner to the

optical transmission system 10 to which the dispersion compensation controlling apparatus 1 according to the first

embodiment using the detection form 1 and the control mode 1 is applied. As this, it is possible to attain the same
55 effects as ttie first embodiment desaibed above. In addition, by controlling ttie polarization-nrxxle dispersion compen-

sator 4 disposed in the repeating apparatus 214, it is possible to more effectively compensate polarization-nrxxie dis-

persion generated in a transmission optical signal according to a state of the optical transmission line 3.

[0187] Further, a sti-ucture of the polarization-mode dispersion compensation may be varied.
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[0188] FIG. 21 is a block diagram showing an optical transmission system to which still another dispersion compen-
sation controlling apparatus according to the second modification of the first embodiment of this invention is applied.
The optical transmission system 10B shown in FIG. 21 is as well an optical communication system with a transmission
rate B (b/s) (for example. 40 Gb/s. 10 Gb/s or the like) adopting time division multiplexing.

5 [0189] The optical transmission system 10B differs from the optical transmission system 10 according to the first

embodiment in that the polarization-mode dispersion compensator 4 is divided into a y compensator 4B' and a At com-
pensator 4A. and disposed in an optical transmitter 28 and an optical receiver 78, the other parts are similar to those
of the optical transmission system 10 according to the first embodiment. Namely, the optical transmission system 10B
conrprises a dispersion compensation controlling apparatus 1 A along with the optical transmitter 28. an optical trans-

10 mission line 3. and the optical receiver 78.

[0190] Here, the optical transmitter 28 is a transmitting terminal apparatus transmitting a transmission optical signal,
which corrprises a y compensator 4B* along with a signal light source 8 and the optical modulator 9. The optical trans-
mission path 3 is a transmission fiber. The optical receiver 7B is a receiving terminal apparatus receiving a transmission
optical signat, which has a At compensator 4A along with an the optical splitter 5 and an optical receiving unit 6.

15 [0191] The dispersion compensation controlling apparatus 1 A is a control apparatus for compensating polarization-
mode dispersion generated in an optical signal transmitted, using the control mode 1 . which comprises a photo receiver
1 1. a band-pass filer (fe BPF) 12, an intensity detector 13. a polarization-mode dispersion quantity detecting unit 14,
and a parameter setting circuit 1 5. The parameter setting circuit 15 comprises a At setting circuH 1 5A for setting At, and
a T setting circuit 15B for setting y . Incidentally, since a frequency provided for intensity detection is one system, here

20 is employed the detection form 1

.

[01 92] Information on a polarization state detected by the polarization-mode dispersion quantity detecting unit 1 4 is

set in the y compensator 4B* in the optical transmitter 28 by the y setting circuit 1 58 in the parameter setting circuit 1 5.
and set in the at compensator 4A in the optical receiver 7B by the At setting circuit 15A in the parameter setting circuit

15 as well. The polarization-mode dispersion quantity detecting unit 14 and the parameter setting circuit 15 function as
25 a polarization-mode dispersion controlling unit 90b.

[01 93] Namely, in the optical transmission system 1 0B. the dispersion condensation controlling apparatus 1 A sends
information relating to y from which a polarization state of an optical signal is obtained on ttie receiving side (the side of
the optical receiver 78) of an optical signal to the transmitting side (the side of the optical transmitter 2B). so as to var-
iably control the optical intensity splitting ratio y.

30 [01 94] In the dispersion compensation controlling apparatus 1 A. the parameter setting drcurt 1 5 outputs a first param-
eter setting control signal for setting a splitting ratio y of an optical Intensity to two polarization modes to a first polariza-
tion-mode dispersion compensator (y compensator 48") disposed at an arbitrary position (in the optical transmitter 2B)
in the transmission line, while outputting a second parameter setting control signal for setting a delay quantity At
between the above two modes to a second polarization-mode dispersion compensata (At conpensator 4A) arranged

35 in the rear stage (in the optical receiver 78) of the first polarization-mode dispersion compensator.
[0195] With the above strurture. the optical transmission system 108 operates in tiie almost similar manner to the
optical transmission system 10 to which the dispersion compensation controlling apparatus 1 according to the first

embodiment using the detection form 1 and the confrol mode 1 is applied.

[0196] According to the dispersion compensation comrolling apparatus 1 A. it is possible to attain the same effects as
40 the first embodiment described above. In addition, it is possible to appropriately control both a delay quantity At and an

optical intensity splitting ratio y since the y compensator 4B* and the At compensator 4A disposed in the optical trans-
mitter 28 and the optical receiver 78, respectively, are independentiy controlled.

(83) Description of a Third Modification of tine Rrst Embodiment
45

[0197] FIG. 22 is a block diagram showing a sti-ucture of an optical ti-ansmission system to which a dispersion com-
pensation controlling apparatus according to a third rrxxlification of ihe first entodiment of this invention is applied. The
optical transmission system IOC shown in FIG. 22 is as well an optical communication system witti a ti^nsmission rate
8 (b/s) (for example, 40 Gb/s. 10 Gb/s or the like) adopting time division muHiplexing. The optical transrrtssion system

50 IOC differs from the optical transmission system 108 according to the second modification of the first embodiment in
that a control on a delay quantity At is performed on an elech-ic stage on tfie receiving side, ttie other parts of which are
almost similar to the optical b^nsmission system 108. In the optical transmission system IOC. detection using the
detection form 1 and the control mode 1 is performed.

[01 98] The optical transmission system 10C conprises an optical transmitter 2. an optical transmission line 3. an opti-
55 cal receiver 7C and a dispersion compensation controlling apparatus IB. The dispersion conpensation controlling

apparatus 18 comprises a band-pass filter (fe BPF) 12. an intensity detector 13, a polarization-mode dispersion quan-
tity detecting unit 1 4 and a parameter setting circuit 215.

[0199] A term "dispersion" is generally used to mean "chromatic dispersion". In this modification, the term "dispersion"
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is used to mean "polarization-mode dispersion", the dispersion compensation controlling apparatus 1B thus represents

"polarization-mode dispersion controlling apparatus 1 B^

[0200] The polarization-mode dispersion quantity detecting unit 14 and the parameter setting circuit 215 function as

a polarization-mode dispersion controlling unit 90c. The parameter setting circuit 215 comprises an optical axis setting

circuit 21 5A for setting a set value of an optical axis adjuster (polarization controlling unit) 40, and a Ax setting circuit

15A.

(0201] A flow of a received optical signal in the optical transmission system IOC is as follows. First, an optical axis of

the received light is adjusted in the optical axis adjuster 4D in the optical receiver 7C. polarization-mode components
are split by a polarization beam splitter (PBS) 1 7, and the both mode components are received and converted into elec-

tric signals (O/E-convertded) by photo receivers 1 1 A and 11 B. A delay difference At is given between both optical paths

by a variat»le delay element 18, after that, the signals are multiplexed by a multiplexing circuit 19. and undergo a light

receiving process in an optical receiving unit 6. Incidentally, the variable delay element will be described later.

[0202] A part of the electric signal multiplexed by the multiplexing circuit 1 9 is splh and inputted to the dispersion com-
pensation controlling apparatus IB, an fe (Hz) component intensity is detected by the band-pass fitter 12 and the inten-

sity detector 1 3, a state of polarization-mode dispersion of the optical transmission line 3 is detected by the polarization-

mode dispersion quantity detecting unit 14. and the variable delay element 18 and the optical axis adiuster 4D are such

controlled that the fe (Hz) component intensity becomes the maximum, in order that the parameter setting circuit 215
compensates polarization-mode dispersion.

[0203] In the above manner, it is possible to appropriately control a delay quantity Ax like the dispersion compensation

controlling apparatus 1 A according to the second modification of the first embodiment.

(84) Description of a Fourth Modification of the First Embodiment

[0204] As an optica! transmission system performing a control on a delay quantity Ax on the electric stage on the

receiving side, one shown in FIG. 23 is also possible. A controlling method in this case uses the control mode 1 as weil.

but the method is slightly different. Since a frequency provided for intensity detection is one system, it means that here

is employed the detection form 1

.

[0205] FIG. 23 is a block diagram showing a structure of an optical transmission system to which a dispersion com-
pensation controlling apparatus according to a fourth modification of the first embodiment of this invention is applied.

The optical transmission system 10D is as well an optical communication system with a transmission rate B (b/s) (for

example. 40 Gb/s. 10 Gb/s or the like) adopting time division muHiplexing, which comprises an optical transmitter 2, an
optical transmission line 3. an optical receiver 7D and a dispersion compensation controlling apparatus IB.

[0206] A term "dispersion" is generally used to mean 'chromatic dispersfon\ In this modification, the term "dispersion"

is used to mean "polarization-mode dispersion", the dispersion compensation controlling apparatus IB thus represents

"polarization-mode dispersion compensation controlling apparatus 1 B".

[0207] The optical receiver 7D splits inputted transmission signal light into three directions, and cortrols them in only

an electric stage. "Rie optical receiver 7D comprises an polarizer 20A, an X2 polarizer 208, an X3 polarizer 20C.

photo receivers 11C. 11 D and 11 E connected thereto, respectively, an intensity variable element 21A connected to the

photo receiver 1 1C. a variable delay element ISA connected to the photo receiver 1 1D. a variable delay element 18B
connected to the photo receiver 1 1 E. intensity variable alements 21 B and 21 C connected to the variable delay elements

ISA and 18B. respectively a multiplexing circuit 19 and an optical receiving unit 6.

[0208] Here, the X^ polarizer 20A, the X2 polarizer 20B and the X3 polarizer 20C extract three conponents. that is.

Xi, X2 and X3, respectively, of Stokes vector (Stokes vector) showing a polarization state of an optical signal. The photo

receivers 1 1 C. 1 1 D and 1 1 E O/E-convert the components of the optical signal, respectively

[0209] The variable delay element 1 8A gives a delay quarrtrty Ax2 corresponding to the Stokes vector Xg. The variable

delay element 18B gives a delay quantity AX3 corresponding to the Stokes vector X3. Further, the intensity variable ele-

ments 21 A. 21 B and 21 C give intensity ratios P1. P2 and P3 (here a relationship of P1+P2+P3=1 is satisfied), respec-

tively The intensity variable element 21A gives an intensity ratio p1 corresponding to the Stokes vector X,, the intensity

variable element 21B an intensity ratio P2 corresporxjing to the Stokes vector X2, and the intensity variable element

21c an intensity ratio P3 corresponding to the Stokes vector X3. These five kinds of parameters (Ax2. AX3, P1 . P2 and
P3) are appropriately confrolled in order to maximize the fe (Hz) component intensity. These intensity ratios PI . P2 and
P3 are parameters oorresporxJing to a X/4 plate azimuth (rotation) angle a and a X/2 plate azimuth (rotation) angle p.

The multiplexing drcurt 19 multiplexes output signals from the intensity variable elements 21 A. 21 B and 21 C. The opti-

cal receiving unit 6 perfornts a light receiving process.

[021 0] The dispersion compensation confoiling apparatus 1 B performs a At control in tiie electric stage, which com-
prises a band-pass fater 12. an intensity detector 13. a potarization-nxxle dispersion quantity detecting unit 14 and a
parameter setting circuit 215. TTie polarization-nxxle dispersion quantity detecting unit 1 4 and the parameter setting cir-

cuit 215 function as a polarization-mode dispersion controlling unit 90c. The Ax setting circuit 15A in the parameter set-
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ting circuit 215 inputs control signals to the variable delay element 18A and the variable delay element 18B in the optical

receiver 7D. The intensity setting circuit 215B in the parameter setting circuit 215 inputs intensity ratios to the intensity

variable elements 21A. 21B and 21C in the optical receiver 7D.

[021 1] As an exanple of algorithm of a control on P1, P2 and P3. here is employed a method of moving two among
5 the three at a time. Namely. PI and P2 are varied while P3 is fixed such that PI +P2 is constant, thereby controlling the

fe (Hz) component intensity to be of the maximum value. Next. P2 and P3 are varied while PI is fixed such that P2+P3
is constant, thereby controlling the fe (Hz) component intensity to be of the maximum value. Further, PI and P3 are var-
ied while P2 is fixed such that P1+P3 is constant, thereby controlling the fe (Hz) component intensity to be of the max-
imum value. Incidentally, it is needless to say that the controlling method is possible in another manner.

10 [0212] A flow of a received optical signal in the optical transmission system 10D is as follows. Transmission signal
light inputted over the optical transmission line 3 is split into three in the optical receiver 7D, received by the photo
receivers 1 1C. 11D and 11E through the polarizers (Xi polarizer 20A. X2 polarizer 208 and X3 polarizer 20C) each
transmitting only a corresponding polarization component, and converted into electric signals (O/E-converted). The
optical components received by the photo receivers 1 1 D and 1 1 E are given delay quantities A12 and AT3 by the variable

15 delay elements 18A and 188. respectively. Further, the three optical components, that is, outputs of these two systems
and an output of the photo receiver 1 1 C, undergo intensity ratio adjustment by the intensity variable elements 21 a, 21

8

and 21c, respectively

[021 3] In this occasion, a part of the electric signal multiplexed by the multiplexing circuit 19 is spirt and inputted to

the dispersion compensation controlling apparatus 18, the fe (Hz) component intensity is detected by the band-pass
20 filter 12 and the intensity detector 13 in the similar manner to the first embodiment, and a state of polarization-mode

dispersion of the optical transmission line 3 is detected by the polarization-mode dispersion quantity detecting unit 1 4.

Further, in order to compensate the polarization-mode dispersion, the parameter setting circuit 215 controls the variable
delay elements 18A and 188 and the intensity variable elements 21 A. 218 and 21C such that the fe (Hz) component
intensity becomes the maximum.

25 [021 4] Incidentally, the variable delay elements 1 8A and 1 8B, and the intensity variable elements 21 A. 21 B and 2 1

C

are both controlled in FIG. 23. However, it is possible to use either one of these elements for the control when sufficient

characteristics can be obtained on the receiving side.

[021 5] As above, it is possible to attain the same effects as the dispersion compensation controlling apparatus 1

8

according to the third modification of the first embodiment.
30

(85) Description of a Fifth Modification of the First Embodiment

[0216] FIG. 24 is a block diagram showing a structure of an optical transmission system to which a dispersion com-
pensation controlling apparatus according to a fifth modification of the first entodiment is applied, in which an object of

35 a control can be changed between before system operation (before a start of system operation) and during system
operation (after a start of system operation). A method of controlling a polarization-mode dispersion quantity takes the
control mode 1. and the detection form 1 is employed since a frequency provided for intensity detection is one system.
[021 7] The optical transmission system 40 shown in FIG. 24 is as well an optical communication system with a trans-
mission rate 8 (b/s) (for example. 40 Gb/s, 10 Gb/s or the like) adopting time division multiplexing. In the optical trans-

40 mission system 40, an optical transmitter 22 as a transmitting terminal apparatus transmitting a transmission optical
signal and an optical receiver 27 as a receiving terminal apparatus receiving the transmission optical signal are con-
nected over an optical transmission line (transmission fiber) 23. and a dispersion compensation controlling apparatus
39 and a switch changing-over unit 38 are disposed on the optical receiving side.

[0218J In order to compensate polarization-mode dispersion generated in an optical signal transmitted, the optical
45 receiver 27 comprises a polarization-mode dispersion compensator 24, an optical splitting unH 25 and an optical receiv-

ing unit 26. The polarization-mode dispersion compensator 24 more efficiently compensates polarization-mode disper-
sion generated in the transmission optical signal according to a state of the optical transmission line 3. The optical
splitting unit 25 takes out a part of the transmission optical signal inputted to the receiving side over the optical trans-
mission line 3. and sends it out as monitor light to the dispersion compensation controlling apparatus 39. The optical

so receiving unit 26 receives the transmission optical signal.

[021 9] The dispersion compensation controlling apparatus 39 comprises, similariy to the dispersion conpensation
controlling apparatus 1 according to the first embodiment, a photo receiver 28, a band-pass filter (fe BPF) 29. an inten-
sity detector 30. a polarization-mode dispersion quantity detecting unit 36 and a parameter setting circuit 37. The dis-

persion compensation controlling apparatus 39 further comprises a compensation quantity optimization controlDng unit

55 31 in order to automatically perform a feedback control when polarization-mode dispersion is compensated, a switch
38A switching an output of an intensity detector 30A between before and during system operation, and a switch 38A'
operating in association with the switch 38A.

[0220] In this embodiment, a term "dispersion" is used to mean "polarization-mode dispersion", as well, the dispersion
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compensation controlling apparatus 39 thus represents "polarization-mode dispersion compensation controlling appa-

ratus 39".

(0221] Here, the photo receiver 28. the band-pass filter 29 and the intensity detector 30 are simitar to the photo

receiver 1 1 , the band-pass filter 12 and the intensity detector 13. respectively according to the first embodiment, further

desatptions of which are thus omitted. The polarization-mode dispersion quantity detecting unit 36 and the parameter

setting circuit 37 are similar to the polarization-mode dispersion quantity detecting unit 14 and the parameter setting cir-

cuit 15. respectively, which function as a polarization-mode dispersion controlling unit 90d. Since a frequency provided

for intensity detection is one system, here is employed the detection form 1

.

[0222] The switch 38A drives the polarization-mode dispersion quantity detecting unit 36 before operation of the opti-

cal transmission system 40 in order to determine the optimum value of parameter information showing a polarization-

mode dispersion compensation quantity, while driving the compensation quantity optimization controlling unit 31 during

the operation in order to prevent fluctuation in the optimum value of the parameter information, which switches an output

from the intensity detector 30. Here, iDefore system operation" means a time when the optical transmission system 40

is actuated or when the optical transmission system 40 is re-actuated if the polarization-mode dispersion compensation

control largely deviates from the optimum point, for example. The ctiange-over control is performed by the switch

changing-over unit 38. The switch 38A' inputs an output of the polarization-mode dispersion detecting unit 36 or a

phase comparing circuit 33 to the parameter setting circuit 37. in association with the switch 38A.

[0223] Incidentally, a switching controlling metiiod to "optimize a compensation quantity in order to prevent fluctua-

tions in the optimum value of parameter information during operation" will be described later

[0224] The compensation quantity optimization controlling unit 31 siperinrposes a predetermined low frequency sig-

nal set in advance on a parameter setting control signal outputted from the parameter setting circuit 37. and controls a

parameter setting in the parameter setting circuit 37 such that the above low frequency signal included in the intensity

of the al>ove first specific frequency component from tiie intensity detector 30 beocmes zero, thereby optimizing a com-

pensation quantity of polarization-mode dispersion of the above transmission optical signal. The conpensation quantity

optimization controlling unit 31 comprises a band-pass filter (f© BPF) 32, a phase comparing circuit 33. a low frequency

oscillator 34 and a tow frequency superimposing circuit 35.

[0225] The band-pass filter 32 extracts a low frequency signal component [fo (Hz) component) included in the intensity

of the first specific frequency corrponent [fe (Hz) component] detected by the intensity detector 30. TTie phase compar-

ing circuit 33 connpares the low frequency signal component extracted by the band-pass filter 32 with the low frequency

signal from the low frequency generator 34 to detect a difference in phase, and controls the parameter setting in the

parameter setting drcurt 37 such that the low frequency signal component extracted by tiie band-pass filter 32 becomes
zero.

[0226] The tow frequency superimposing circuit 35 superimposes a predetermined tow frequency signal (fo sigr^l)

set in advance inputted from the low frequency oscillator 34 on the parameter setting control signal outputted from the

parameter setting circuit 37 to give a nrtinute modulation thereto, and sends out the nxxlulated parameter setting control

signal to the potarization-nx>de dispersion corrpensator 24.

[0227] The compensation quantity optimization controlling unit 31 drives the polarization-mode dispersion quantity

detecting unit 36 to determine the optimum value of parameter information showing a polarization-mode dispersion

quantity before system operation, while performing a control to keep at all times a delay quantity At of tiie optical trans-

mission line 3 at the optimum value during system operation.

[0228] A controlling method during system operation is as follows. Namely, the compensation quantity optimization

controlling unit 31 minutely modulates a delay quantity At be given by the polarization-mode dispersion conrpensator

24 with a low frequency f© in order to automatically fix the intensity of the first specific frequency conponent in a base-

band spectrum of a transmission optical signal inputted to the receiving side over the optical transmission line 23 to the

maximum value, so as to perform a tracking conti-ol in order to keep the delay quantity At at the optimum value at all

times against a change witti time of the optical transmission line 23. As an example of the tracking confrol, in the feed-

back control at the time of compensation of polarization-mode dispersion, the delay quantity At is minutely varied (dith-

ered) in the vicinity of tiie maximum point Atq to detect a new maximum point, thereby automatically determining it.

Here, a principle of the feedback confrol by tfie compensation quantity optimization controlling unit 31 will be described

with reference to FIGS. 25(a) through (c) and FIGS. 26 (a) through (g).

[0229] FIG. 25(a) shows a relationship between the delay quantity At (transverse axis) and the fe (Hz) conponent
intensity (vertical axis) after polarization-mode dispersion conpensation. which schematically illusfrates a situation

[FIG. 25(c)] of changes in the fe (Hz) conponent intensity when ttiree kinds of low frequency signals (for example, sig-

nals of about 1 kHz) A. B and C shown in FIG. 25(b) are added to the delay quantity At (fransverse axis). A signal wave-
form B shown in FIG. 25(b) is a waveform changing with lime at a frequency fo (Hz) in the case where the parameter

information is the nr^mum value. In this case where the delay quantity At after polarization-mode dispersion conpen-
sation is at the maximum value and the fe (Hz) component intensity is tfie maximum, the fe (Hz) component intensity

changes witii time at a frequency 2xfo as shown in FIG. 25(c), and contains no component of the frequency fo-
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[0230] To the contrary, when the parameter information deviates from the optimum value, that is. when the delay quan-
tity At deviates from the optinnum value as A or C deviates from a state of B shown in FIG. 25(b). the frequency fo (Hz)
appears in a change with time of the fe (Hz) component frequency as shown in FIG. 25(c), moreover, codes of the com-
ponents of A and C are opposite (the phase is inverted).

5 [0231] Back to FIG. 24. the band-pass filter 32 detects a frequency fo (Hz) component from the fe (Hz) component
intensity, and the parameter setting circuit 37 sets a delay quantity At to be given by the polarization-mode dispersion
compensator 24 in such a direction that the frequency component fo is cancelled. Accordingly, it is possible by such
feedback to optimize a compensation quantity of polarization-mode dispersion of the transmission optical signal. Inci-

dentally, a direction of the change can be determined from a phase of the component of the frequency fo (Hz) detected
10 by the phase comparing circuit 33.

[0232] Whereby the optical signal at a transmission rate B (b/s) transmitted from the optical transmitter 22 is trans-
mitted to the optical receiver 27 over the optical transmission line 23 in the optical transmission system 40.

[0233] In this occasion, in the optical transmission system 40, the optical splitting unit 25 takes out a part of the optical
signal transmitted over the optical transmission tine 23, and the optical signal taken out (monitor light) is sent to the dis-

15 persion compensation controlling apparatus 39 in order to compensate polarization-mode dispersion generated in a
transmitted optical signal.

[0234] In the dispersion conpensation controlling apparatus 39, a state of polarization-mode dispersion generated in

an optical signal transmitted over the optical transmission line 23 is monitored on the basis of the optical signal taken
out by the optical splitting unit 25, and the polarization-mode dispersion compensator 24 is controlled according to a

20 result of the monitoring. First, before operation of the optical transmission system 40, the switch changing-over unit 38
changes over the switch 38A and the switch 38A' in order to drive the polarization-mode dispersion quantity detecting
unit 36 (contact points as shown in FIG. 24).

[0235] The optical signal taken out by the optical splitting unit 25 is then received by the photo receiver 28. converted
into an electric signal (0/E-converted). and inputted to the band-pass filter 29. In the band-pass filter 29. as having been

25 described in the first embodiment the first specific frequency component [fe (Hz) component] in a baseband spectrum
of a transmission optical signal appropriately set according to a transmission rate or a signal waveform of the optical
signal is detected (specific frequency component detecting step).

[0236] Following that, an intensity of the first specific frequency component detected by the band-pass filter 29 is

detected by the intensity detector 30 (intensity detecting step). Further, by the polarization-mode dispersion quantify
30 detecting unit 36, a polarization-mode dispersion quantity of the above transmission optical signal is detected from the

intensity of the first specific frequency component detected by the intensity detector 30 by performing a predeterrnned
first functional operation [that is. afunctional operation using the above formulae (2) and (3)] (dispersion quantity detect-
ing step).

[0237] In order to compensate polarization-mode dispersion of the transmission optical signal, a parameter setting
35 control signal for setting such parameter information (delay quantity At ) as to cancel the polarization-mode dispersion

quantity detected by the polarization-mode dispersion quantity detecting unit 36 is outputted from the parameter setting
circuit 37 to the polarization-mode dispersion compensator 24 disposed in the optical receiver 25 tiirough the low fre-

quency superimposing circuit 35 of the compensation quantity optimization controlling unit 31 . Incidentally, the low fre-

quency superimposing circuit 35 superimposes a low frequency signal (fo signal) from the low frequency oscillator 34
40 on the parameter setting control signal from the parameter setting circuit 37, and outputs it

[0238] When the polarization-mode dispersion compensator 24 receives the parameter setting control signal, param-
eter information is set on the basis of the confrol signal so as to compensate polarization-mode disperston generated
in the optical signal ti^ansmitted over the optical transmission line 23. Following tiiat. during operation of the optical
transmission system 40. tfie switch changtng-cver unit 38 changes over the switch 38A and the switch 38A' (contact

45 positions opposite to those shown in FIG. 24) in order to drive the compensation quantity optimization controlling unit

31.

[0239] TTie optical signal taken out by the optical splitting unit 25 is inputted to the compensation quantity optimization
confrolling unit 31 via the photo receiver 28, the band-pass filter 29 and the intensity detector 30 in a similar manner
described above. The compensation quantity optimization cortrolling unit 31 cortrols a parameter setting in the param-

50 eter setting circuit 37 such that a low frequency signal conrponent included in the intensity of the first specific frequency
component from the intensity detector 30 becomes zero, th^eby optimizing a compensation quantity of polarization-
nrxxJe dispersion of the atxjve transmission optical signal.

[0240] With the above sti-ucture. compensation is performed. An operation in the dispersion compensation controlling

apparatus 39 at this time will be further described wrth reference to FGIS. 26(a) through 26 (g). Here, signal waveforms
55 shown in FIGS. 26(a) through 26(g) correspond to signal waveforms in portions denoted by reference characters (a)

through (g) in the dispersion compensation controlling apparatus 39 shown in FK3, 24. The waveforms shown in FIGS.
26(a) through 26(g) show a case where the delay quantity Ax deviates from the maximum point of the fe (Hz) conponent
intensity toward the negative side (namely, in the case of A in FIG. 25).
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[0241 ) First, a part of the transmission optical signal is split by the optical splitting unit 25 disposed in the rear stage

of the polarization-mode dispersion compensator 24. received by the photo receiver 28. and the fe (Hz) conponert is

extracted by the band-pass filter 29. A signal waveform denoted by (c) at an output of the band-pass filter 29 shown in

FIG. 24 has. as shown in FIG. 26(c), an envelope in which the fe (Hz) component varies at a low frequency fo (Hz). This

signal is converted into an intensity modulated signal at the low frequency fo by the intensity detector 30. and inputted

to the compensation quantity optimization controlling unit 31

.

[0242] A component of the low frequency fo is extracted by the band-pass filter 32 in the compensation quantity opti-

mization controlling unit 31, and a waveform as shown in FIG. 26(e) is obtained. Further, a phase of the component is

compared with a phase of the fo (Hz) intensity component from the low frequency oscillator 34 by the phase comparing

circuit 33. and a signal according to a phase difference as shown in FIG. 26 (g) is obtained. In this case, In the case of

A shown in FIG. 25, a signal intensity shown in FIG. 26(g) increases proportionally as the delay quantity M at the

receiving terminal (optical receiving unit 26) increases.

[0243] In contrast, when the delay quantity At deviates from the maximum point of the fe (Hz) component Intensity

toward the positive side (namely, in the case of C in FIG. 25), the fe (Hz) component Intensity decreases as the delay

quantity At inaeases, so that a phase of an envelope varying at the low frequency fo (Hz) shown in FIG. 26(c) is shifted

by a half cycle (1/2 fo). With this, a signal waveforms shown in FIGS. 26(d) and 26(e) are shifted with time by a half

cycle, thus a code of a signal [refer to FIG. 26 (g)) obtained as a resuH of the phase comparing is inverted.

[0244] Accordingly, the parameter setting circuit 37 detects a code of a signal obtained as a result of the phase com-
paring by the phase comparing circuit 33 to detennine whether the delay quantity At is shifted to the positive or negative

direction, so that a parameter setting control signal for changing the delay quantity At in such a direction as to cancel

the fo (Hz) intensity modulated component in the Fe (Hz) component Is generated, and outputted.

[0245] When receiving the parameter setting control signal, the polarization-mode dispersion compensator 24 sets

F>arameter information on the basis of the control signal so as to compensate polarization-nxxile dispersion generated

in an optical signal transmitted over the optical transmission line 23.

[0246] As above, the dispersion compensation controlling apparatus 39 according to the fifth modification of the first

embodiment detects an intensity of the first specific frequency component in a baseband spectrum In a transmission

optical signal, and detects a polarization-mode dispersion quantity in the transmission optical signal from the detected

intensity of the first specific frequency component by performing a predetermined first functional operation, so that

polarization-mode dispersion generated in the transmission optical signal is easily detected.

[0247] As above, the polarization-mode dispersion quantity is detected, and parameter information for compensating

polarizatlon-nxxle dispersion generated in the transmission optical signal is set on the basis of the detected polariza-

tton-nxxle dispersion quantity, whereby polarization-mode dispersion is conpensated and deteriaation of a transmis-

sion waveform of an optical signal is thus prevented, wh\ch contributes to a long-distance transmission of a high-speed

optical signal. In addition, It Is advantageous that, during system operation, the delay quantity At Is at all times kept at

the optimum value against a change with time of the optical transmission path 23.

[0248] Further, It is possible to optimize a compensation quantity of polarization-nxxie dispersion of a transmission

optical signal by the compensation quantity optimization controlling unit 31 , and automatically perform a feedback con-
trol when the polarization-mode dispersion is compensated.

(B6) Descrption of a Sixth f^odification of the Rrst Embodiment

[0249] FIG. 27 is a block diagram showing a structure of an optical transmission system to which a dispersion com-
pensation controlling apparatus according to a sixth modification of the first entxxliment is applied, in which an object

of a control is changeable between before system operation and after start of system operation. A method of controlling

a polarization-mode dispersion quantity uses the detection form 1 and the control mode 1

.

[0250] The optical transmission system 40A shown In FIG. 27 Is as well an optical communication system with a ti-ans-

mission rate B (b/s) (for example, 40 Gb/s, 10 Gb/s or the like) adopting time division multiplexing. The optical transmis-

sion system 40A differs from the optical transmission system 40 according to the fifth nx)dification of the first

embodiment In that a polarization-mode dispersion corrpensator 24 is disposed in an optical transmitter 22A. other

parts of wNch are sin^lar to those of the optical transmission system 40 according to the fifth modification of the first

embodiment.

(0251 ] Namely, in the optical transnnission system 40A. an optical transmitter 22A as a transmitting terminal apparatus

transmitting a transmission optical signal and an optical receiver 27A as a receiving terminal apparatus receiving the

transmission optical signal are connected over an optica) transmission line (transmission fber) 23. and a dispersion

compensation controlling apparatus 39 is disposed in the optical transmitter 22A. Incidentally, it is alternatively possible

to dispose the dispersion compensation controlling apparatus 39 on the receiving side, and send back a result of a
polarization state of an optical signal detected In the optical receiver 27A to the optical transmitter 22A (not shown). As
a method of sending-back in such case, a method of preparing another line with a low speed, or a m^hod of muftiplex-
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ing information on a transmission optical signal in the opposite direction, for example, is employable. In this modifica-
tion, a term "dispersion" is used to mean "polarization-mode dispersion", the dispersion compensation controlling
apparatus 39 thus represents "polarization-mode dispersion controlling apparatus 39"

[0252] Here, the optical transmitter 22A comprises a signal light source 41 and an optical modulator 42 along with a
pdarization-mode dispersion compensator 24 in order to compensate polarization-mode dispersion generated in an
optical signal to be transmitted. As this, when the polarization-mode dispersion compensator 24 is disposed on the
transmitting side, it is possible to set the optical splitting ratio y.

[0253] Ught for reference is taken out at an optical splitting unit 25 between the optical transmission line 23 and the
optical receiver 27A. and inputted to the dispersion compensation controlling apparatus 39. In the dispersion compen-

) sation controlling apparatus 39. a parameter setting circuit 37 outputs a parameter setting control signal for setting the
above parameter information to the polarization-mode dispersion compensator 24 disposed in the transmitting terminal
apparatus transmitting a transmission optical signal via a low frequency superimposing circuit 35. and a detection signal
(output signal from a phase comparing circuit 33) obtained by comparing phases on the receiving side (on the side of
the optical receiver 27A) of the optical signal is sent back to the side of the optical transmitter 22A. As this method of
sendingtock. a method of preparing another line with a low speed, or a method of multiplexing information on a trans-
mission optical signal in the opposite direction is employable. A compensation quantity optimization controlling unit 31
superimposes a predetermined low frequency signal set in advance on a parameter setting control signal outputted
from the parameter setting circuit 37. and controls a parameter setting in the parameter setting circuit 37 such that the
above low frequency signal component included in the intensity of the above first specific frequency component from
an intensity detector (first Intensity detecting unit) 30 becomes zero, thereby optimizing a compensation quantity of
polarization-nrtode dispersion of the above transmission optical signal, as well.

[0254] Switches 38A and 38A' in the dispersion compensation controlling apparatus 39 are switches driving a polar-
izatton-mode dispersion quantity detecting unit 36 in order to determine the optimum value of parameter information
showing a polarization-mode dispersion compensation quantity before operation of the optical transmission system
40A, and, after start of the operation, operating in association to drive the compensation quantity optimization control-
ling unit 31 in order to prevent fluctuations in the optimum value of the parameter information. This switching control is
performed by a switch changing-over unit 38 outside the dispersion compensation controlling apparatus 39.
[0255] Incidentally, the other parts denoted by the same reference characters have the same functions as those of
the optical transmission system 10 according to the first embodiment, further descriptions of which are thus omitted
[0256] With the above structure, the optical transmission system 40A operates almost in the similar manner to the
optical transmission system 40 to which the dispersion compensation controlling apparatus 39 according to the fifth
modification of the first embodiment described above is applied.

[0257] Even when the polarization-mode dispersion corrpensator 24 is disposed in the transmitting terminal appara-
tus, the compensation quantity optimization controlling unit 31 minutely modulates the delay difference At between two
polarization components or the intensity splitting ratio y with a low frequency, thereby optimizing a compensation quan-
tity of polarization-mode dispersion of a transmission optical signal.

[0258] As above, according to the dispersion compensation controlling apparatus 39 according to the sixth modifica-
tion of the first en^iment. it is possible to attain the same advantages as the fifth modification of the first embodiment
descnbed above. In addition, it is possible to control a polarization direction such that the optical intensity splitting ratio
Y IS in the best state according to a state of the optical transmission line 23 by controlling the potarization-mode disper-
sion compensator 24 disposed in the optical transmitter 22A. so that polarization-mode dispersion generated in the
transmission optical signal is more effectively compensated. It is also possible to keep at all times the delay quantity Ax
at the optimum value against a change with time of the optical transmission line 23 during system operation.

(B7) Description of a Seventh Modification of the First Embodiment

[0259] FIG. 28 is a block diagram showing a structure of an otpical transmission system to which a dispersion com-
pensation conti-olling apparatus according to a seventh modification of the first embodiment is applied, in which an
object of a control is changeable between before system operation and after start of system operation. A m'etiiod of con-
trolling a pdanzation-mode dispersion quantity adopts the detection form 1 and the control-mode 1 . as well
[0260] The optical transmission system 40B shown in FIG. 28 is as well an optical communication system v^nth a trans-
mission rate B (b/s) (for example. 40 Gh/s. 1 0 Gb/s or the like) adopting time division multiplexing. The optica! transmis-
sion system 40B differs from the optical transmission system 40A according to the sixth modification of the first
erTTbodiment in that a At compensator 24.A1 and a y compensator 24-A2 configuring a polarization-rrxxJe dispersion
compensator 24A disposed in an optical transimtter 22B are independently controlled, the other parts of which are
almost similar to those of the optical transmission system 40A according to the sixth modification of the first errtxxS-
ment.

(0261 ]
Namely, in the optical transmission system 40B. the optical transmitter 22B as a transmitting terminal appara-
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tus transmitting a transmission optical signal and an optical receiver 27A as a receiving terminal apparatus receiving

the transmission optical signal are connected over an optical transmission line (transmission fiber) 23. and a dispersion

compensation controlling apparatus 39A and a switch changing-over unit 38 are disposed on the side of the optical

transmitter 22B. Incidentally, it is possible to dispose the dispersion compensation controlling apparatus 39A and the

switch changing-over unit 38 on the receiving side, and send back a result of a polarization state of an optical signal

detected in the optical receiver 27A to the optical transmitter 22B (not shown). As a method of sending-back in such
case, a method of preparing another line with a low speed, or a method of multiplexing information on a transmission

optical signal in the opposite direction, for example, is employable. In this modification, a term "dispersion" is used to

mean "polarization-mode dispersion", the dispersion compensation controlling apparatus 39A thus represents "polari-

zation-nxxfe dispersion compensation controlling apparatus 39A".

[0262] The optical transmitter 22B comprises a signal light source 41 and an optical modulator 42 along with the

polarization-mode dispersion corrpensata 24A in order to compensate polarization-nrxxje dispersion generated in an
optical signal to be transmitted. The polarization-mode dispersion compensator 24A can set not only At but also y
therein, comprises the At compensator and the y compensator, and can independently control them.

[0263] Light for reference is taken out by an optical splitting unit 25 between the optical transmission line 23 and the

optical receiver 27A and inputted to the dispersion conpensation controlling apparatus 39A, and a control signal is out-

putted to the Ax compensator 24A-1 and the y compensator 24A-2 in the above polarization-mode dispersion corrpen-
sator 24A.

[0264] The dispersion compensation controlling apparatus 39A comprises a photo receiver 28, a band-pass filter (fe

BPF) 29, an intensity detector 30, a switch 38A, a polarization-mode dispersion quantity detecting unit 36 along with a
compensation quantity optimization controlling unit 31A and a parameter setting circuit 37. Further, the polarization-

mode dispersion quantity detecting unit 36 and the parameter setting circuit 37 function as a polarization-nxxle disper-

sion controlling unit 90d. The photo receiver 28. the band-pass filter 29. the intensity detector 30. the switch 38A and
the polarization-mode dispersion quantity detecting unit 36 have similar or the same functions as those described
above, further descriptions of which are thus omitted.

[0265] The conpensation quantity optimization controlling unit 31 A comprises a band-pass filter (fi BPF) 32A. a
band-pass filter (fg BPF) 32B. phase conparing circuits 33A and 33B. low frequency oscillators 34A and 34B. and low
frequency superimposing circuits 35A and 35B, in order to independently control the Ax compensator 24A-1 and the y
compensator 24A-2. Namely, the dispersion conpensation controlling apparatus 39A minutely modulates parameter
setting control signals to the compensators 24A-1 and 24A-2 with different frequencies fi and f2, respectively Inciden-

tally, these have similar or the same functions and structures as those described above.

[0266] In other words, the compensation quantity optimization controlling unit 31A superimposes two low frequency
signals (f i and f2 signals) having different low frequency conponents as the above predetermined low frequency sig-

nals on the above parameter setting control signals, controls a setting of the splitting ratio y of an optical intensity to two
polarization modes in the parameter setting drcuit 37 such tfial either one of the above low frequency signal conpo-
nents [f

1
(Hz). f2 (Hz) signal components] included in the intensity of the above first specific frequency component from

the intensity detector 30 becomes zero, while controlling a setting of the delay quantity Ax between the above two polar-

ization modes in the parameter setting circuit 37 such that the other one of the above two low frequency signal conpo-
nents included in the intensity of the above first specific frequency component from the intensity detector 30 becomes
zero.

[0267] In FIG. 28. the parameter setting circuit 37 outputs parameter setting control signals for setting the above
parameter information to the polarization-nxxJe dispersion compensator 24A disposed in the optical transmitter 22

B

transmitting a transmission optical signal via the low frequency superimposing circuits 35A and 35B, which comprises
a Ax setting circuit 37A setting Ax and a y setting circuit 37B setting y. From the parameter setting circuit 37, detection

signals (output signals from the phase conparing circuit 33A and the phase comparing circuit 33B) obtained by com-
paring phases on the receiving side (on the side of the optical receiver 27A) of an optical signal is sent back to the side
of the optical fransmitter 22A. Incidentally, the low frequency superinposing circuits 35A and 358 siperinpose low fre-

quency sginals (fi and iz signals) from the low frequency oscillators 34A and 34B on the parameter setting control sig-

nals from ttie setting circuits 37A and 37B. respectively, of the parameter setting drcuit 37.

[0268] Witfi the above structure, the optical tiansmission system 40B operates alnrx>st in the smilar manner to the opti-

cal transmission system 40A to which the dispersion compensation confrolling apparatus 39 according to the f iftti mod-
ification of the first embodiment described above is applied.

[0269] Namely, in the dispersion compensation controlling apparatus 39A. an optical signal taken out by the optical

splitting unit 25 is inputted to the polarizatron-nrxxJe dispersion quantity detecting unit 36 via the photo receiver 28, the
band-pass filter 29 and the intensity detector 30 similarly to the case described above, before operation of the optical

transmission system 40B.

[0270] A polarization-nrxxje dispersion quantity of a to-ansmission optical signal is detected by the polarization-mode

dispersion quantity detecting unit 36. and parameter setting control signals based on a resuH of the detection are out-
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putted from the setting circuits 37A and 37B of the parameter setting circuit 37 to the compensators 24A-1 and 24A-2
of the polarization-mode dispersion compensator 24A disposed in the optical transimtter 22B via the low frequency
superimposing circuits 35A and 35B of the compensation quantity optimization controlling unit 31 A.

[0271 ] When receiving the parameter setting control signals, the polarization-nxKle dispersion compensator 24A sets
5 parameter information on the basis of the control signals so as to compensate polarization-mode dispersion generated

in an optical signal to be transmitted over the optical transmission line 23.

[0272] On the other hand, during operation of the optical transmission system 40B. in the dispersion compensation
controlling apparatus 39A. an optical signal taken by the optical splitting unit 25 is inputted to the compensation quantity
optimization controlling unit 3 1 A via the photo receiver 28. the band-pass filter 29 and the intensity detector 30. similarly

^0 to the case desaibed above.

[0273] The compensation quantity optimization controlling unit 31 A controls parameter settings in the setting circuits
37A and 378 of the parameter setting circuit 37 such that low frequency signal components included in the intensity of
the first specific frequency component from the intensity detecta 30 become zero, thereby optimizing a compensation
quantity of polarization-mode dispersion of the above transmission optical signal.

/5 [0274] Namely, an fe (Hz) component intensity signal from the intensity detector 30 is split, components of the low
frequencies fi and fs (Hz) are extracted by the band-pass filters 32A and 32B with different frequencies fi and fg.

respectively, and phases of these low frequency components and the fi and f2 (Hz) components from the low frequency
oscillators 34A and 34B are compared by the phase comparing circuits 33A and 33B, respectively. The setting circuits
37A and 37B of the parameter setting circuit 37 detect codes of signals obtained from results of comparing by the phase

20 comparing circuits 33A and 33B as described above, thereby determining whether the delay quantity Ax or the optical
intensity splitting ratio y is shifted to either a positive or negative direction, generate parameter setting control signals
for changing the delay quantity At or the optical intensity splitting ratio y in such a direction that the f

i
and fa (Hz) inten-

sity modulated components in the fe (Hz) component are cancelled, and output the same.
[0275] When receiving the parameter setting control signals, the compensators 24A-1 and 24A.2 of the polarization-

2S mode dispersion compensator 24A set parameter information on the basis of the control signals so that polarization-
mode dispersion generated in an optical signal to be transmitted over the optical transmission line 23 is compensated.
[0276] As above, according to the dispersion compensation controlling apparatus 39A according to the seventh mod-
ification of the first embodiment of this invention, it is possible to attain the same advantages as the sixth rrodification
of the first embodiment described above. In addition. It is advantageously possible to independentiy control the com-

30 pensators 24A-1 and 24A-2 of the polarization-mode dispersion compensator 24A disposed in the optical transmitter
22B. thereby appropriately controlling both the delay quantity At and the optical intensity splitting ratio r

(B8) Description of an Eighth Modification of the First Embodiment

35 [0277] As an optical system independently controlling the conpensators 24A-1 and 24A-2 of the polarization-mode
dispersion compensator 24A disposed in the optical transmitter 22B. one shown in FIG. 29 is also possible.
[0278] FIG. 29 is a block diagram showing a structure of an optical transmission system to which a dispersion com-
pensation controlling apparatus according to an eighth modification of the first embodiment of this invention Is applied,
in which an object of control is changeable between before system operation and after system operation. A method of

40 controlling a polarization-mode dispersion quantity uses the detection form 1 and the control mode 1 . as well.

[0279] The optica! transmission system 40C is as well an optical communication system with a transmission rate B
(b/s) (for example, 40 Gb/s. 10 Gb/s or the like) adopting time division multiplexing. Namely, in the optical transmission
system 40C, an optical transmitter 22B as a transmitting terminal transmitting a transmission optical signal and an opti-
cal receiver 27A as a receiving terminal apparatus receiving the transmission optical signal are connected over an opti-

cs cal transmission line (transmission fber) 23. and a dispersion compensation controlling apparatus 39B, a switch
changing-over unit 38 and switches 38D and 38E are disposed on the optical ti-ansmitting side. Ught for reference is

taken out by an optical splitting unit 25 between the optical transmission line 23 and the optical receiver 27A and irput-
ted to the dispersion compensation controlling apparatus 39B, and control signals are outputted to a At conpensator
24A-1 and a Y compensator 24A-2 in a polarization-mode dispersion compensator 24A via switches 38D arxJ 38E. Ind-

50 dentally, it is alternatively possible to dispose the dispersion compensation controlling apparatus 39B and the switch
changing-over unit 38 on the receiving side, and send back a result of a polarization state of an optical signal detected
in the optical receiver 27A to the optical transmitter 22B (now shown). As a method of sending-back in such case, a
method of preparing another line with a low speed, or a method of multiplexing information on a transmission optical
signal in the opposite direction is employable. According to this modification, a term "dispersion" is used to mean "polar-

55 ization-mode dispersion", the dispersion compensation controlling apparatus 39 thus represents "polarization-mode
dispersion controlling apparatus 398".

[0280] The dispersion compensation controlling apparatus 39B comprises a photo receiver 28, a band-pass filter (fe

BPF) 29. an intensity detector 30. a switch 38A, a polarization-oxxJe dispersion quantity detecting unit 36 along with a
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compensation quantity optimization controlling unit 31 B and a parameter setting circuit 37. Further, the polarization-

mode dispersion quantity detecting unit 36 and the parameter setting circuit 37 function as a polarization-nxxle disper-

sion controlling unit 90d. Incidentally, the photo receiver 28. the band-pass fitter (fe BPF) 29, an intensity detector 30.

the switch 38A and the polarization-mode dispersion quantity detecting unit 36 have similar or the same functions as

those described above, further desaiptions of which are thus omitted.

[0281 ] The compensation quantity optimization controlling unit 318 comprises, as shown in FIG. 29, a band-pass filter

(fo BPF) 32. a phase comparing circuit 33, a low frequency oscillator 34, low frequency superinposing circuits 35A and
35B, a At holding circurt 43, a y holding circuit 44 and switches 38B and 38C (on the output's side of the phase compar-

\ng circuit 33).

[0282] The switches 388 and 38C change over a setting control on the optical intensity splitting ratio y and a setting

control on the delay quantity At according to a time, which are changed-over to a switch terminal "A" or a switch terminal

"B" in association with each other according to a control signal outputted from the switch changing-over unit 38. Namely,

when the control signal from the switch changing-over unit 38 is for the switch terminal "A", an output of the phase com-
paring circuit 33 is inputted to a y setting circuit 378 and an output of the low frequency oscillator 34 is inputted to the

low frequency superimposing circuit 35B. whereby a value of y is controlled. To the contrary, when the control signal

from the switching changing-over unit 38 is for the switch terminal "B", an output of the phase comparing circuit 33 is

inputted to a Ax setting circuit 37A. and an output of the low frequency oscillator 34 is inputted to the low frequency

superimposing circuit 35A, whereby a value of Ax is controlled. The parameter setting circuit 37 comprises the Ax set-

ting circuit 37A setting Ax and the y setting circuit 37B setting y.

[0283] The Ax holding circuit 43 holds a value of the delay quantity Ax before switchingover, and outputs the value of

the delay quantity Ax when a setting control on the optical intensity splitting ratio y is performed. The y holding circuit 44

holds a value of the optical intensity splitting ratio y before swttching-over, and outputs a value of the optical intensity

splitting ratio y when a setting control on the delay quantity Ax is performed.

[0284] The switch 38D is inputted a control signal thereto from the switch changing-over unit 38 to select either an

output of the Ax holding circuit 43 or an output of the low frequency superimposing circuit 35A and is changed-over to

the selected one, and inputs it to the At compensator 24A- 1 . Similarly, the switch 38E is inputted thereto a control signal

from the switch changing-over unit 38 to select either an output of the y holding circuit 44 or an output of the low fre-

quency superimposing circuit 358 and is changed-over to the selected one. and inputs it to the y compensator 24A-2.

[0285] The parts denoted by the same reference characters have simitar functions and structures to those in the other

modifications described above.

[0286] A controlling method according to this modification is as follows. Namely. In the control mode 1 , an appropriate

compensation quantity is determined from a value obtained by detection, and adjustment of the compensators 24A-

1

and 24A-2 of the polarization-axxJe dispersion compensator 24A is changed-over according to a time and performed

alternately.

[0287] Namely, during a predetermined time, a minute nxxJulation Is performed on the delay difference At with a low

frequency, whereas during another predetermined time, a minute modulation Is performed on the intensity splitting ratio

y with a low frequency, that is, two modulations are performed alternately. In conaete, the switch changing-over unit 38
shown in FIG. 29 interlocks the plural switches 388 and 38C to change-over them between the switch terminal "A" and
the switch terminal "B" at predetermined time intervals. At this time, control points of the compensators 24A-1 and 24A-

2 not controlled are held at positions before changed-over by the Ax holding circuit 43 or the y holding circuit 44. A rea-

son why the controls are alternately performed with respect to time is that even it the polarization-mode dispersion com-
pensator 24A operates in order to corT^)ensate polarization-nxxie dispersion, it takes a time from about several minutes

to a several hours until a change in polarization-nKxJe dispersion state of tiie optical transmission path 23 actually

appears.

[0288] Namely, the compensation quantity optimization controlling unit 31 8 of ttie dispersion compensation control-

ling apparatus 398 according to the eighth modification switches and alternately performs with respect to time tfie set-

ting control on the splitting ratio yto two polarization nxxles and tiie setting control on tiie delay quantity Ax between the

two plarization nrx)des.

[0289] Whereby, controlls on the compensators 24A-1 and 24A-2 are performed independentiy.

[0290] With the above strurture, the optical transmission system 40C operates in almost the similar manner to the

optical transmission system 40 to which the dispersion compensation controlling apparatus 39 according to the first

embodiment described above.

[0291 ] Namely, before system operation, the switch changng-over unit 38 switches an output signal of the intensity

detector 30 to the pdarization-mode dispersion quantity detecting unit 36 to determine the optimum value of the param-
eter information showing a polarization-mode dispersion compensation quantity.

[0292] On the other hand, during system operation, the switch changing-over unit 38 switches an output signal of the

intensity detector 30 to the band-pass filter 32 to drive the compensation quantity optimization controlling unit 31 B in

order to prevent fluctuatiorre in the optimum value of the parameter information.
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[0293] The switch changing-over unit 38 switches the plural switches 38B and 38C at predetermined time intervals,
and in the compensators 24A-1 and 24A-2 of the polarization-mode dispersion compensator 24a disposed in the optical
transmitter 22B. minute modulations are alternately performed with respect to time on the delay difference Ax to and the
intensity splitting ratio y of the two polarization components with a low frequency

(0294] As above, according to the dispersion compensation controlling apparatus 39B of the eighth modification of
the first embodiment of this invention, it is possible to attain the similar advantages to the case of the sixth modification
of the first embodiment described above. In addition, it is advantageously possible to decrease a load of the controls as
compared with a case of simultaneous controls by switching with respect to time the controls on the compensators 24A-
1 and 24A-2 of the polarization-mode dispersion compensator 24A disposed in the optical transmitter 22B.

(89) Description of a Ninth Modification of the First Embodiment

[0295] FIG. 30 is a block diagram showing a structure of an optical transmission system according to a ninth modifi-
cation of the first embodiment of this invention. As a method of controlling a polarization-mode dispersion, here are
used the detection form 1 and the control mode 1

.

[0296] The optical transmission system 50 shown in FIG. 30 is as well an optical communication system with a trans-
mission rate B (b/s) (for example. 40 Gb/s. 10 Gb/s or the like) adopting time division multiplexing. In the optical trans-
mission system 50, an optical transmitter 52 as a transmitting terminal apparatus transmitting a transmission optical
signal and an optical receiver 57 as a receiving terminal apparatus receiving the transmission optical signal are con-
nected over an optical transmission line (transmission fiber) 53. and signal light is split by an optical splitting unit 55 on
the receiving side, one of which is inputted to the optical receiver 57 while the other of which is inputted to a dispersion
quantity detecting apparatus 51

.
The dispersion quantity detecting apparatus 51 will be described later. Incidentally, in

this modification, a term "dispersion quantity detection" is used to mean "polarization-mode dispersion detection" as
well, the dispersion quantity detecting apparatus 51 thus represents "polarization-mode dispersion quantity detecting
apparatus 51

(0297] In the optical transmission system 50. a signal light source 62 and an optical modulator 63 are disposed in the
optical transmitter 52. along with a polarization-mode dispersion compensator 54 for artificially giving polarization-mode
dispersion to an optical signal to be transmitted. Since the polarization-mode dispersion compensator 54 is on the
transmitting side, it is possible to set the optical intensity splitting ratio y.

[0298] A sweep controlling unit 56 is disposed on the optical transmitting side. The sweep controlling unit 56 largely
sweeps and controls parameters showing the above polarization-mode dispersion quantity to be artificially given by the

.

polarization-mode dispersion compensator 54 in order to obtain the optimum value of parameter information showing a
polarization-mode dispersion quantity, before operation of the optical transmission system (namely, when the optical
transmission system 50 is actuated, or when the optical transmission system 50 is reactuated if the polarization-mode
dispersion compensating confol largely deviates from tiie optimum point). Namely, there is provided the sweep control-
ling unit 56 largely sweeping and controlling parameters showing the above polarization-mode dispersion quantity to be
given by the polarization-mode dispersion compensator 54 when the system is actuated or when the system is re-actu-
ated.

[0299] In the optical transmission system 50, a dispersion quantity detecting apparatus 51 is disposed in the optical
receiver 57. The cSspersion quantity detecting apparatus 51 monitors a state of polarization-mode dispersion generated
in an optical signal transmitted over the optical transmission line 53 on the basis of an optical signal taken out by the
optical splitting unit 55, which comprises, as shown in FIG. 30. a photo receiver 58, a band-pass filter (fe BPF) 59, an
intensity detector 60 and a polarization-mode dispersion quantity detecting unit 61 . Incidentally, these parts have similar
functions and structures to those of the first embodiment descritjed above.

[0300] In the optical transmission system 50, an optical signal at a transmission rate B (b/s) ti-ansmitted from the opti-
cal transmitter 52 is transmitted to the optical receiver 57 over the optical transmission One 53. At this time, in the optical
transmitter 52. polarization-mode dispersion is artificially given to the optical signal by the polarization-mode dispersion
compensator 54 under a control of the sweep controlling unit 56.

[0301] Following tiTat. a part of the optical signal transmitted over the optical transmission line 53 is taken out by the
optical splitting unit 55. and the optical signal taken out (monitor light) is sent to the dispersion quantity detecting appa-
ratus 51. In the dispersion quantity detecting apparatus 51. a state of polarization-mode dispersion generated in the
optical signal transmitted over tfie optical fe-ansmission path 53 is monitored on the basis of the optical signal take out
by the optical splitting unit 55.

[0302] In ttie above structure, a sweep control is performed before system operation. First, a parameter (at least either
the delay quantity At or the optical intensity splitting ratio ^ showing a polarization-mode dispersion quantity to be given
to an optical signal by the polarization-mode dispersion compensator 54 is swept and controlled in a wide range. For
example, the delay quantity At is swept in a range from At, to ATg, and the optical splitting ratio y is swept in a range
from 0 to 1

.
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[0303] In the dispersion quantity detecting apparatus 51 , an intensity of the first specific frequency component [fe (Hz)

component] in a baseband spectrum in the optical signal artificially given the above polarization-mode dispersion is

detected by the photo receiver 58, the t>and-pass filter 59, and the intensity detector 60. and a polarization-mode dis-

persion quantity of the transmission optical signal is detected by the polarization-mode dispersion quantity detecting

unit 61 in a manner similar to the above.

[0304] Here, the sweep control before operation of the optical transmission system 50 will be described with reference

to FIGS. 31(a) and 31(b). FtG. 31 (a) shows a change in intensity of the first specific frequency component when the

delay quantity At is swept in a range from At^ to hi2- FIG. 31(b) shows a change in intensity of the first specific fre-

quency component when the optical splitting ratio y is swept in a range from 0 to 1 . As seen from FIGS. 31 (a) and 31 (b).

the intensity of the first specific frequency component is the maximum when the delay quantity is Axq or the optical

intensity splitting ratio is yq-

[0305] In consequence, a delay quantity Axq or an optical intensity splitting ratio yq is determined as the optimum value

of the parameter information showing a polarization-mode dispersion quarrtity, an operating point of the polarization-

mode dispersion compensator 54 is such set as the delay quantity Ax = At g or the optical intensity splitting ratio

Y = Yq . and the operation of the optical transmission system 50 is started.

[0306] Incidentally, it is possible to perform a tracking control during operation of the optical transmission system 50

in order to keep the delay quantity Ax or the optical intensity splitting ratio y at the optimum values at all times against a

change with time of the optical transmission path 53. As an example of the tracking control, K is possible to use a

method of autonnaticaily performing a feedt>ack control when polarization-mode dispersion is compensated, as

described alxjve in the fifth modification of the first embodiment. And, as shown in FIGS. 31(a) arxJ 31(b), the delay

quantity Ax or the optical intensity splitting ratio y is minutely varied (dithered) in the vicinity of the maximum point Axq

or Yo. thereby detecting a new maximum point.

[0307] As above, according to the dispersion quantity detecting apparatus of the ninth modification of the first ennbod-

iment of this invention, the sweep controlling unit 56 largely sweeps and controls a parameter shewing the above polar-

ization-nxxJe dispersion quantity to be artificially given by the polarization-nxxie dispersion compensator 54 before

operation of the optical transmission system 50, whereby the optimum value of parameter information showing a polar-

ization-mode dispersion quantity is determined.

[0308] Meanwhile, in the optical transmission system 50 shown in FIG. 30, the pdarization-nxxje dispersion compen-

sator 54 is disposed In the optical transmitter 52. It is alternatively possible that the polarization-mode dispersion com-

pensator 54 is disposed in another position where, for example, the optical receiver 57, a linear repeater (not shown) or

the like is disposed, and a similar control is performed.

(C) Description of a Second Modification

[0309] The method of controlling a polarization-nxxje dispersion quantity in the first embodiment and the nKx£fk;a-

tions thereof described above is in the control mode (control nrxxle 1) using the first function. This method may be per-

formed in another way.

[031 0] FIG. 32 is a block diagram showing a structure of an optical transmission system to which a dispersion com-

pensation controlling apparatus according to a second embodiment of this invention is applied (the same structure is

also adopted in a first nx)dification of the second embodiment to be desaibed later). The optical transmission system

210G shown in FIG. 32 Is as well an optical communication system with a transmission rate B (b/s) (for example. 10

Gb/s or the like) adopting time division multiplexing. In the optical tiBnsmission system 2 IOC. an optical transmitter 2 as

a transmitting terminal apparatus transmitting a transmission optical signal arxl an optical receiver 207a as a receiving

terminal apparatus receiving the transmission optical signal are connected over an optical transmission line (transmis-

sion fiber) 3, and a dispersion compensation confrolling apparatus 225 is disposed on the receiving side. InckJentally.

a term "dispersion" is generally used to mean "chromatic dispersion". In the second embodiment, the term "dispersion"

is used to mean "potarization-rrxxje dispersion", and "polarization-nx>de dispersk)n compensation conti-olling apparatus

225" is mentioned as "PMD compensation controlling unif in FIG. 32.

[031 1 ] The optical receiver 207a connprises a polarization controller 4B, an inter-polarization-mode variable delay unit

227. an optical splitting unit 5 and an optical receiving unit 6. The optical splitting unit 5 and the optical receiving unit 6

have the same functions as those described above, further descriptions of which are thus omitted. The inter-polariza-

tion-mode variable delay unit 227 gives a delay difference AX(. between polarization modes to perform polarization-

mode dispersion compensation (Polarization-Mode Dispersion compensation), which is variable. Enlarged diagrams of

the polarization controller 4B and the inter-pdarization-mode variable delay unit 227 are shown in FIG. 33.

[0312] The polarization controller 4B shown in FIG. 33 is used to adjust the axis when a received optical signal is

inputted to a fber. The polarization controller 48 has wave plates [a 1/4 wave plate (X /4 plate) 48-1 1 and a 172 wave

plate (X/2 plate) 48-12] which can be driven from the outside. The wave plates 48- 1 1 and 48-1 2 are driven by actuators

48-13, 48-14, respectively, receiving parameter setting control signals from tiie outside.
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[0313] Optical intensity can be decomposed into two kinds of polarization-mode components a and p (radian).
According to the second embodiment, using variability of the inter-polarization-mode variable delay unit 227, these
polarization mode components a and p are directly and dynamically controlled. An a control is performed at the 1/4
wave plate 4B-1 1 ,

while p control is performed at the 1/2 wave plate 4B-1 2. In other words, a functional operation is per-
formed in terms of the optical intensity splitting ratio y in the first embodiment, wherein, so to speak, a static (Static) side
of the optical intensity is used. In this embodiment, using, so to speak, a dynamic (Dynamic) side of the otpical intensity,

a control by ac^ustment of a polarization angle is performed.

[0314] Next, a controlling method according to this embodiment will be described. This method is performed in a
mode that the dispersion compensation controlling apparatus 225 performs a feedback control on at least either the
polarization controller 4B or the inter-polarization-mode variable delay unit 227 disposed in the optical transmission line

3 such that the intensity of the first specific frequency component detected by the intensity detector 13 becomes the
maximum. Namely, not determining a control quantity using a function as in the first embodiment, but determining a
control quantity by feeding-back such that the detected intensity of the specific frequency becomes the maximum. In

order to discriminate this control mode from the control mode 1 (control using the first function), this control mode will

be referred to as a control mode 2 in the following desaiption.

[031 5] Hereinafter, as methods of controlling polarization-mode dispersion, there are a method in which the first func-
tional operation is performed in terms of two variables y and Ax, and a method in which an optimum value control is per-
formed on at least either a and p, or At.

[031 6] In order to perform a dynamic control in the control mode 2. the inter-polarization-mode variable delay unit 227
shown in FIG. 33 comprises polarization beam splitters (PBS) 227a and 227d and an optical attenuator 227b. Namely,
the inter-polarization-mode variable delay unit 227 is configured as a device separating polarization-mode components
by the polarization beam splitter 227a, giving a delay difference between the polarization mode components by the var-
iable optical delay 272c, and multiplexing them. One of the connponents is delayed by the variable optical delay 227c
through an optical fiber 229a and outputted to an optical fiber 229b, while the other component is subjected to a loss by
the optical attenuator 227b such that optical losses in both optical paths are equal, multiplexed by the polarization beam
splitter 227d still in an orthogonal state, and outputted.

[031 7] As above, it is advantageously possible to not only decrease penalty by controlling using the inter-polarization-

mode variable delay unit 227 as compared with a case where an inter-polarization-mode fixed delay is used but also
comply with fluctuations in polarization-mode dispersion quantity of the optical transmission path due to switching of bit

rate, transmission distance, signal modulation format or the like. A delay difference to be given by a variable optical
delay can be changed by a control signal from the outside.

[0318] FIGS. 34(a) through 34(c) show examples of a variable optical delay path according to the second embodiment
of this invention. Each of these optical delay paths functions as the variable optical delay 227c. in which an optical signal
is once taken out in the air, given a delay difference, and put back again to a fiber. The optical fibers 229a and 229b
correspond to optical ftoers at an input and an output of the variable optical delay 227c shown in FIG. 33. FIG. 34(a)
shows a method of using a reflecting mirror 228c. FIG. 34(b) shows a method of using a corner cube 228d. and FIG.
34(c) shows a method of using a method or the nke moving the fiber 229b. Incidentally, in each of the drawings, refer-
ence characters 228a and 228b denote collimator lenses.

[0319] FIG. 35 shows an example of a structure of another inter-polarization-mode variable delay unit according to
the second embodiment of this invention. In an inter-polarization-mode delay element 230 shown in FIG. 35, a plurality
of polarization maintaining ftoers (PfwiF) 230ci. 230c2, 23OC3. •• having different polarization-mode dispersion values
are an-anged In parallel, and optical switches 230a and 230b are disposed on the input's side and the output's side
thereof. These optical switches 230a (or 230b) lead an inputted optical signal to a conresponding PMF 230ci. 230C2,
23OC3, ... according to a control signal from the outside. The PMFs 230ci . 230c2. 23OC3, - have polarization-mode dis-
persion values Ati, Axg, AT3. .... respectively, where Ax^ < Atj < AT3. Further, according to a control signal inputted
according to a polarization dispersion quantity of an inputted optical signal, a PMF close to a value thereof is selected.
In order to increase a variable quantity or a variable accuracy of polarization dispersion, it is only necessary to prepare
a larger number of Pf^Fs therefor. Namely, the lnteriX)lari2ation-nxxie delay element (inter-polarization-mode delay
unit) 230 is configured as a device in which a plurality of polarization maintaining fibers having different polarization dis-
persion values are arranged in parallel, and the polarization maintaining fibers ti-ansmitting an optical signal are
switched by the optical switch 230a (or 230b) according to a polarization-mode dispersion quantity of the optical trans-
mission line 3. and ttie inter-polarization-mode delay unit 230 is configured with polarization maintaining ftoers. Further,
the inter-polarization-mode delay unit 230 is configured with an inter-polarization-mode variable delay unH in a state
where a delay quantity is fixed.

[0320] Again t>ack to FIG. 32. the dispersion compensation controlling apparatus 225 shown in FIG. 32 is a dispersion
compensation controlling apparatus corresponding to the dispersion compensation controlling apparatus 1 ( 1 A. 1 B. 39,
39A. 39B or the like) according to tiie first embodiment, which comprises a photo receiver 1 1 . a band-pass filter 1 2. an
intensity detector 1 3, and an a • p • At setting circuit 226. The photo receiver 11 . the band-pass filter 1 2 and the inten-
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srty detector 13 have the same functions as those described above, further desaiptions of which are thus omitted.

[0321] The a • p • Ax^ setting circuit 226 performs an appropriate control from a signal inputted from the intensity

detector 1 3 to control the polarization controller 4B in the optical receiver 207a. This polarization-mode controlling func-

tion is achieved by a CPU or the like.

[0322] From the above, a flow of a signal is as follows. Namely, an optical signal at B (b/s) transmitted from the optical

transmitter 2 is subjected to wavefomi deterioration due to polarization-nrxxJe dispersion of Aip (ps/km^'^) in the optical

transmission line 3, arKi inputted to the optical receiver 207a. In the polarization controller 48 in the optica) receiver

207a, an axis of the optical signal is adjusted by the 1/4 wave plate 48-1 1 and the 1/2 wave plate 48-12. given a delay

difference Ax^ between polarization modes, and compensated its polarization-nrtode dispersion using the irrter-polariza-

tion-mode variable delay unit 227 which can change At^. A part of the optical signal compensated is split by the optical

splitting unit 5. One of the split signal is 0/E-converted by the photo receiver 1 1 in the dispersion compensation control-

ling apparatus 225. a frequency component of fe (Hz) is extracted by the band-pass filter 1 2, and an intensity thereof is

detected by the intensity detector 13. TTie other of the split signal is inputted to the optical receiver 6.

[0323] In this intensity detection, a component intensity of fe = 8/2 (Hz) that is a half of the bit rate is detected, and

three parameters of an azimuth angle a of the A/4 plate, an azimuth angle p of the A/2 plate and Ai^ are controlled by

the a • p • At
(.

setting circuit 226 such that this intensity becomes the maximum. Incidentally, although here are dis-

posed these polarization dispersion compensating devices in the receiving terminal, it is alternatively possible to dis-

pose them in the transmitting terminal or an optical repeater, detect a polarization-mode dispersion quantity at the

receiving terminal and feedback-control the polarization compensation devices. Ttie system using the fe » 8/2 (Hz)

component intensity can be adopted to not only NRZ waveforms but also R2 waveforms or OTDM waveforms.

[0324] As above, since an inter-polarization-mode variable delay element is used in this emtxxJiment, waveform dete-

rioration due to polarization-mode dispersion is decreased, and it is possible to comply with fluctuations in polarization-

mode dispersion quantity of tiie optical transmission line due to a switching of bit rate, transmission distance, signal

modulation format or tiie like. When an inter-potarlzation-nxxle fixed delay element is used, it is sufficient to give a ref-

erence in consideration of system conditions with respect to a design of a fixed delay quantity thereof.

(Cl) Description of a First Modification of the Second Embodiment

[0325] According to the second embodiment, rt is possible to provide a function of switching between before system

operation (occasionally refen^ed to as before system operation oc a mode setting an initial value) and during system

operation (occasionally referred to as during system operation or a normal use mode). In the same structure as the one
shown in FIG. 32. a method of controlling an initial setting mode is in the control mode 2 to perform polarization-mode

dispersion compensation. Since a frequency provided for intensity detection is in one system, it means that the detec-

tion form 1 is employed. In this nxxlification, a term "dispersion" is used to mean "polarization-mode dispersion".

[0326] The metiiod is tiiat a. p and Axc tfiat are three parameters to be given by the X/4 and X/2 plates and the inter-

polarization-mode variable delay element are changed in the full range at a sufficiently small pitch, and an intensity of

the frequency fe (Hz) component is detected for every combination of these three parameters. A combination of the a,

p and AT(. nr^aking the frequency fe (Hz) components the n^mum is obtained as a result. At that time, optical wavefam
deterioration after compensation is tiie minimum so that tiie a, p and At^. are set to those values when the system is

started.

[0327] When a tracking control is started without performing the tnltiai setting mode, there is a possibility that a total

polarization-nrxxie dispersion quantity after polarization-mode dispersion compensation is larger than one time slot at a
point of start of the cont-ol. In such case, in the characteristic curve of At versus fe (=* B/2) (Hz) component intensity in

FIG. 13. tiie frequency fe (Hz) component intensity increases with increasing polarization-mode dispersion quantity, so

that waveform deterioration increases due to a maximum value control on the frequency fe (Hz) component In contrast,

by performing the initial setting mode, the frequency fe (Hz) component is the maximum when the polarization-mode

dispersion quantity Axj after oonrpensation is the minimum so long as the transmission path polarization-nnode disper-

sion quantity Axp does not exceed one time slot, so that the tracking control can be started from a correct position.

[0328] FIGS. 36 and 37 show a control flowchart for realizing polarizatiorvnrxx^e dispersion compensation according

to the second embodiment of this invention (incidentally, this fk>wchart will be also used in third and fourth embodi-

ments). First, tfie dispersion compensation controlling apparatus (mentioned as a PMD compensation controlling unit

in FIG. 32) 225 starts a program (Step A1), and perfomis a control of the initial setting nrxxle when system operation is

started (Step A2). Next, a direction of a change of a. p and Axc is initialized (Step A3), and the dispersion controlling

apparatus 225 increases a by a constant pitch a1 with p and Axc being fixed to a value of a (Step A4). Further, by
changing a, it is determined whettier the fe (Hz) component intensity inaeases or not (Step A5). When the fe (Hz) com-
ponent intensity increases, YES route is taken, and the dispersion compensation controlling apparatus 225 changes a
at the sanr>e pitch a1 in the same direction. When the fe (Hz) component intensity decreases. NO route is taken, and

the dispersion compensation controlling apparatus 225, in the opposite direction (St^ AG), changes a at the same
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prtch a1
,
so that a new a is set in either case (Step A7). Again, it is determined whether the fe (Hz) component intensity

increases or not (Step A8). When the fe (Hz) component intensity increases, YES route is taken, and the dispersion
compensation controlling apparatus 225 changes a at the same pitch a1 . The a changing operation is continued until

the fe (Hz) component intensity decreases (Step A7, Step A8). When the fe (Hz) component intensity does not increase
at Step A8, the dispersion compensation controlling apparatus 225 takes NO route, and once terminates the control on
a (first control mode).

(0329] Next, the dispersion compensation controlling apparatus 225 performs a control on p in the similar manner.
Namely, at Step A9. the dispersion compensation controlling apparatus 225 increases p by a constant pitch pi to set p.
and at Step AID determines whether or not the fe (Hz) component frequency increases by changing p. When the fe (Hz)
component frequency increases, the dispersion compensation controlling apparatus 225 takes YES route via a point
denoted by ® in FIG. 36. and changes p at the same pitch pi in the same direction (Step A12). On the contrary, when
the fe (Hz) component intensity decreases at Step A10, the dispersion compensation controlling apparatus 225 takes
NO route, and. in the opposite direction (Step A1 1 ). changes p at the same pitch pi to set a new p in the similar manner
(Step A12). At Step A13. the dispersion compensation controlling apparatus 225 again determines whether or not the
fe (Hz) component intensity increases, repeats the both of Steps A12 and A13. and performs a control such that the
frequency fe (Hz) component intensity becomes the maximum. When the frequency fe (Hz) component intensity does
not increase at Step A13, the dispersion compensation controlling apparatus 225 takes NO route, and once terminates
the control on p (second control mode).

[0330] Finally, the dispersion compensation controlling apparatus 225 performs a control on At in the similar manner.
Namely, at Step A14. the dispersion compensation controlling apparatus 225 increases Ax by a constant pitch Ax, to
set At, and determines whether or not the fe (Hz) component intensity increases by changing Ax (step A1 5). When the
fe (Hz) component intensity increases, the dispersion compensation controlling apparatus 225 takes YES route, and
changes Ax at the same pitch Ax, in the same direction (Step A1 7). On the contrary, when the fe (Hz) component inten-
sity decreases at Step A1 5. the dispersion compensation controlling apparatus 225 takes NO route, and in the opposite
direction (Step A16), changes Ax at the same pitch Axi to set a new Ax (Step A17). At Step A18, the dispersion com-
pensation controlling apparatus 225 again determines whether or not the fe (Hz) component intensity increases. When
the fe (Hz) component intensity increases, the dispersion compensation controlling apparatus 225 takes YES route,
and repeats the both of Steps A1 7 and A1 8. When the frequency fe (Hz) component intensity does not increase at Step
A18. the dispersion compensation controlling apparatus 225 takes NO route, once terminates the control on Ax (third

control), and moves back to Step A3 in FIG. 36 via a point denoted by (2) in FIG. 36.

[0331] As above, one control cyde is finished, and again the next control continues from a in the similar manner.
Namely, the polarization-mode dispersion controlling unit (dispersion compensation controlling apparatus 225) per-
forms a control in a first control mode in which the polarization-mode dispersion controlling unit changes any one of an
azimuth angle of the 1/4 wave plate 4B-1 1 , an azimuth angle of the 1/2 wave plate in the polarization controller 4B and
a delay quantity between polarization nrxxles of the inter-polarization-mode delay unit 227 such that the intensity of the
first specific frequency component becomes the maximum while fixing the remaining parameters among the above azi-
muth angles and the delay quantity between polarization modes. After the first control mode, the dispersion-rrxxle con-
trolling unit performs a control in a second control nxxle in which the polarization-mode dispersion controlling unit
changes either one of the remaining control parameters such that the intensity of the first specific frequency conponerrt
becomes the maximum while fixing the parameter having been first changed and the other one of the remaining control
parameters. Finally, the polarization-mode dispersion controlling unit performs a control in the third control mode in

which the polarization-mode dispersion controlling unit changes the other one of the remaining parameters such that
the intensity of the first specific frequency component becomes the maximum, while fixing the control parameter having
been first changed and the one of the remaining control parameters.

[0332] As above, since a tracking control is performed during system operation, it is possible to capture the maximum
values of changing a, p and Axc, so as to follow fluctuations in these parameters due to a change in external environ-
ment such as temperature.

[0333] Since the initial setting mode before system operation is performed as above, it is advantageously possitrfe to
obtain the optimum state even from a start of system operation. In addition, it is also advantageously possible to nor-
mally perform the tracking control during operation.

[0334] FIG. 38 shows a control flowchart for realizing polarization-mode dispersion compensation according to the
second embocfiment of this invention (incidentally. tHs flowchart will be also used in the third and fourth err^odiments).
Although the initial setting mode at the time of start of system operation is similar to the flowchart shown in FIGS. 36
and 37 (Steps B1 through 83). here is featured that a control is switched on a->p^Axc-^->.„ with each change at
each step in the tracking control during system operation.

[0335] Namely, the dispersion compensation controlling apparatus 225 performs the Initial setting (Step 81 through
Step 83), and sets a value of a at Step 84. 8y changing a. the dispersion compensation controlling ^jparatus 225
determines whether or not the fe (Hz) component intensity increases (Step 85). When the fe (Hz) component intensity
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increase here, the dispersion compensation controlling apparatus 225 takes YES route. On the contrary, when the fe

(Hz) component intensity decreases, the dispersion compensation contorlling apparatus 225 takes NO route, and
changes a value of a in the opposite direction (Step B6). Whereby, a fourth control mode is performed (Step B4 through

Step B6).

[03361 Further, the dispersion condensation controlling apparatus 225 changes a value of p at a pitch pi (Step B7).

and determines at Step B8 whether or not the fe (Hz) component intensity increases. When the fe (Hz) conponent
intensity increases, the dispersion compensation controlling apparatus 225 takes YES route. On the contrary, when the

fe (Hz) component intensity decreases, the dispersion compensation controlling apparatus 225 takes NO route, and
changes a value of p in the opposite direction (Step B9). Whereby, a fifth control mode is performed (Step 87 through

89).

[0337] Finally, the dispersion compensation controlling apparatus 225 changes a value of Ax at a pitch Ax (Step BIO),

and at Step B1 1 determines whether or not the fe (Hz) component intensity increases. The fe (Hz) component intensity

increases, the dispersion compensation controlling apparatus 225 takes YES route. On the contrary, when the fe (Hz)

conponent intensity decreases, the dispersion compensation controlling apparatus 225 takes NO route, and changes
a value of Ax in the opposrte direction (Step B12). Whereby, a sixth control nxxie is performed (Step BIO through Step

812).

[0338] The controlling method shown in FIG. 38 has a faster convergence to the optimum point than the controlling

method shown in FIGS. 36 and 37, Namely, the polarization-mode dispersion controlling unit (dispersion compensation
controlling apparatus 225) performs a control in a fourth control mode in which the polarization-mode dispersion con-

trolling unit changes any one of an azimuth angle of the 1/4 wave plate 4B-11 , an azimuth angle of the 1/2 wave plate

4B-12 in the polarization controller 4B and a delay quantity between polarization nxxles of the inter-polarization-mode

delay unit 227 such that the intensity of the first specific frequency component inaeases while fixing the remaining con-

trol parameters among the above azimuth angles and the delay quantity between polarization modes. After the fourth

control, the polarization-mode dispersion controlling unit performs a control in a fifth control mode in which the polari-

zation-mode dispersion controlling unit changes one of the remaining control parameters such that the intensity of the

first specific frequency component increases while fixing the control parameter having been first changed ard the other

one of the remaining control parameters. Finally, the polarization-mode dispersion controlling unit perfornts the sixth

control mode in which the polarization-mode dispersion controlling unit changes the other one of the remaining control

parameters such that the intensity of the first specific frequency component increases while fixing the control parameter
having been first changed and the one of the remaining control parameters. After that, the polarization-mode dispersion

corrtrolling unit repeatedly executes the fourth control mode, the fifth control nxxJe and the sixth control mode desaibed
above until the intensity of the first specific frequency component becomes the maximum. As above, since the initial set-

ting mode before system operation is performed as shown in FIGS. 36 through 38, it is advantageously possible to

obtain the optimum state even during system operation, and normally perform the tracking control during operation.

(C2) Description of a Second Modification of the Second Embodiment

[0339] FIG. 39 is a block diagram showing a structure of an optical transmission system according to a second mod-
ification of the second emtxxliment of this invention, in which a control on an inter-polarization-nxxje varial)le delay is

performed in analogue, and a control using the control nxxle 2 is performed. The optical transmission system 210D
shown in FIG. 39 is as well an optical communication system with a transmission rate B (b/s) (for example, 10 Gb/s or

the like) adopting time division multiplexing. In the optical transmission system 21 OD, as shown in FIG. 39. an optical

transmitter 2 and an optical receiver 207a are connected over an optical transmission line (transmission fber) 3, arxJ a
dispersion compensation controlling apparatus 225a is disposed on the receiving side. The optical transmitter 2, the

optical receiver 207a and the optical transmission line 3 are the same as those described above, further descriptions of

which are thus omitted. Incidentally, in this modification, a term "dispersion" is used to mean "pdarization-mode disper-

sion".

[0340] The dispersion compensatton controlling apparatus 225a conrprises. a photo receiver 11 , a band-pass filter 1

2

and an intensity detector 13, along with band-pass filters (f^ f2, fa BPF) 232A, 232B and 232C, phase comparing cir-

cuits 233A. 233B and 233C, an a setting circuit 237A. a p setting circuit 2378, a Ax^. setting circuit 237C, low frequency

superimposing circuits 235A, 235B and 235C. and low frequency generators 234A, 234B and 234C. The photo receiver

1 1. the band-pass filter 12 and the intensity detector 13 have the same functions as those desaibed above, further

desatptions of which are thus omitted.

[0341] The band-pass filters 232A. 232B and 2320 extract low frequency signal components (fi, f2. fa (Hz) conpo-
nents] included in the intensity of the first specific frequency component detected by the intensity detector 13. The
phase cohparing circuit 233A conpares the low frequency signal component extracted by the band-pass filter 232A
with a low frequency signal from the low frequency generator 234A to detect a difference in phase, and controls a
parameter setting in the a setting circuit 235A such that the low frequency signal conponent extracted by the band-pass
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filter 232A becomes zero. Similarly, input sides of the phase comparing circuits 233B and 233C correspond to the band-
pass filters 232B and 2320, while the output sides of the same correspond to the p setting circuit 237B and the At set-
ting circuit 237C. Further, the a setting circuit 237A, the p setting circuit 2378 and the setting circuit 237C perform
appropriate controls from signals inputted from the phase comparing circuits 233A, 233B and 233C to determine values

5 of a, p and At, respectively.

[0342] Further, the low frequency superimposing circuits 235A and 235B superimposes predetermined low frequency
signals (fi signal and fg signal) inputted from the low frequency oscillators 234A and 234B on an a setting control signal
and a p setting control signal outputted from the a setting circuit 237A and the p setting circuit 237B, respectively, to
give minute modulation thereto, and send the modulated parameter setting control signals to the polarization controlling

10 unit 4B. Similarly, the low frequency superimposing circuit 235C siperimposes a predetermined low frequency signal
(fa signal) set in advance inputted from the low frequency oscillator 234C on a Ax^ setting control signal outputted from
the Atc setting circuit 237C to give minute modulation thereto, and sends out the modulated parameter setting control
signal to an inter-polarization-mode variable delay unit 227.

[0343] From the above, the optical transmission system 210D is provided with a compensation quantity optimization
15 controlling unit 241 which superimposes predetermined low frequency signals set in advance on control signals to be

outputted from the polarization-mode dispersion controlling unit 225a to the polarization controller 4B and the inter-

polarization-mode delay unit 227, and controls the above polarization controller 4B and the inter-polarization-mode
delay unit 227 such that the above low frequency components included in the intensity cff the above first specific fre-

quency component from the intensity detector (first intensity detecting unit) 13 become zero, thereby optimizing a com-
20 pensation quantity of polarization-mode dispersion of the above transmission optical signal.

[0344] With the above structure, with respect to a, a minute signal at a low frequency fi (Hz) generated by the low
frequency oscillator 235A is superimposed on an a control signal from the a setting circuit 237A. A part of the optical
signal after polarization-mode dispersion compensation is split and photoelectrically converted, after that, a frequency
fe (Hz) component intensity is extracted so that an intensity detection is performed. When a value of a is at the optimum

35 position where the frequency fe (Hz) conponent intensity is the maximum, the extracted frequency fe (Hz) component
intensity does not have an intensity changing component of tiie low frequency f, (Hz). When a value of a is deviated
from the optimum position, a component of the frequency fi (Hz) appears in a change with time of the fe (Hz) compo-
nent intensity. Accordingly, a component of the frequency fi (Hz) detected from the fe (Hz) component intensity is

detected, and a feedback is performed in analog such as to change a value of a in such a direction that that conponent
30 disappears.

[0345] Namely, the phase comparing circuit 233A compares a phase of that component with a phase of the low fre-
quency signal f

^
(Hz) from the low frequency oscillator 234A. and a direction in which a should be changed is deter-

mined according to phase information obtained as a result. The similar control is performed on p and At^. as well.
However, since frequencies of the low frequencies are at different values, it is possible to independentiy perform the

35 optimum controls even if the controls are performed simultaneously

[0346] Namely the compensation quantity optimization controlling unit 241 modulates an azimuth angle of the 1/4
wave plate 4B-1

1 and an azimuth angle of the 1/2 wave plate 4B.1 2 in the polarization controller 4B and a delay quantity
between polarization modes of the inter-polarization-mode delay unit 227 with low frequencies at different frequencies,
detects an intensity of the first frequency component in a baseband spectrum of a transmission optical signal, and Opti-

mo mizes the azimuth angle of the 1/4 wave plate 4B-1 1 and the azimuth angle of the 1/2 wave plate 4B-12 in the above
polarization controller 4B and the delay quantity between polarization modes of the inter-polarization-mode delay unit
227 such that the intensity modulation component of the low frequency component included therein becomes zero.
[0347] As above, minute modulation is performed witti different low frequencies f,. fg and fa (Hz) on respective a, p
and Axc so that the fe (Hz) component intensity is automatically fixed to the maximum value, which enables an accurate

45 conti*ol.

(C3) Description of a Third Modification of the Second Emtxxliment

[0348] FIG. 40 is a diagram showing a structure of an optical transmission system according to a tfiird rrxxJification of
50 the second embodiment of this invention, in which an object of control is changeable between before system operation

(before start of system operation) and during system operation (after start of system operation), and the detection form
1 and the control mode 2 are performed.

[0349] The optical ti-ansmission system 21 OE shown in FIG. 40 is as well an optical communication system with a
transmission rate B (b/s) (for example. 10 Gb/s or the like) adopting time division nxjitiplexing. In the optical transmis-

55 sion system 210E. an optical transmitter 2 and an optical receiver 207a are connected over an optical transmission line
(transmission fiber) 3. and a PMD compensation controlling init (polarization-mode dispersion controlling unit) 225b is

disposed on the receiving side. The optical transmitter 2. the optical receiver 207a and the optical transmission line 3
are the same as those descrtoed above, further desaiptions of which are thus omitted. Incidentally in this modification,
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a term "dispersion" is used to mean "polarization-mode dispersion".

[0350] The dispersion compensation controlling apparatus 225b comprises a photo receiver 11 , a band-pass filter 1

2

and an intensity detector 13 along with an a • p • At^. setting circuit 226. The photo receiver 1 1 . the band-pass filter 12

and the intensity detector 13 have the same functions as those described above, further descriptions of which are thus

5 omitted.

[0351] The a • p • Ax^. setting circuit 266 can control a polarization controller 4B and an inter-polarization-mode var-

iable delay unit 227. Namely, the a •p •At
^.

setting circuit 226 controls an azimuth angle of a 1/4 wave plate 4B- 11 and
an azimuth angle of a 1/2 wave plate 4B-12 in the polarization controller 4B and a delay quantity between polarization

modes of the inter-polarization-mode delay unit 227 in the optical receiver 207a according to a signal inputted from the

10 intensity detector 13, and optimizes the delay quantity Ax^ of the inter-polarization-nx)de variable delay unit 227 in order

to be abe to comply with fluctuation information (this infonnation is transmitted by the optical transmitter 2) on a trans-

mission line polarization-mode dspersion quantity such as bit rate, transmission distance, signal modulation system

and the like. In consequence, it is necessary to provide an inter-polarization-mode variable delay element.

[0352] With the above structure, a delay quantity Axg of the inter-polarization-mode variable delay element is opti-

15 mized before start of system operation (before operation), and a process for complying with fluctuations in transmission

line polarization-HDode dispersion quantity due to a switching of bit rate, transmission distance, signal nrodulation sys-

tem or the like is performed. When there is a switching in the system, a signal informing of the switching is sent from

the optical transmitter 2 to the polarization-nnode dispersion controlling unit 225b, and the delay quantity Axc of the inter-

potarization-mode variable delay element is optimized only immediately after the switching. To the contrary, during sys-

20 tem operation, when a fluctuation due to a change in environment of the polarization dispersion quantity is smaller than

a PMD tolerance (the maximum allowable polarization-mode dispersion quantity), a control on Ax^ is not performed but

only a and p are controlled.

[0353] Whereby, the polarization-mode dispersion controlling unit (PMD compensation controlling unit) 225b performs

a control on only the polarization controller 4B during system operation, while controlling the inter-polarization-mode

25 delay unit 227 when system operation is started or when there is a switching of an element determining conditions of

polarization-mode dispersion in the optical transmission line 3.

(C4) Description of a Fourth Modification of the Second Entxxliment

30 [0354] FIG. 41 is a block diagram showing a structure of an optical transmission system to which a polarization-mode

dispersion compensation controlling apparatus at the time of system operation according to a fourth modification of the

second embodiment of this invention is applied. The optical transmission system 210F shown in FIG. 41 is as well an
optical communication system with a transmission rate B (b/s) (for example. 10 Gb/s or the like) adopting time division

nrujitiplexing, which differs from the system shown in FIG. 40 in that an inter-polarization-mode variable delay unit 230
35 uses an element of a fixed value Axg. In this modification, a term "dispersion" is used to mean "polarization-nxxle dis-

persion", as well.

[0355] In the optical transmission system 21 OF. an optical transmitter 2 and an optical receiver 207b are connected
over an optical transmission line (optical fiber) 3, and a dispersion compensation controlling apparatus 225c is disposed

on the receiving side. The optica! receiver 207b comprises a polarization controller 4B, the inter-polarization-nrode var-

40 iable delay unit 230. an optical splitting unit 5 and an optical receiving unit 6. The dispersion compensation controlling

apparatus 225c comprises a photo receiver 1 1 , a band-pass filter 12. an intensity detector 13 and an a • p setting circuit

21 2. The a • p setting circuit 212 controls values of a and p such that the fe (Hz) component intensity becomes the max-
inxjm. In other words, the a • p setting circuit 212 functions as a means controlling the polarization controller 4B chang-
ing a polarization state of an optical signal.

45 [0356] With the above structure, a PMD tolerance is measured using the inter-polarization-mode variable delay unit

230 before system operation, whereas a delay quantity of the inter-polarization-mode variable delay unit 230 is used
while the delay quantity is fixed within an allowable range based on a value of the PMD tolerance, during system oper-

ation.

[0357] Measurenient of the PMD tolerance before system operation is performed using tiie same transmitter and
50 receiver as the ones used in the optical transmission system 2 1 0R This method will be described with reference to FIG.

42.

[0358] FIG. 42 is a diagram illustrating a method of measuring a PMD tolerance. Before system operation, a PMD
tolerance is measured using the same transmitter and rec&ver as those used in actual transmission as the optical

receiver 207b shown in FIG. 42. In concrete, by continuously changing a delay quantity between polarization nxxjes
55 using the inter-polarization-mode variatrfe delay unit 230 shown in FIG. 42. a polarization-mode dispersion quantity Axp

of a transmission line Is simulated, and a bit en-or rate is measured in the optical receiver 207b. Provided that penalty 1

dB or below is transmittable. for example, a PMD tolerance is determined as Ax^dB- After that, the dispersion compen-
sation controlling apparatus 225c sets the delay quantity Axc of the inter-polarization-mode varial)le delay unit 230 in a
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40

55

range of T-A-tidB<^^c<2A-cidB. where T represents one time slot period. A way of setting in such range will be described
later.

[0359] On the other hand, when the system is actually operated, a delay quantity of the inter-polarization-mode vari-

able delay unit 230 is fixed to a predetermined set value, and inserted in a transmission line, and used, as shown in

FIGS. 41 and 42.

[0360] Whereby, before system operation, a PMD tolerance is measured in response to a control signal. As this, it is

advantageous that compensation conditions of polarization-mode dispersion are optimized in the initial stage, and
parameters to be controlled at the time of system operation is lessen.

[0361] Next, that such compensation conditions, can be optimized will be described with reference to FIGS. 43
through 51

,
and a reason why the delay quantity of the inter-polarization-mode variable delay unit 230 is set in a

range of T-ATidB<^tc<2Axi(jB will be described.

[0362] First, here is shown, using FIG. 43 and formulae (4) through (9) below, that an optical signal after given a delay
difference between polarization modes by a PMF 231 for polarization-mode dispersion compensation is expressed
by fonnula (9).

[0363] FIG. 43 is a block diagram showing a structure of an optical transmission system to which a polarization-rrxxie
dispersion compensation controlling apparatus using a PMF for polarization-mode dispersion compensation according
to the fourth modification of the second embodiment of this invention is applied. The optical transmission system 210G
is as well an optical communication system with a transmission rate B (b/s) (for example. 10 Gb/s or the like) adopting
time division multiplexing, which has a function of compensating polarization-mode dispersion of a transmission line. In

the optical transmission system 21 OG, an optical transmitter 2 and an optical receiver 207c are connected over an opti-
cal transmission line (transmission fiber) 3. and a dispersion compensation controlling apparatus 225d is disposed on
the receiving side. The optical receiver 207c comprises a polarization controller 4B. a polarization maintaining fiber
(PMF) 231 . an optical splitting unit 5 and an optical receiving unit 6.

[0364] With these, in the optical receiver 207c. a received light passes through the polarization controller 48. and is

inputted to the PMF 231. Here, the optical signal is polarization-mode-dispersion-compensated (given a delay differ-

ence Axc between polarization modes), and split by the optical splitting unit 5. One of the optical signal undergoes a light

receiving process in the optical receiving unit 6. Wrth respect to the other optical signal, an fe = B/2 (Hz) component
intensity in a baseband spectrum of a signal at B (Gb/s) is detected in the band-pass filter 12 of the dispersion compen-
sation controlling apparatus 225d.

[0365] Here, when a transmission light is linearly polarized light expressed by a formula (4) below in Jones vector rep-
resentation, the transmit light split into polarization mode conrponents at an intensity ratio y due to polarization-mode
dispersion of the transmission line, and given a delay difference Atp is expressed in vector representation as a formula
(5):

(where j is imaginary unit,)

p^r/y • (A(t-Axp)+j . B(t.ATp))

{A(t)+j - B(t))
(5)

[0366] Further, when azimuth angles of the 1/4 wave plate 4B-1 1 and the 1/2 wave plate 4B-12 in the polarization
controller 4B are a and p (radian), an optical waveform after passing through the polarization controller 4B is deter-
mined in matrix calculation as a formula (6) with matrixes expressed by formulae (7) and (8):

R = H • Q • P
(5)

Q_ 1 rl-H • C0S(2a) j
• sin(2a) n

" 72Lj sin(2a) 1-j • cos(2a)J

^ rcos(2p) sin(2p)n

Lsin(2p) -cos(2p}J
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[0367] As a result, assuming that the optical waveform is expressed in a form of R below:

rC(t)+j •
D(t)i

LE(t)+j • F(t)J

[0368] The optical waveform after given a delay difference Axp between polarization modes by the Pf^F 231 fa PMD
compensation is finally expressed by a formula (9):

[0369] Here, although axes are such set that the fast axis of polarization-mode dispersion of the transmission line and
the slow axis of the PMF are in parallel for the sake of convenience, it is possible to realize the similar state by adjusting

a (QWP) and p (HWP) even if they are in a rotated relation, in general.

[0370] Next, here is shown that a and p yielding the maximum value of the 20 GHz component intensity are the same
as a and p yielding the maximum value of the eye opening, with reference to FIGS. 44 through 47. These drawings are

made in computer simulation, wherein the transverse axis is a (QWP) .while the vertical axis is p (HWP), and the mag-
nitude of the intensity is represented by contour lines along the Z axis (in a direction penetrating from the back of the

paper to the front thereof).

[0371 ] FIGS. 44(a) and 44(b) show 20 GHz component intensity in a received baseband signal and eye opening of a

received waveform with respect to a (degree: degree) and p (degree: degree) when these controls are performed on an
NRZ signal where a delay quantity Ax^ is 0 (ps). From these drawings, it is seen that a combination of a and p yielding

the maximum of the 20 GHz component intensity [peaks of the contour lines in FIG. 44(a). parts denoted by 1 through

8] and a combination of a and p yielding the maximum of the eye opening [peaks of the contour line, parts denoted by

1 through 8 in FIG. 448b] coincide. Incidentally, y Is fixed to 0.5 so that waveform deterioration due to polarization-mode

dispersion is the maximum.

[0372] Similarly, FIGS. 45(a) and 45(b) show 20 GHz component intensity in a received baseband signal and eye

opening of a received wavefomi where a delay quantity Axp is 5 (ps). wherein positions 1 through 7 of peaks of the con-

tour lines in FIG. 45(a) coinckie with positfons 1 through 7 of peaks of the c»ntour lines in FIG. 45(b). FIGS. 46(a) and
46(b) show 20 GHz component intensity of a received baseband signal and eye opening of a received waveform where
a delay quantity Aip is 10 (ps), wherein positions 1 through 6 of peaks of the contour lines in FIG. 46(a) coincide with

positions 1 through 6 of peaks of the contour lines in FIG. 46(b). Further, FIGS. 47(a) and 47(b) show 20 GHz conpo-
nent intensity in a received baseband signal and eye opening of a received waveform where a delay quantity Axp is 20
(ps). wherein positions 1 through 7 of peaks of the contour lines in FIG. 47(a) coincide with positions 1 through 7 of

peaks of the contour lines in FIG. 47(b).

[0373] From FIGS. 44(a) and 44(b) through 47(a) and 47(b) all, it is seen that a combination of a and p yieWing the

maximum and the minimum of the 20 GHz component intensity and a combination of a and p yielding the maxinnum
and the mininrwm at the peaks of the contour lines) of the eye opening coincide to each other. This relationship coin-

cides with respect to the PMD value (polarization-mode dispersion value ) of alt transmission lines. From this, it is seen
that a polarization-mode dispersion compensating method maximizing a frequency component intensity that is a half of

the tM rate in the baseband spectrum is effective. With respect to not only the NRZ signal but also the 40 Gb/s OTDM
waveform, it has been confirmed that a control using the 20 GHz component intensity can be performed in the similar

manner.

[0374] Next, eye opening penalty will be described with reference to FIGS. 48(a) and 48(b), and 49(a) and 49(b).

[0375] FIG. 4S(a) is a diagram showing results of calculation of transmission path PMD versus 20 GHz conponent
intensity in the case where transmission is perfamed using a 40 Gb/s NRZ sigrml with/without polarization-nxxJe dis-

persion condensation, wherein two kinds, with compensation and without compensation, are shown. The transverse

axis in FIG. 48(a) shows PMD Aip of the transmissin line, whereas the vertical axis shows the maximum value of 20
GHz component intensity. Axp shows a delay quantity of the transmission path, and eye opening penalty signifies an
anx>unt of the eye opening deteriorated from when the transmitter and the receiver face to each other. FIG. 48(b) is a
diagram showing results of calculation of transmission PMD Axp (transverse axis) versus eye opening penalty (vertk:al

axis)
.
Here. Ax p = 10 ps and 20 ps are set as a value of PMF for conpensation. Incidentally, values of a and p are

varied according to a value of Axf; and these values are such set that they become the optimum values when they are
calculated.

[0376] As shown in FIGS. 48(a) and 48(b), in the case of Ax p = 10 ps , a combination of a « 45** arxJ p = 22.5' yields

the maxinuim 20 GHz component intensity (refer to FIG. 48 (a)), and yeilds the minimurn value 0 of the eye opening

C(t + Ax,)+j • D(t+AxJ

E(t)+j • F(t)
(9)
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penalty {refer to FIG. 48(b)) when the transmission PMD is Atp = 0 ps . This corresponds to a case where an optical
signal inputted to the PMF 231 is linearly polarized light coinciding with the polarization primary axis direction of the
PMF 23

1
by the polarization controller 4B. In this case, the optical signal is not affected by polarization dispersion of the

PMF 231 so that the same eye opening is obtained as when the transmitter and the receiver face to each other

5 [0377] To the contrary. i1 the transmission line PMD is as suffidently large as Mf > lOps. the 20 GHz component
intensity is the maximum when ar.p=0** [refer to FIG. 49 (a)], and the eye opening penalty is the minimum. This corre-
sponds to a case where a polarization direction of light passing through the fast axis of the polarization primary axis of
the transmission line coincides with the slow axis of the PMF 23. while a polarization direction of light passing through
the slow axis coincides with the fast axis of the PMF As a result, this coincides with a state where the optical waveform

10 is subjected to polarization dispersion of a deduction of Axp -Ate. and deterioration is therefore more suppressed than
in the a case where the optica] waveform is subjected to polarization dispersion of Aip without compensation.
[0378] In the case of an intermediate range of 0 ps < Axp < 1 0 ps. a combination of a and p yielding the maximum 20
GHz component intensity continuously changes from a = 45'' and p = 22.5** to a = p = 0* with inaeasing Axp In such
case, the eye opening penalty increases from 0 dB at a point in the vicinity of At ^ = AT(./2 = 5 ps . after that, slightly

/5 decreases, and again becomes 0 db at At p = At^ = 10 ps . Back to FIG. 48(b). when the PMF for corrpensation is

At^ = 20 ps
.

it is seen that an increase of the panelty in the vicinity of At p = AT(./2 = 10 ps is noticeable. In order to
compensate polarization-mode dispersion within as a larger range ATp as possible, it is necessary to set At^ to a large
value to some extent. But, if Axp is set to an excessively lager value, an inaease of the penalty at Axp = Az^/Z
becomes large. Therefore, there exists a range of appropriate At^.

20 [0379] Similarly, FIGS. 49(a) and 49(b) show results of calculation of transmission path PMD Axp versus 20 GHz com-
ponent intensity, and transmission path PMD Axp versus eye opening penalty when transmission is performed with a 40
Gb/s OTDM signal with/without polarization-mode dispersion compensation, wherein two kinds, that is, with compen-
sation and without compensation, are shown. In this case, results similar to those in the case of an NRZ signal are
obtained.

25 [0380] Next, a way of determining a set range of appropriate Ax will be descrbed with reference to FIGS. 50(a) and
50(b). FIG. 50(a) is a diagram showing a relationship of transmission path PMD versus eye opening penalty In the case
where the delay quantity Ax^ is the mininrtum. FIG. 50(b) is a diagram showing a relationship of transmission PMD ver-
sus eye opening penalty in the case where the delay quantity Ax^ is the maximum. These drawings are drawings sche-
matically showing a way of determining the set range, in which what shown by a broken line a and a broken line b are

30 penalty changes (relationship of PMD Axp versus penalty) due to polarization-mode cfispersion without a polarization-
mode dispersion compensator, and what shown by a solid line are penafty changes due to polarization-mode dispersion
at the time of polarization-mode dispersion with PMF Here, when penalty 1 db or below is a deterioration allowable ref-
erence, a PMD tolerance (the maximum allowable polarization-mode dispersion quantity) is indicated at 1 dS along Ax
(verlical axis) in FIGS. 50(a) and 50(b). Incidentally, Ax^^x along the transverse axis corresponds to a period of one time

35 Slot.

[0381] In Atf > Axc in a part indicated by a solid line in FIG. 50(a) (relationship of transmission line PMD Axp versus
penalty when polarization-mode dispersion compensation is performed with the polarization controller and the PMF
with a delay difference AxJ. the penalty changes follow a solid line c that is obtained by moving a broken line a in par-
allel by Axx in a direction of the Axp axis. In 0 < Axp < Ax^., there is a penalty increase with the maximum at a point B in

40 the vicinity of Ax p = AXc/2 . but the penalty thereat is smaller than that at an intersection of a broken line d and a bro-
ken line a that is obtained by moving the broken line b by Ax^ in a direction of the Axp axis in parallel. When Axc is set
to a large value, a point B moves in a direction closer to a point A, and exceeds the deterioration altowable reference of
below 1 dB. Therefore, it is necessary that the point A satisfies the allowable reference of penalty 1 dB or below. In con-
sequence, as shown in FIG. 50(b), the maximum value of Ax^ is a double of a PMD tolerance Ax^dB. and the point A is

45 practically a point reaching the deterioration allowable reference.

[0382] When Axp exceeds one time slot, this polarization-mode dispersion compensating method cannot be princi-
pally applied. A reason of this will be descrtoed with reference to FIGS. 51 (a) and 51 (b). FIGS. 51 (a) and 51 (b) are dia-
grams illustrating a case where a delay quantity Ax exceeds one time slot. When Axp exceeds one time slot (25 ps) as
shown in FIG. 51(b). the monitor intensity becomes the maximum when Ax^ = Axp+Ax^. Namely, in FIG. 51(b),

so although waveform deterioration in the case of a combination of a and p by which a total PMD quantity after polariza-
tion-mode dispersion compensation is Ax^ = Axp-Ax^ is larger than that in the case where a contDination of a and p
by which Ax = Ax p- Ax

j. . the detected B/2 GHz component intensity is larger.

[0383] When Axp = (one time slot) is assumed to be the maximum value of polarization-rrxxJe dispersion
quantity in polarization-mode dispersion compensation . Ax ^ = (one time slot) - (PMD tolerance Ax . as shown in

55 FIG. 50(b).
^

[0384] Namely, the polarization-mode dispersion controlling unit 225c (refer to FIG. 41 ) cortprises a maximum allow-
aUe polarization-mode dispersion setting means (a • p setting circuit 212) setting a maximum allowable polarization-
mode dispersion quantity. In addition, when the polarization-mode dispersion controlling unit 225C feedback-controls at
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least either the polarization controller 4B a the interiX)lari2ation-mode delay unit 230 disposed in the optical transmis-

sion line 3 such that an intensity of the frequency component corresponding to 1/2 of the bit rate as the first specific

frequency conponent detected by the first intensity detecting unit (intensity detector 13) becomes the n^ximum, the

polarization-mode dispersion controlling unit 225C sets a delay quantity Axc of the inter-polarization-mode delay unit

230 to a value above the lower limit value defined as a value obtained by subtracting the maximum allowable polariza-

tion-mode dispersion quantity Ati^b ^^^^ o"© time slot and below the upper limit value defined as a value having a mag-
nitude two times the maximum allowable polarization-mode dispersion quantity AxidB- at the time of system operation.

The polarization-mode dispersion controlling unit 225c may set a delay quantity of the inter-polarization-mode delay unit

230 at the time of system operation to the upper limit value or the lower limit value.

[0385] Again back to FIG. 41. the dispersion compensation controlling apparatus 225c measures a PMD tolerance

using the same transceiver as one used in an actual optical transmission system before system operation, and deter-

mines a PMD tolerance Ai^^b with penalty 1 dB as a reference of transmission capability. After that, the dispersion com-
pensation controlling apparatus 225c sets a delay quantity Atc of the inter-polarization-mode variafcrfe delay unit 230 to

a range of T- Ax ^^q<Ax^<2Ax .

[0386] As above, it is advantageously possible to optimize compensation conditions of polarization-mode dispersion

in the initial stage, and lessen parameters to be controlled at the time of system operation. If the control mode is devel-

oped to a control mode in which an inter-polarization-mode variable delay element (refer to FIG. 41) is used to control

in lieu of an inter-polarization-mode fixed delay element as the PMF 231 (refer to FIG. 43) , it is possible to more lessen
waveform deterioration. Namely, by performing a corrtrol such as to harmonize a delay quantity Atc of the variable delay
element with a PMD quantity Axp of the transmission line, it is possible to make a PMD quantity after compensation be
At^ = ATp-AT^ = 0. As above, it is possible to effectively perform polarization-mode dispersion compensation of a
transmission line that is a transmission limiting factor in a very high-speed optical transmission system.

(D) Description of a Third Embodiment

[0387] In actual transmission, both of chromatic dispersion and polarization-mode dispersion of a transmission line

become factors limiting a transmission rate and a transmission distance. In order to overcome them, it is required a sys-

tem simultaneously nnonitoring a chromatic dispersion value and a polarization-mode dispersion value of the transmis-

sion line, and simultaneously compensating transmission optical waveform deterioration due to them. Although a term
"cSspersion" is generally used to mean "chromatic dispersion", the term "dispersion" is used to mean both "polarization-

mode dispersion" and "chromatic dispersion" in a third embodiment.

[0388] An optical transmission system 70 shown in FIG. 52 Is an optical communication system with a transmission
rate B (b/s) (for example. 40 Gb/s. 10 Qto/s or the like) adopting time division multiplexing. The optical transmission sys-

tem 70 differs from the optical transmission system 1 0 according to the first embodiment in that the optical transmission
system 70 compensates not only polarization-mode dispersion of a transmission optical signal but also chromatic dis-

persion of the transmission optical signal, the other parts of which are similar to those of the optical transmission system
10 according to the first embodiment.

[0389] Namely, in the optical transmission system 70, an optical to-ansmitter 72 as a transmitting terminal apparatus
transmitting a transmission optical signal and an optical receiver 77 as a receiving terminal apparatus receiving the

transmission optical signal are connected over an optical transmission line (transmission ftoer) 73. and a dispersion

compensation controlling apparatus 71 is disposed on the receiving side. Incidentally, the dispersion conrpensation
controlling apparatus 71 signifies "polarization-nrKxJe dispersion-chromatic dispersion compensation controlling appa-
ratus 71".

[03901 The optical receiver 77 comprises a chromatic dispersion compensator 83. a polarization-mode dispersion

conpensator 74. an optical splitting unit and an optical receiving unit 76. The chronrwtic cfispersion compensator 63
compensates chromatic dispersion of a transmission optical signal. The polarization-mode dispersion conpensator 74
compensates polarization-nrxxJe dispersion generated in a transmitted optical signal. Incidentally, the optical splitting

unit 74 and the optical receiving unit 76 are similar to those described above, furtfier descriptions of which are thus
omitted.

[0391 J The dispersion compensation controlling apparatus 71 monitors a state of polarization-mode dispersion and a
state of chromatic dispersion generated In an optical signal ti-ansmitted over the optical transmission line 73 on the

basis of an optical signal taken out by the optical splitting unit 75. and controls tfie polarization-mode dispersion com-
pensator 74 and the chromatic dispersion compensator 83 according to results of the monitoring, which comprises a
photo receiver 78. a band-pass fiHer (B/2 (Hz) BPF] 79A, a band-pass filter [B (Hz) BPF) 79B. intensity detectors 80A
and 808, a polarization-mode dispersion controlling unit 91 and a chromatic dispersion controlling unit 240.

[0392] The photo receiver 78 receives an optical signal taken out by the optical splitting unit 75. and converts it into

an elecb-ic signal. The band-pass filter [6/2 (Hz) BPF] 79A detects a first specific frequency conponent (B/s (Hz) com-
ponent] in a baseband spectrum in a transmission optical signal inputted to the receiving side over the optical transmis-
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sion line 73. which functions as a first specific frequency component detecting unit. The first specific frequency
component is appropriately set according to a transmission rate or a signal waveform of an optical signal, a frequency
of which is set to a frequency corresponding to 1/2 of the bit rate.

[0393] The intensity detector 80A detects information on an intensity of the above first specific frequency component
5 detected by the band-pass filter 79A. which functions as a first intensity detecting unit.

[0394] The polarization-mode dispersion controlling unit 91 controls a polarization-mode dispersion quantity of the
optical transmission line 73 such that the intensity of the first specific frequency component detected by the intensity
detector 80A is the maximum, which comprises a polarization-mode dispersion quantity detecting unit 81 and a chro-
matic dispersion quantity detecting unit 81 B. The polarization-mode dispersion quantity detecting unit 81 detects a

10 polarization-mode dispersion quantity. A parameter setting circuit 82 outputs a parameter setting control signal having
parameter information as a control quantity for compensating polarization-mode dispersion of the transmission optical
signal on the basis of the polarization-mode dispersion quantity detected by the polarization-mode dispersion quantity
detecting unit 81 to the polarization-mode dispersion compensator 74 in the optical receiver 77. The polarization-mode
dispersion controlling unit 91 uses a control mode 2 (or a control mode 1 2 to be described later).

15 [0395] The band-pass filter [B (Hz) BPF] 798 detects a second specific frequency component [B (Hz) conponent] in

a baseband spectrum in a transmission optical signal inputted to the receiving side over the optical transmission line

73, which functions as a second specific frequency component detecting unit. A frequency of the second specific fre-

quency component is set to a frequency con-esponding to the bit rate. The intensity detector SOB detects information
on an intensity fo the above second specific frequency component detected by the band-pass filter 79B, which functions

20 as a second intensity detecting unit. Incidentally, the intensity detector SOB may output information on the intensity of
the above secorKi specific frequency component detected by the intensity detector 80B as a monitor signal.

[0396] The chromatic dispersion controlling unit 240 controls a chromatic dispersion quantity of the transmission line

73 such that the intensity of the second specific frequency component detected by the intensity detector BOB becomes
the maximum or the minimum, which comprises tiie chromatic dispersion quantity delecting unit 81 B and a chromatic

25 dispersion quantity setting circuit 82B.

[0397] The chromatic dispersion quantity detecting unit 81 B detects a chromatic dispersion quantity of the above
transmission optical signal from the intensity of the above second specific frequency component detected by the inten-
sity detector SOB by performing a predetermined second functional operation. The chromatic dispersion corrpensation
quantity setting circuit 82B sets a chronriatic dispersion control quantity in the chromatic dispersion corrpensator 83 dis-

30 posed in the optical transmission line 73 in order to compensate chromatic dispersion of the above transmission optical
signal on the basis of the above chromatic dispersion quantity detected by the chromatic dispersion quantity detecting
unit 81 B, which functions as a chromatic dispersion control quantity setting unit.

[0398] This control method is a method in which the chromatic dispersion compensator 83 disposed in the optical

transmission line 73 is feedback<»ntrolled such that the intensity of the second specific frequency component detected
35 by the second intensity detector (intensity detecting unit SOB) becomes the maximum or the minimum. Namely, a con-

trol quantity is determined by feeding-back such that the intensity of tfie detected specific frequency becomes the max-
imum or the minimum without the first function. Although the control mode 2 is defined as "ttecoming the maximum" in

the above second emtxxliment, the control mode 2 will include a feedback control such as "becoming the maximum or
the minimum" hereinafter.

40 [0399] In simultaneous monitoring of a chromatic dispersion value and a polarization-mode dispersion value, the
same frequency B (Hz) as the transmission rate B (b/s) is used as a chromatic dispersion monitor frequency fovo while
a frequency B/2 (Hz) that is a half of the transmission rate B (b/s) is used as a PMD monitor frequency fpMo which are
different from each other. According to this entxxJiment. an output of the photo receiver 78 is split into two, and fre-

quency values at which the specific frequency conrponents are detected are of two kinds, but the detection form 1 is

45 used. A reason why the detection form 2 is not used is that a signal system (the band-pass filter 79A, tfie intensity

detector 80A and the polarization-mode dispersion controlling unit 91) performing a polarization-mode dispersion con-
trol uses one kind of frequency, while a signal system (the band-pass filter 79B. the intensity detector SOB and the chro-
matic dispersion controlling unit 240) performing a chromatic dispersion control also uses one kind of frequency.
[0400] According to this embodiment when the above transmission optical signal is an NR2 optical signal, the first

50 specific frequency component detecting unit (tfie band-pass filter 79A) detects a frequency con-esponding to a half of
the bit rate as the first spedf ic frequency component, while the second specific frequency conponent detecting unit (the
band-pass fitter 79B) detects a frequency conresponding to the bit rate as the second specific frequency conponent. In

the case of the 40 Gh/s NR2 system, there are set f qvd = 40 GHz and f p^^^ = 20 GHz . Incidentally, as an example
of frequency setting, a value other ttian the above may be used.

55 [0401 1 From this, even if polarization-nxxje dispersion and chromatic dispersion have dependency on each other, it

is possitDle to perform the controls simultaneously and independentiy. f=or exanple. in the case of the 40 Gb/s NRZ sys-
tem, it is sufficient to control such that the f qdv = 40 GHz intensity becomes the minimum, wrtle the f = 20 GHz
intensity becomes the maximum.
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(0402) Whereby, a flow of an otpical signal is as follows. An optical signal at a transmission rate B (b/s) transmitted

from the optical transmitter 72 is transmitted to the optical receiver 77 over the optical transmission line 73. a part of the

optical signal transmitted over the optical transmission line 73 is taken out by the optical splitting unit 75. and the optical

signal (monitor light) taken out is sent to the dispersion quantity detecting apparatus 71

.

[0403] In the dispersion quantity detecting apparatus 71 , a state of polarization-mode dispersion and a state of chro-

matic dispersion generated in the optical signal transmitted over the optical transmission line 73 are monitored on the

basis of the optical signal taken out by the optical splitting unit 75. and a control in the control mode 2 is performed by

the polarization-mode dispersion compensator 74 and the chromatic dispersion compensator 83 according to results of

the monitoring. Namely, a maximum value control is such performed that predetermined compensation values are

obtained.

[0404] In concrete, the optical signal taken out by the optical splitter 75 is received by the photo receiver 78. converted

into an electric signal, and inputted to the band-pass fitters 79A and 79B. In the band-pass filter 79A, the first specific

frequertcy component [B/2 (Hz) component] in a baseband spectrum in the transmission optical signal is detected, an

intensity of the above first specific frequerx:y component detected by the band-pass filter 79A is detected by the inten-

sity detector 80A. and the feedback control is performed such that the intensity of the specific frequency component
becomes the maxinxim or the minimum.

[0405] From the parameter setting circuit 82, a parameter setting signal for setting such parameter information (delay

quantity Ax ) as to cancel a polarization-nnode dispersion quantity detected by the polarization-mode dispersion quantity

detecting unit 81 to the polarization-mode dispersion compensator 74 disposed in the optical receiver 77 in order to

conrtpensate polarization-mode dispersion in the transmission optical signal.

[0406] In the polarization-mode dispersion compensator 74, parameter information is set on the basis of the control

signal when the polarization-mode dispersion compensator 74 receives the parameter setting control signal, polariza-

tion-mode dispersion generated in the optical signal transmitted over the optical line 74 is thereby compensated.

[0407] On the other hand, in the band-pass filter 798 in the dispersion compensation controlling apparatus 71. the

second specific frequency component [B (Hz) component] in the baseband spectrum in the transmission optical signal

is detected, an intensity of the above second specific frequency component detected by the band-pass fitter 79B is

detected by the intensity detector SOB, and a feedback control is such performed that the intensity of the specific fre-

quency component becomes the maximum or the minimum.

[0408] In the chromatic dispersion compensator 83. chromatic dispersion generated in the optical signal transmitted

over the optical transmission line 73 Is compensated on the basis of the control signal when the chromatic dispersion

compensator 83 receVes the control signal. Namely, this dispersion compensation controlling st^ are as follows. Ttie

first specific frequency component in a baseband spectrum in a transmission optical signal inputted to the receiving

side over a transmission fiber as the transmission line is detected (first specific frequency conrponent detecting step),

information on an intensity of the above first specific frequency conponent detected at the first specific frequency com-
ponent detecting step is detected (first intensity detecting step), a polarization-mode dispersion quantity of the optical

transmission line 73 is such controlled that the intensity of the first specific frequency component detected at the first

intensity detecting step becomes the maximum (polarization-mode dispersion controlling step), the secorxl specific fre-

quency component in the baseband spectrum in the transmission optical signal is detected (second specific frequency

component detecting step), information on an intensity of the atxjve second specific frequency component detected at

the second specific frequency conponent detecting step is detected (second intensity detecting step), and a chromatic

dispersion quantity of the optical transmission line 73 is such controlled that the intensity of the second specific fre-

quency component detected at the second intensity detecting step becomes the maximum or the minimum (chronnatic

dispersion controlling step).

[0409] Whereby, the controls can be performed independently and simultaneously.

[0410] With the above structure, it is possible to simultaneously optimize chromatic dispersion compensation and
polarization-nrxxle dispersion compensation that become factors limiting a transmission rate and a transmission dis-

tance in a very high-speed optical transmission system in TDM system.

[041 1 ] As above, according to the dispersion compensation controlling apparatus 71 of the third modification of this

invention, it is possit^le to attain the similar advantages to the first embodiment described above. Since it is also possible

to compensate not only polarization-nrxxJe dispersion of a transmission optical signal but also chromatic dispersion of

the transmission optical signal, this embodiment can prevent deterioration of a transmission waveform of an optical sig-

nal due to effects by polarization-mode dispersion and chromatic dispersion, and further contrflxrtes to long-distance

transmission of a high-speed optical signal.

[041 2] Conversely, it is possible to perform a control in the control mode 1 on a polarization-mode dispersion control

quantity and a chromatic dispersion control quantity. Namely, a polarization-mode dispersion quantity can be deter-

mined with the first function, and a chronnatic dispersion control quantity can be determined with the second function.

Here, determining with the first function means that a polarization-mode dispersion quantity of the above transmission

optical signal is detected by performing a predetermined first functional operation [that is. a functional operation using
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the above formuiae (2) and (3)]. Determining with the second function means that chromatic dispersion value depend-
ency of a predetermined frequency component intensity is measured in advance and stored as data, a function based
on this data is made, and determined as a second function.

[041 3] Namely, the polarization-mode dispersion controlling unit (polarization-mode dispersion quantity detecting unit

5 81
,
parameter setting circuit 82) may set a polarization-mode dispersion control quantity in the polarization-mode dis-

persion compensator 74 disposed in the optical transmission line 73 such that the intensity of the first specific frequency
i:omponent detected by the first intensity detecting unit becomes the maximum, and the chromatic dispersion control-
ling unit 240 may set a chromatic dispa-sion control quantity in the chromatic dispersion compensator 83 disposed in

the optical transmission line 73 such that the intensity of the second specHic frequency component detected by the
10 intensity detector SOB becomes the maximum or the minimum. Here, the chromatic dispersion quantity detecting unit

BIB detects a chromatic dispersion quantity of a transmission optical signal from the intensity of the above second spe-
cific frequency component detected by the intensity detector 808 (second intensity detecting unit) by performing an
operation with a predetermined second function (second functional operation). The chromatic dispersion compensation
quantity setting circuit 82B sets a chromatic dispersion control quantity in the chromatic dispersion compensator 83 dis-

15 posed in the optical transmission line 73 in order to compensate chromatic dispersion in the transmission optical signal
on the basis of the chromatic dispersion quantity detected by the chromatic dispersion quantity detecting unit 81 B,
which functions as a chromatic dispersion quantity setting unit.

[0414] A flow of a signal in this case is as follows. Namely, in the polarization-mode dispersion quantity detecting unit

81 shown in FIG. 52, a polarization-nrwde dispersion quantity of the above transmission optical signal is detected from
20 the intensity of the first specific frequency component detected by the intensity detector 80A by perfonning a predeter-

mined first functional operation [that is, a functional operation using the above formulae (2) and (3)]. In the chromatic
dispersion quantity detecting unit 818, a chromatic dispersion quantity of the above transmission optical signal is

detected from the intensity of the second specific frequency component detected by the intensity detector 80B by per-
forming a predetermined second functional operation. In the chromatic dispersion compensation quantity setting circuit

25 82B. a control signal for setting a chromatic dispersion control quantity is outputted to the chromatic dispersion com-
pensator 83 disposed in the optical transmission line 73 on the basis of the above chromatic dispersion quantity
detected by the chromatic dispersion quantity detecting unit 81 B In order to compensate chromatic dispersion of the
above transmission optical signal.

[0415] As having been described in the above second embodiment, when a feedback control is automatically per-
30 formed using low-frequency-superimposing, it is possible to independentiy control the polarization-mode dispersion

compensator 74 and the chromatic dispersion compensator 83 by using different frequencies of low frequency signals
to be superimposed on control signals for the polarization-mode dispersion conpensator 74 and the chromatic disper-
sion conpensator 83.

[041 6] FIG. 53 is a block diagram showing a structure of an optical transmission system according to the third en^-
35 iment of this invention. FIG. 53 is a diagram showing a system equivalent to the optical transmission system shown in

FIG. 52, which is drawn paying attention to a position at which a signal provided for monitoring is taken out (extracted)
when a chromatic dispersion value and a polarization-mode dispersion value are simultaneously monitored. Received
signal light is split into two In an optical stage (optical splitting unit 75). One of the signal light is inputted as a main signal
system to the optical receiving unit 76, O/E-converted by a photo receiver 76a [denoted as PD (Photo Diode) in FIG.

40 53], and undergoes a receiving process in an optical receiving unit 76b (denoted as Rx in FIG. 53). The other is inputted
as a nronitor system to a photo receiver 78 (denoted as PD in FIG. 53) and 0/E<onverted. and an electric signal is

processed.

[041 7] Furtfier, the light is split into two in an electric stage (photo receiver 78) and inputted to a nan-ow band band-
pass filter 79B of a center wavelengtii Fqvd (Hz), a monitor value is detected by an intensity detector 80A, while the

45 Other is inputted to a narrow-band band-pass filter 798 of a center wavelength ip^o. and a monitor value is detected by
an intensity detector 808. Namely, a first intensity detecting unit (intensity detector 80A) can output information on the
intensity of the above first specific frequency component as a monitor signal, while a second intensity detecting unit
(intensity detector 808) can output information on the detected intensity of the above second specific frequency com-
ponent as a monitor signal. Incidentally, each of the monitoring system uses one kind of frequency value, so that the

50 detection form 1 is used.

[041 8] FIG. 54 is a detailed block diagram of an optical transmission system according to the third embodiment of this
invention. Tlie optical transmission system 70 shown in FIG. 54 conprises an optical transmitter 72. an optical trans-
mission line 73. an optical receiver 77 and a dispersion compensation controlling apparatijs 71

.

[0419] A chromatic dispersion compensator 83 and a polarization-mode dispersion compensator 74 in the optical
55 receiver 77 are of variable type, in which a chromatic dispersion compensation quantity and a polarization-mode dis-

persion compensation quantity can be optimum-value-controlled at any time during system operation. An output signal
from an optical splitting unit 75 is inputted to a photo receiver 78 in the dispersion compensation controlling apparatus
71

.
An output of the photo receiver 78 is split and inputted to band-pass filters 79A and 798. Outputs of the band-pass
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filters 79A and 79B are inputted to intensity detectors 80A and SOB. Further, outputs of the intensity detectors 80A and

808 are inputted to CPUs 239A and 239B. The CPUs 239A and 239B feedback-control the polarization-nnode disper-

sion compensator 74 and the chromatic dispersion compensator 83 arranged in the receiving terminal using a simutta-

neous monitoring method, which function as a polarization-mode dispersion controlling unit and a chromatic dispersion

controlling unit.

[0420] Incidentally, when a chromatic dispersion quantity and a polarization-mode dispersion quantity are set to opti-

mum values only at the time of start of system operation, the compensators are not necessarily "variaWe". For example,

a "fixed" dispersion compensator such as a dispersion compensating fiber, a dispersion compensator of a fiber grating

type or the like may be inserted.

[0421 ] As a method of switching the controls when a chromatic dispersion compensation quantity and a polarization-

mode dispersion compensation quantity are optinrujm-value-controlled at all times during system operation, a method

in which the above controls are performed independently and in parallel with respect to time, that is, a method in which

the above polarization-mode dispersion controlling step and the chromatic dispersion controlling step are executed

independently, nnay be employed. Or, a method in which the above steps are executed in time series in order to prevent

them from being overlapped with respect to time, that is. a method in which the above polarization-mode dispersion

controlling step and the chromatic dispersion controllir^ step are exectued in time series, may be employed.

[0422] Although the polarization-mode dispersion compensator and the chromatic dispersion conrpensator are con-

trolled by the CPUs 239A and 2398, it is alternatively possible to use a control method by an analog circuit using syn-

chronous detection or the tike, not limited to the above example. It is also possble to insert an A/D converter (not

shown) and a D/A converter (not shown) in front of and behind the CPUs 239A and 239 B.

(D1) Description of a First Modification of the Third Embodiment

[0423] As to simultaneous monitoring of a chromatic dispersion value and a polarization-nx)de dispersion value, a

position at which signals to be provided for the nnonitoring may be set in a various positbn to execute the rrwnitoring.

FIG. 55 is a diagram showing a block diagram of an optical transmission system according a first nxxlification of the

third embodiment of this invention. In the optical transmission system 70A shown in FIG. 55, an optical transmitter 72

and an optical receiver 77A are connected over an optical transmission line 73, and a compensation quantity monitoring

apparatus 92A is disposed on the receiving side. The conpensation quantity monitoring apparatus 92A comprises

photo receivere (PD) 78A and 78B, band-pass filters 798 and 79A, and intensity detectors 80A and 808. Incidentally,

as an example of a frequency setting, f = B (GHz) and f p^^Q = B/2 (GHz) in the case of a 8 (Gb/s) NRZ signal.

However, values other than the above may be used.

[0424] At the receiving terminal, signal light is split into three by an optical splitting unit 75A (optical stage), one of the

split signal light is used in a main signal system (optical receiving unit) and the other two are used for monitoring chro-

matic dispersion and polarization-mode dispersion. Further, the monitoring system optical signals are received by the

optical receivers 78A and 788, different frequency components are extracted by tfie narrow-band band-pass fIHers 79B
and 79A having different center wavelengttis fQvo and fp^o. and monitor values are detected by tfie intensity detectors

808 and 80A. Incidentally, each of the monitoring system uses one kind of frequency value, so that the detection form

1 is used.

[0425] FIG. 56 is a block dagram of an optical transmission system according to the first modification of the third

embodiment of this invention, which shews a structure in the case where attention is further paid to a loop simultane-

ously compensating chromatic dispersion and polarization-nxxje dispersion in FIG. 55. In FIG. 56, the same reference

characters designate like or corresponding parts in FIG. 55. Here, a chromatic dispersion coopensator 83 and a polar-

ization-nxxle compensator 74 are of variable type, in which a chromatic dispersion conpensation quantity and a polar-

ization-mode dispersion compensation quantity can be optimum-value-controlled at all times during system operation.

In this modification, a term "dispersion" is used to mean both "polarization-mode dispersion" and "chromatic disper-

sion". In the case of NRZ system, it is only necessary to control such tiiat the f = 40 (GHz) intensity is the maxi-

mum, while tiie f - 20 (GHz) intensity is the minimum. Whereby, it is possible to perform the controls

sinnultaneousty and independently even if they have dependency on each other.

[0426] Outputs of intensity detectors 80A and 808 shown in FIG.56 are inputted to CPUs 239A and 2398 (detection

form 1 ). These CPUs 239A and 239B use the simultaneous nrx)nitoring method in FIG. 55, and function as a polariza-

tion-mode dispersion controlling unit and a chromatic dispersion controlling unit to feedback-control the chromatic dis-

persion corrpensator 83 and tiie polarization-mode dispersion coopensator 74 arranged in the receiving terminal.

[0427] When a chromatic dispersion conpensation quantity and a polarization-mode dispersion compensation quan-

tity are set to the optinrujm values only at the time of start of system operation, the compensators are not necessarBy

"variable". For example, a lixed" dispersion compensator such as a dispersion conpensating fiber, a dispersion com-
pensator of a fber grating type or the like may be inserted.

[0428] The metiiod of controlling a polarization-nrKXie dispersion quantity and a chromatic dispersion quantity may
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use the control mode 1 using the first function and the second function. As a method of switching the controls when a
chromatic dispersion compensation quantity and a polarization-mode dispersion compensation quantity are optimum-
value-controlled at all times during system operation, a method in which the above controls are executed independently
and in parallel with respect to time, that is. a method in which the above polarization-mode dispersion controlling step

5 and the chromatic dispersion controlling step are executed independently, may be employed. Or a method in which the
above steps are executed in time series in order to prevent them from being overlapped with respect to time, that is. a
method in which the above polarization-mode dispersion controlling step and the chromatic dispersion controlling step
are executed in time series, may be employed.

10429] Further, althrough the polarization-mode dispersion compensator and the chromatic dispersion compensator
10 are controlled by the CPUs 239A and 239B, H is alternatively possible to use a controlling method by an analog circuit

using simultaneous detection or the like, not limited to the above example. It is also possible to insert an A/D converter
(not shown) and a D/A converter (not shown) in front of and behind each of the CPUs 239A and 239B.
[0430] Incidentally, either one of two different frequency components extracted in the electric stage, or the both may
be used for extracting a timing in the main signal system.

15

(D2) Description of a Second Modification of the Third Embodiment

[0431] The signal splitting may be perfonned in the electric stage. FIG. 57 is a block diagram of an optical transmis-
sion system 70B according to a second modrtication of the third embodiment of this invention. In the optical transmis-

20 sion system 70B shown in FIG. 57. an optical transmitter 72 and an optical receiver 77B are connected over an optical
transmission line 73. and a comper^tion quantity monitoring apparatus 92B is disposed on the receiving side. The
optical receiver 77B comprises a photo receiver 78C. while the compensation quantity monitoring apparatus 92B com-
prises band-pass fitters 79A and 79B. and intensity detectors 80A and SOB. As an example of setting frequencies.
* GVD ^ B (GHz) and f p^^^ = B/2 (GHz) in the case of a B (Gb/s) NR2 signal. Values other than the above may be

25 employed.

[0432] At the receiving terminal, signal light is received by the photo receiver 78C in the optical receiver 77B. and split
into three in the electric stage. One of the signal light is inputted to an optical receiving unit 76b as a main signal system,
and the other two are used for monitoring chromatic dispersion and polarization-mode dispersion. The monitoring sys-
tem optical signals are received by photo receivers 78A and 788. different frequency components are extracted by nar-

30 row-band band-pass filters 79B and 79A having different center wavelengths fovo and fpMo in the electric stage, and
monitor values are detected by the intensity detectors 80B and 80A. Therefore, the detection form 1 is employed.
[0433] FIG. 58 is a block diagram of an optical transmission system according to the second modification of the third
embodiment of this invention, which shows a structure when paying attention to a loop simultaneously compensating
chromatic dispersion and polarization-mode dispersion. A chromatic dispersion compensator 83 and a polarization-

35 mode dispersion compensator 74 are of variable type, in which a chromatic dispersion quantity and a polarization-mode
dispersion quantity can be optimum-value-controiled at all times during system operation. Uke reference characters in

FIG- 58 designate like or corresponding parts in FIG. 57. In this modification, a term "dispersion" Is used to mean both
"polarization-mode dispersion" and "chromatic dispersion".

[0434] Outputs of intensity detectors 80A and 806 shown in FIG.58 are inputted to CPUs 239 A and 239B. These
40 CPUs 239A and 239B use the simultaneous monitoring method in FIG. 57, function as a polarization-mode dispersion

controlling unit and a chromatic dispersion controlling unit to feedback-control the chromatic dispersion compensator
83 and the polarization-mode dispersion compensator 74 arranged in the receiving terminal.

[0435] IncidentaHy, when a chromatic dispersion compensation quantity and a polarization-mode dispersion conpen-
sation quantity are set to the optimum values only at the time of start of system operation, the conpensators are not

45 necessarily "variable". For example, a "^ixed" dispersion compensator such as a dispersion compensating fiber, a dis-
persion compensator of a fber grating type or the like may be inserted.

[0436] Since It is only necessary to control the compensation values to be the maximum or the minimum values in the
control mode 2 in the feedback control of the compensators, the controls are executed independently and in paralle
even if they have dependency on each other. For example, in the case of 40 Gto/s NR2 system, it is only necessary to

50 control the f = 40 GHz intensity to be the minimum while the f = 20 GHz intensity to be the maximum. It is

alternatively possWe to control a monitor value to be an absolute value using the control mode 1

.

[0437] As a method of switching controls when a chromatic dispersion compensation value and a polarization-mode
dispersion compensation value are controlled to be the optimum values at all times during system operation, a method
in which the above controls are executed ind^ndently and in parallel with respect to time, that is. a method in which

55 the above polarization-mode dispersion controlling step and the chromatic dispersion controlling step are executed
independently, may be employed. Or a method in which the controls are executed in time series in order to prevent them
from being overlapped with respect to time, tfiat is. a n^thod in which the above polarization-mode dispersion control-
ling step and the chromatic dispersion controlling step are executed in time series, may be employed.
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(0438] Although the polarization-mode dispersion compensator and the chromatic dispersion compensator are con-

trolled by the CPUs 239A and 239B. it is alternatively possible to use a control method by an analog circuit using syn-

chronous detection, not limited to the above example, (t is also possible to insert an A/D converter (not shown) and a

D/A converter (not shown) in front of and behind each of the CPUs 239A and 239B.

[0439] Meanwhile, either one or both of the two different frequency components extracted in the electric stage may
be used for extracting a timing of a main signal system.

(D3) Description of a Third Modification of the Third Embodiment

[0440] FIG. 59 is a block diagram of an optical transmission system according to a third modification of the third

embodiment of this invention. In the optical transmission system 70C shown in FIG. 59. an optical transmitter 72C and

an optical receiver 77C are connected over an optical transmission path 73, and a dispersion compensation controlling

apparatus 71 C is disposed on the receiving side.

[04411 The optical transmitter 72C comprises a signal light source 8C and a chromatic dispersion compensator 4C
(denoted as Tx in FIG. 59) of a chromatic dispersion compensation quantity variable type. As a chromatic dispersion

equalizer, the signal light source 8C is configured with a laser diode of a variable wavelength or the like, and a signal

optical wavelength is optimized according to chromatic dispersion of a transmission line by the chromatic dispersion

compensator 4C. The optical receiver 770 conprises a polarization-mode dispersion compensator 74 of a polarization-

mode dispersion conrtpensation quantity variable type and a photo receiving unit 76, thereby F>erforming an optimum

value control at all times during system operation. Incidentally, parts in FIG. 59 designated by the same reference char-

acters in FIG. 59 have the same or similar functions. In this modification, a term "dispersion" is used to mean both

"polarization mode dispersion" and 'chromatic dispersion'. When a chromatic dispersion compensation quantity and a

polarization-nx)de dispersion compensation quantity are set to optimum values only at the time of start of system oper-

ation, it is not necessarily that the conrpensators are "variable". For example, it is alternatively possble to insert a *1(xed"

dispersion compensator such as a dispersion compensating fiber, a dispersion compensator of a fber grating type, or

the like.

[0442] As this control method, the dispersion compensation controlling apparatus 71 C. using the control mode 2.

feedback-controls a chromatic dispersion compensator 83 disposed in the optical transmission line 73 such that the

intensity of the second specific frequency conponent detected by a second intensity detecting unit (Intensity detector

SOB) becomes the maximum or the minimum. Since it is only necessary to control the value to be the maximum value

or the minimum value, it is possible to perform the controls simultaneously and ind^endently even if they have depend-

ency on each other. Fa example, in the case of 40 Gb/s NR2 system, it is only necessary to control such that the

f Qvo = ^ GHz intensity becomes the minimum while the f pj^^ = 20 GHz intensity becomes the maximum value. It is

alternatively possible to control a monitor value to be an absolute value in the control nxxJe 1

.

[0443] As a method of switching the controls when a chromatic dispersion compensation value and a polarization-

mode dispersion compensation value are controlled to be the optical values at all times during system operation, a

method in which the above controls are executed independently and in parallel with respect to time, that is, a method
in which the above polarization-mode dispersion controlling step and the chromatic dispersion controlling step are exe-

cuted independently, may be employed. Or a method in which the controls are executed in time series in order to pre-

vent them from being overlapped with respect to time, that is. a method in which the above polarization-mode

dispersion controlling step and the chromatic dispersion controlling step are executed in time series, may be enployed.

[0444] Although the polarization-mode dispersion compensator and the chromatic dispersion compensator are con-

trolled by the CPUs 239A and 2398, it is alternatively possible to use a control method by an analog circuit using syn-

chronous detection or the like, not limited to the above example. It is also possible to insert an A/D converter (not

shown) and a D/A converter (not shown) in front of and behind each of the CPUs 239A and 2398.

[0445] The other parts denoted by the same r^erence characters as those described above have the same or similar

functions, further descrptions of which are thus omitted. Here is used a simultaneous monitoring method in a system

corresponding to FIG. 57. but this invention is not limited to this example. It is alternatively possible to use a sinultane-

ous nrionitoring method in a system con*esponding to FIG. 53 or FIG. 55.

(D4) Description of a Fourth Modification of the Third Embodiment

[0446] FIG. 60 is a block diagram showing a structure of an optical transmission system to which a dispersion com-
pensation controlling apparatus according to a fourth modification of the third embodiment of this invention is applied.

This dispersion compensation controlling apparatus differs from the dispersion compensation controlling apparatus

according to the third eirtediment in that parameter information inputted to a chromatic dispersion compensating unit

83 and a polarization-mode dispersion compensating unit 74 are optimized.

[0447] Namely, in the optical transmission system 271A shown in FIG. 60. an optical transmitter 72 as a fransmitting
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terminal apparatus transmitting a transmission optical signal and an oprtical receiver 77 as a receiving terminal appara-
tus receiving the transmission optical signal are connected over an optical transmission line (transmission fiber) 73.
Here, the optical transmitter 72 and the optical transmitter 73 and the optical receiver 77 are similar to those described
above, further descriptions of which are thus omitted. In this modification, a term "dispersion" is used to mean both

5 "polarization-mode "dispersion" and "chromatic dispersion".

[0448] A dispersion compensation controlling apparatus 245 is disposed on the receiving side. The dispersion com-
pensation controlling apparatus 245 comprises a photo receiver 78. band-pass filters 79A and 79B, intensity detectors
BOA and SOB, a parameter setting circuit 82 and a chromatic dispersion compensation quantity setting circuit 82B sim-
ilar to those of the dispersion compensation controlling apparatus 71 according to the third embodiment, along with

10 compensation quantity optimization controlling units 246a and 246b. The photo receiver 78. the band-pass filters 79A
and 79B. the intensity detectors 80A and SOB. the parameter setting circuit 82 and the chromatic dispersion compen-
sation quantity setting circuit 82B have similar functions and structures to those according to the third embodiment, fur-

ther desCTiptions of which are thus omitted. Therefore, the detection form 1 is employed.

(0449] The compensation quantity optimization controlling units 246a and 246b automatically perform feedback con-
15 trols when polarization-mode dispersion and chromatic dispersion are compensated during system operation, in which

the control mode 2 is used. The conpensation quantity optimization controlling units 246a and 246b superimpose pre-
determined low frequency signals set in advance on a parameter setting control signal and a chromatic dispersion com-
pensation quantity control signal outputted from the parameter setting circuit 82 and the chromatic dispersion
compensation quantity setting circuit 82B, respectively, and control parameter settings in the parameter setting circuit

20 82 and the chromatic dispersion quantity setting circuit 82B such that the above low frequency signal components
included in the intensity of the above first specific frequency component from a first intensity detecting unit (intensity

detectors 80A and SOB) becomes zero, thereby optimizing a polarization-mode dispersion compensation quantity arxJ

a chromatic dispersion compensation quantity of the above transmission optical signal. The compensation quantity
optimization controlling units 246a and 246b comprises band-pass filters 272a and 272b. phase conparing circuits

25 273a and 273b. low frequency oscillators 274a and 274b. and low frequency superimposing circuits 275a and 275b.
respectively The band-pass filters 272a and 272b, the phase comparing circuits 273a and 273b. the low frequency
oscillators 274a and 274b and the low frequency superimposing circuits 275a and 275b are similar to the band-pass
filter 32. the phase conparing circuit 33. the low frequency oscillator 34 and the low frequency superimposing circuit 35
described in the fifth modification of the first embodiment, respectively, further descriptions of which are thus omitted.

30 [0450] The compensation optimization controlling units 246a and 246b minutely nxxJulate a chromatic dispersion
compensation quantity to be given by the chromatic dispersion compensator 83 and a delay quantity Ax to be given by
the polarization-mode dispersion compnesator 74 with low frequency f© (Hz) in order to automatically fix the intensity of
the first specific frequency component in a baseband spectrum of a transmission optical signal Inputted to the receiving
side over the optical transmission line 73 to the maximum value. During system operation, the compensation optimiza-

35 tion controlling units 246a and 246b perform a tracking control to keep a chromatic dispersion compensation quantity
and a polarization-mode delay quantity At at optimum values at all times against a change with time of the optical trans-
mission line 73. As an example of this tracking control, a delay quantity Ax is minutdy changed (dithered) in the vicinity

of the maxirrxjm point Axq to detect a new maximum point, thereby automatically determining it in the feedback control
when polarization-mode dispersion is compensated. In the feedback control when chromatic dispersion is compen-

40 sated, a chromatic dispersion compensation quantity is minutely changed in the vicinity of the maximum point to detect
a new maximum point thereby automatically determining it. A method of the feedback control by the conpensation
quantity optimization controlling units 246a and 246b is similar to that described above, further description of which is

thus omitted.

[0451 ] H is alternatively possible to employ the control nxxie 1 in lieu of the control mode 2. Although not shown, it is

45 possible to provide a polarization-mode dispersion detecting unit and a chromatic dispersion detecting unit for deter-
mining optimum values of parameter information shewing a polarization-mode dispersion compensation quantity and a
chromatic dispersion compensation quantity before system operation, and switches for switching outputs of the inten-
sity detectors 80A and 808. respectively

[0452] With the above structure, in the optical transmission system 271 A, an optical signal at a transmission rate B
50 (b/2) transmitted from the optical transmitter 72 is transmitted to the optical receiver 77 over the optical transmission line

73. In order to compensate chromatic dispersion and polarization-nxxie dispersion generated in the transmitted optical
signal, a part of the optical signal transmitted over the optical transmission line 73 is taken out by an optical splitting unit

75. and the optical signal taken out (monitor light) is sent to the dispersion compensation controlling apparatus 245. The
optical signal taken out by the optical splitting unit 75 is 0/E-converted by the photo receiver 78. split into two. and irput-

55 ted to the band-pass filters 79A and 798. The first specific frequency component [B/2 (Hz) component] in a baseband
spectrum is deiected by the band-pass fitter 79A. while the second specific frequency component [B (Hz) conponent]
in the baseband spectrum is detected by the band-pass f itier 798 (specific frequency components detecting step). Fol-
lowing that, intensities of the above first specific frequency component and the second specific frequency conponent
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detected by the band-pass filters 79A and 79B. respectively, are detected by the intensity detectors 80A and SOB (inten-

sities detecting step).

[0453] Following that, a parameter setting in the parameter setting circuit 82 is such controlled by the compensation

quantity optimization controlling unit 246a that a low frequency signal component included in the intensity of the first

specific frequency component from the intensity detector 80A becomes zero, whereby a compensation quantity of

polarization-mode dispersion of the above transmission optical signal is optimized. A parameter setting control signal is

outputted to the polarization-mode dispersion compensator 74 disposed in the optical receiver 77 via the low frequency

superimposing circuit 275a in the compensation quantity optimization controlling unit 246a. When the polarization-

mode dispersion compensator 74 receives the parameter setting control signal, parameter information is set on the

basis of the control signal therein, whereby polarization-mode dispersion generated in an optical signal transmitted over

the optical transmission line 73 is compensated. Incidentally, the parameter setting circuit 82 detects a code of a signal

obtained as a result of phase comparison by the phase comparing drcurt 273a, thereby determining whether a delay

quantity Ax is shifted to a negative or a positive direction, so that a parameter setting control signal for changing the

delay quantity At in such a direction that the fg component intensity modulation component in the B/2 (Hz) component
is generated and outputted. Further, the low frequency superinposing drcurt 275a superimposes a low frequency sig-

nal (fo [Hz] signal) from the low frequency oscillator 274a on the parameter setting control signal from the parameter
setting circuit 82, and outputs it.

[0454] Similarly, the compensation quantity optimization controlling unit 246b controls a chromatic dispersion com-
pensation quantity in the chromatic dispersion compensation quantity setting circuit 82B such that a low frequency sig-

nal corrponent irxiluded in the intensity of the second specific frequency component from the intensity detector SOB
becomes zero, thereby optimizing a chromatic dispersion compensation quantity of the above transmission optical sig-

nal.

(0455] The dispersion compensation controlling apparatus 245 according to the fourth modification of the third

embodiment of this invention detects intensities of the first specific frequency component and the second specific fre-

quency component in a baseband spectrum of a transmission optical signal, detects a polarization-mode dispersion

quantity of the transmission optical signal from the intensity of the first specific frequency corrponent by performing a

predetermined first functional operation, thereby easily detecting polarization-nxxie dispersion generated in the trans-

mission optical signal, while detecting a chromatic dispersion conpensation quantity of the transmission optical signal

from the intensity of the second specific frequency conponent by performing a predetermined second functional oper-

ation, thereby easily detecting a chromatic dispersion quantity generated in the transmission optical signal.

[0456] As above, it is advantageous that a delay quantity Ax can be at all times kept at the optimum value against a
change with time of the optical transmission line 23 during system operation, and deterioration of the transmission

waveform of an optical signal can be prevented by detecting a polarization-mode dispersion quantity and a chromatic

dispersion quantity, setting parameter irtfbrmation generated in the transmission optical signal on the basis of the

detected quantities and compensating the polarization-nxxie dispersion and a chromatic dispersion quantity, which
largely contributes to a long-distance transmission of a high-speed optical signal. Further, with the compensation quan-
tity optimization controlling units 246a and 246b, it is possible to optimize conpensation quantities of polarization-mode

dispersion and chromatic dispersion quantity of a transmission optical signal, and automatically perform a feedback

control when polarization-nxxie dispersion and chromatic dispersion are corrpensated.

(D5) Description of a Fifth Modification of the Third Embodiment

[0457] It is alternatively possitjie to extract a timing in the electric stage. FIG. 61 is a structure of an optical transmis-

sion system according to a fifth modification of the tiiird emlxxliment of this invention. A dispersion compensation con-
trolling apparatus 70' on the receiving side shown in FIG. 61 comprises a timing exti-acting unit 84. Other parts denoted
by the same reference characters have the same or similar functions to those desaibed above, further descriptions of

which are thus omitted. Further, in this modification, a term "dispersion" is used to mean both "polarization-nxxie dis-

persion" and "chromatic dispersion", as well.

[0458] The timing extracting unit 84 extracts a timing of a received signal on the basis of a specific frequency conpo-
nent detected by at least either band-pass filters 79A or 79B. On the basis of the specific frequency components
detected by these band-pass filters 79A and 79B, a timing of the received signal is extracted, and a dock signal taken

out is sent to an optical receiving unit 76 of an optical receiver 77. In the optical receiving unit 76 of the optical receiver

76. this dock signal is used for discrimination or the like.

[0459] With the above structure, frequency components of a received signal 0/E-converted by a photo receiver 78
are detected by the band-pass filters 79A and 79B. Since these frequ^cy components are signals in synchronization

with a received waveform, a dock signal is taken out by the timing extracting unit 84. inputted to the optical receiver 76
to be used for timing discrimination or the like in the main signal system. An optical transmission system 70' to wtiich a
dispersion conpensation controlfing apparatus 71' according to the fifth modification of the third embodiment is applied
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operates in a similar manner to the optical transmission system 70 to which the cfispersion compensation controlling

apparatus 71 according to the atwve third ennbodiment is applied.

[0460] As above, according to the dispersion compensation controlling apparatus 71
' according to the fifth modifica-

tion of the third embodimerTt of this invention, it is possible to attain similar advantages to the case of the fourth embod-
5 iment described above. In addition, it is possible to improve functions of the optical receiver 77 of the optical

transmission system 70' by extracting a clock signal by the timing extracting unit 84.

(E) Description of a Fourth Embodiment of This Invention

10 [0461] According to the third emtDodiment. there are obtained two systems of frequency numeral values to be moni-
taed. However, it is alternatively possible to unify them into one system, simultaneously monitor both a chromatic dis-

persion value and a polarization-mode dispersion value of a transmission line, and simultaneously compensate
transmission optical waveform deterioration due to the both. Incidentally, a term "dispersion" is used to mean both
"polarization-mode dispersion" and "chromatic dispersion", as well.

15 [0462] FIG. 62 is a block diagram of an optical transmission system according to a fourth embodiment of this inven-
tion. The optical transmission system 270 shown in FIG. 62 is an optical communication system with a transmission rate
B (b/s) (for example, 40 Gb/s, 10 Gb/s or the like) adopting time division multiplexing. The optical transmission system
270 differs from the optica! transmission system 70 according to the third embodim^t in that a band-pass filter dis-
posed at an output of a photo receiver 78 Is of one system. Other parts are almost similar to those of the optical trans-

20 mission system 70 according to the third embodiment.

[0463] Namely, in the optical transmission system 270, an optical transmitter 72 as a transmitting terminal apparatus
transmitting a transmission optical signal and an optical receiver 77 as a receiving terminal apparatus receiving the
transmission optical signal are connected over an optical transmission line (transmission fber) 73, and a dispersion
compensation controlling apparatus 271 is disposed on the receiving side. The optical transmitter 72 and the optical

25 transmission line 73 are similar to those described above, further descriptions of which are thus omitted.

[0464] The optical receiver 77 comprises a chromatic dispersion connpensator 83, a polarization-mode dispersion
compensator 74, an optical splitting unit 75 and an optical receiving unit 75. Similarly to the above third embodiment,
both of the chromatic dispersion compensator 83 and the polarization-mode dispersion compensator 74 are of variable
type. A chromatic dispersion conpensation quantity and a polarization-mode dispersion compensation quantity can be

30 at all times optimum-value-controlled in the control mode 2 during system operation. Incidentally, the optical splitting

unit 75 and the optical receiving unit 75 are similar to those described above.

[0465] The dispersion compensation controlling apparatus 271 monKors a state of polarization-mode dispersion and
a state of chromatic dispersion generated in an optical signal transmitted over the optical transmission line 73 on the
basis of an optica! signal taken out by the optical splitting unit 75 in the optical receiver 77. and controls the polarization-

35 mode dispersion compensator 74 and the chronwtic dispersion compensator 83 according to results of the monitoring.
The dispersion conpensation controlling apparatus 271 comprises a photo receiver 78, a band-pass filter (fe BPF) 79.
an intensity detector 80, a polarization-mode dispersion quantity-chromatic dispersion quantity detecting unit 81 C, a
chromatic dispersion compensation quantity setting circuit 82B and a parameter setting circuit 82. The photo receiver

78. the band-pass filter 79 and the intensity detector 80 are similar to those described in the third en*odiment.
40 [0466] The polarization-mode dispersion quantity-chromatic dispersion quantity detecting unit 81 C detects the above

F>o!arization-mode dispersion quantity and the chromatic dispersion quantity on the basis of a frequency of the first spe-
cific frequency component detected by the intensity detector 80. Incidentally, the first specific frequency corrponent is

appropriately set according to a transmission rate or a signal waveform of an optical signal. With respect to this fre-

quency, when above transmission optical signal is an RZ optical signal or an optical time division multiplex signal, a first

45 specific frequency component detecting unit (polarization-mode dispersion quantity-chromatic dispersion quantity
detecting unit 81 C) detects a frequency corresponding to the bit rate or 1/2 of the bit rate as the first specific frequency
corrponent. When the above transmission optical signal is an NRZ signal, the first specific frequency conponent
detecting unit (polarization-mode dispersion quantity-chromatic dispersion quantity detecting unit 81 C) detects a fre-

quency corresponding to 1/2 of the bit rate as the first specific frequency component.
50 [0467] The chromatic dispersion conpensation quantity setting circuit 82B feedback-controls the chromatic disper-

sion compensator 83 disposed in the optical transmission line 73 such that the intensity of the first specific frequency
conrrponent detected by the polarization-mode dispersion quantity-chromatic dispersion quantity detecting unit 81

C

becomes the maximum or the minimum. The polarization-nxide dispersion quantity-chromatic dispersion quantity
detecting unit 81 C and the chromatic dispersion compensation quantity setting circuit 82B function as a chromatic dis-

ss persion controOing unit 241 a.

[0468] Namely, the chromatic dispersion controlling unit 241 a feedback-controls the chromatic dispersion comensator
83 disposed in the optical transmission fine 73 such that the intensity of the first specific frequency conponent detected
by the intensity detector 80 becomes the maximum or the mininxmn, in other words, the control mode 2 is employed.
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[0469] The parameter settir>g drcuit 82 outputs a parameter setting control signal having parameter information as a
control quantity for compensating polarization-mode dispersion of the transmission optical signal on the basis of a
polarization-mode dispersion quantity detected by the polarization-nxxJe dispersion quantity-chromatic dispersion
quantity detecting unit 81C to the polarization-nxxle dispersion compensator 74 in the optical receiver 77. The polari-

5 zation-mode dispersion quantity-chromatic dispersion quantity detecting unit 81 C and the parameter setting circuit 82
function as the polarization-mode dispersion controlling unit 241b.

[0470] From the above, the dispersion compensation controlling apparatus 271 is configured with the first specific fre-

quency detecting unit (band-pass filter 79) detecting the first specific frequency component in a baseband spectrum in

a transmission optical signal inputted to the receiving side over a transmission fiber as a transmission line, a first inten-

10 sity detecting unit (intensity detector 80) detecting information on an intensity of the above first specific frequency com-
ponent detected by the first specific frequency component detecting unit (l>and-pass fitter 79), a polarization-mode
dispersion controlling unit (polarization-mode dispersion quantity-chromatic dispersion quantity detecting unit 81C and
parameter setting circuit 82) controlling a polarization-mode dispersion quantity of the transmission line (optical trans-
mission line 73) such that the intensity of the first specific frequency component detected by the first intensity detecting

15 unit (intensity detector 80) becomes the maximum, and a chromatic dispersion controlling unit (polarization-mode dis-

persion quantity-chromatic dispersion quantity detecting unit 81C and chromatic dispersion conpensation quantity set-
ting circuit 82B) controlling a chromatic dispersion quantity of the transmission line (optical transmission line 73) such
that the intensity of the first specific frequency component detected by the first intensity detecting unit (intensity detector
80) becomes the maximum.

20 [0471] A flow of a signal in the dispersion compensation controlling apparatus 271 according to the fourth embodi-
ment shown in FIG. 62 is as follows.

[0472] An optical signal taken out by the optical splitting unit 75 is first received by the photo receiver 78. 0/E-con-
verted into an electric signal, inputted to the t»and-pass fitter 79. the first specific frequency component [fe (Hz) corrpo-
nent] in a baseband spectmm in the transmission optical signal is detected by the t>and-pass fitter 79. and an intensfty

25 Of the above first specific frequency component detected by the band-pass fitter 79 is detected by the intensity detector
80.

[0473] A polarization-mode dispersion quantity and a chromatic dispersion quantity of the above transmission optical

signal are detected by the polarization-mode dispersion quantrty-chromatic dispersion quantity detecting unit 81 C such
that tiie intenstty of the first specrtic frequency component detected by the intensrty detector 80 becomes the maximum.

30 a parameter setting cortrol signal for setting such parameter information (delay quantity At and optical intensity splitting

ratio ^ as to cancel the polarization-oxxie dispersion quantity detected by the polarization-mode dispersion quantity-
chromatic dispersion quantity detecting untt 81C Is outputted from ttie parameter setting circutt 82 to ttie polarization-
mode dispersion compensator 74 disposed in the optical receiver 77 in order to compensate polarization-mode disper-
sion of the tiBnsmission optical signal, and a control signal for setting a chromatic dispersion confrol quantity is output-

35 ted from the chromatic dispersion compensation quantity setting circuit 82B to the chromatic dispersion corrpensalor
83 disposed in the optical fransmission line 73 on the basis of the atjove chromatic dispersion quantity detected by the
polarization-mode dispersion quanttty-chromatic dispersion quantity detecting unit 81 C in order to conpensate chro-
matic dispersion of the above ti-ansmission optical signal. In ttie case of the 40 Gb/s NI=IZ system, for exanple, ttie

f QVD = 40 GHz intensrty Is such controlled as to be ttie minimum while ttie f pmd = 20 GHz intensrty is such controlled
40 as to be the maximum.

[0474] When ttie polarization-mode dispersion compensator 74 receives the parameter setting control signal, param-
eter information is set on the basis of the control signal ttierein. whereby polarization-nrxxJe dispersion generated in an
optical signal transmrtted over ttie optical ti-ansmission line 73 is compensated. When ttie chromatic dispersion com-
pensator 83 receives the control signal, chromatic dispersion generated in the optical signal transmitted over ttie optical

45 transmission line 73 is compensated on ttie basis of the control signal.

[0475] As above, ttie intensrty can be confroHed to be ttie maximum or the minimum, and ttie controls can be per-
formed simuttaneously and independently

[0476] Meanwhile, a method of cortrolling the chromatic dispersion conrperrsator 83 and the polarization-mode dis-

persion conpensator 74 may be in ttie confrol mode 1 , in which ttie monrtor values can be confrolled to be absolute
so values. Namely, the chromatic dispersion controlling untt 241a may set a chromatic dispersion control quantity in ttie

chromatic dispersion compensator 83 disposed in the optical transmission line 73 such that tfie intensrty of the first spe-
crtic frequency component detected by the first intensrty detecting untt (intensity detector 80) becomes ttie maximum or
the minimum. In such case, ttie polarization-mode dispersion quantity-chromatic dispersion quantrty detecting unrt 81

C

detects a chromatic dispersion quantrty of the above tiBnsmission optical signal from ttie intensrty of the above first spe-
55 crtic frequency component detected by the first intensity detecting unrt (intensrty detector 80) by performing a predeter-

mined operation wrth a predetermined second function, detects a polarization-mode dispersion quantrty of ttie above
transmission optical signal from ttie intensrty of the first specrtic frequency component detected by ttie intensity detector
80 by performing a predetermined first functional operation, the chromatic dispersion compensation quantity setting cir-
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cuit 82B sets a chromatic dispersion control quantity in the chromatic dispersion compensator 83 on the basis of the
above chromatic dispersion quantity detected by the chromatic dispersion quantity detecting unit (polarization-mode
dispersion quantity-chromatic dispersion quantity detecting unit 81 C) in order to compensate chromatic dispersion in

the above transmission optical signal.

5 [0477] The dispersion compensation controlling apparatus 271 may output information on the intensity of the above
first specific frequency component detected by the intensity detector 80 shown in FIG. 62 as a monitor signal.

[0478] When a chromatic dispersion quantity and a polarization-mode dispersion quantity are set to the optimum val-

ues only at the time of start of system operation, the compensators are not necessarily Variable". For example, it is pos-
sible to insert a "fixed" dispersion compensator such as a dispersion compensating fiber, a dispersion compensator of

10 a fiber grating type, or the like.

[0479] As a method of switching the controls in the case where a chromatic dispersion compensation quantity and a
polarization-mode dispersion compensation quantity are controlled to be the optimum values at all times during system
operation, a method in which the above controls are performed in parallel with respect to time, that is. a method in which
the above polarization-mode dispersion controlling step and the chromatic dispersion controlling step are performed

15 independently, may be employed. Or a method in which the controls are performed in time series in order to prevent
them from being overlapped with respect to time, that is, a metfxxl in which the above polarization-mode dispersion
controlling step and the chromatic dispersion controlling step are executed in time series, may be employed.
[0480] Further, the polarization-mode dispersion compensator and the chromatic dispersion conrpensator are con-
trolled by CPUs 239A and 239B. However, this embodiment is not limited to the above example. A control method by

20 an analog circuit using synchronous detection or the like rnay be employed. It is also possible to insert an A/D converter
{not shown) and a D/A converter (not shown) in front of and behind each of the CPUs 239A and 230B.
[0481 ] The optical transmission system 270 to which the dispersion compensation controlling apparatus 271 accord-
ing to the fourth embodiment with the above structure operates in a similar manner to the optical transmission system
70 to which the dispersion compensation controlling apparatus 71 according to the alDOve third embodiment described

25 above. Namely, this dispersion compensation controlling step comprises a step of detecting the first specific frequency
component in a baseband spectrum In a transmission optical signal inputted to the receiving side over a transmission
fiber as a transmission line (first specific frequency component detecting step), a step of detecting information on an
intensity of the first specific frequency component detected at the first specific frequency detecting step (first intensity

detecting step), a step of controlling a polarization-nxxJe dispersion quantity of the optical transmission line 73 such that
30 the intensity of the first specific frequency component detected at the first intensity detecting step becomes the maxi-

mum (polarization-mode dispersion controlling step), and a step of controlling a chromatic dispersion quantity of the
optical transmission line 73 such that the intensity of the first specific frequency component detected at the first Intensity

detecting step becomes the maximum or the minimum (chromatic dispersion controlling step).

(0482] As above, according to the dispersion compensation controlling apparatus 271 of the fourth eotoodiment of
35 this invention, it is possible to attain the similar advantages to the case of the third embodiment described above.

(El ) Description of a First Modification of the Fourth Embodiment

[0483] In the fourth embodiment, either one or both of the two different frequency components extracted in the electric

40 stage may be used to extract a timing for the main signal system. FIG. 63 is a block diagram of an optical transmission
system according to a first modification of the fourth embodiment of this invention. A dispersion compensation control-
ling apparatus 70A shown in FIG. 63 is of a structure in the case where a timing extracting unit 84 is provided. A signal
from the timing extracting unit 84 is inputted to an optical receiving unit 6 to time the main signal system.
[0484] The optical transmission system 70A shown in FIG. 63 is an optical communication system with a transmission

45 rate B (b/s) (for example. 40 Gb/s. 1 0 Gb/s, or tine like) adopting time division multiplexing. The optical transmission sys-
tem 70A differs from the optical transmission system 270 according to the fourth embodiment in that the timing exb-act-
ing unit 84 is provided, but the other parts are similar to those of the optical ti-ansmission system 270 according to the
fourth embodiment. In this modification, a term "dispersion" is used to mean both "polarization-mode dispersion" and
"chromatic dispersion".

so [0485] Namely, a dispersion compensation confrolling apparatus 70A monitors a state of polarization-mode disper-
sion and a state of chromatic dispersion generated in an optical signal transmitted over an optical transmission line 73
on the basis of an optical signal taken out by an optical splitting unit 75, and controls a polarization-mode dispersion
compensator 74 and a chromatic dispersion conrpensator 83. The dispersion compensation controlling apparatus 71

A

comprises, as shown in FIG. 62. a photo receiver 78. a band-pass filter (fe BPF) 79. an intensrty detector 80. a polari-

55 zation-mode dispersion quantity-chromatic dispersion quantity detecting unit 81 C, a parameter setting circuit 82. a
chromatic dispersion compensation quantity setting circuit 82B and the tinning extracting unit 84.

[0486] The photo receiver 78, the intensity detector 80. the parameter setting circuit 82 and the chromatic dispersion
compensation quantity setting circuit 82B have similar functions and structures to those described above in the fourth
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embodiment. The detection form 1 is employed.

[0487] The band-pass filter 79 detects the first specific frequency component [fe (Hz) component] in a baseband
spectrum of a transmission optical signal inputted to the receiving side over the optical transmission line 73. Incidentally,

the first specif ic frequency component is appropriately set according to a transmission rate or a signal waveform of an

optical signal. In the optical transmission system 70A shown in FIG. 63. a frequency of the first specific frequency com-
ponent used when the above polarization-mode dispersion quantity and the chromatic dispersion quantity are detected

by the polarization-mode dispersion quantity-chromatic dispersion quantity detecting unit 81 C is set to a frequency cor-

responding to the bit rate. Further, the polarization-mode dispersion

[0488] quantity-chromatic dispersion quantity detecting unit 81 C has a function as the polarization-mode dispersion

quantity detecting unit 81 and the chromatic dispersion quantity detecting unit 81 B according to the fourth embodiment
desaibed above.

[0489] Namely, the dispersion compensation controlling apparatus 71 A is configured with a chron^tic dispersion

quantity detecting unit detecting a chromatic dispersion quantity of a transmission optical signal from an intensity of the

above first specific frequency conponent detected by the intensity detector 80 by performing the predetermined second

functional operation described above, and a chromatic dispersion compensation quantity setting circuit 82B setting a

chromatic dispersion control quantity in the chromatic dispersion compensator 83 disposed in the optical transmission

line 73 on the basis of the chromatic dispersion quantity detected by the chromatic dispersion quantity detecting unit in

order to compensate chromatic dispersion of the transmission optical signal.

[0490] Meanwhile, a method of controlling the chromatic dispersion compensator 83 and the polarization-mode dis-

persion compensator 74 may be in the control mode 1 . It is possible to insert an A/D converter (not shown) and a D/A
converter (not shown) in front of and behind a CPU, thereby using a control method by an analog circuit using synchro-

nous detection or the like. When a chromatic dispersion compensation quantity and a polarization-mode dispersion

compensation quantity are set to the optimum values only at the time of start of system operation, the conpensators

are not necessarily "variable". For example, a "^ixed" dispersion compensator such as a dispersion compensating fiber,

a dispersion compensator of a fiber grating type or the like may be inserted. As a method of switching the controls in

the case where a chromatic disperskjn compensation quantity and a polarization-mode dispersion compenation quan-

tity are controlled to be the optimum values at all times during system operation, a method in which the above controls

are executed independently and in parallel with respect to time, that is. the above polarization-nxxle dispersion control-

ling step and the chromatic dispersion controlling step are executed independently, may be employed. Or, a method in

which the controls are executed in time series in order to prevent them from being overlapped, that is. a method in which

the above polarization-mode dispersion controlling step and the chromatic dispersion controlling steps are executed in

time series, may be employed.

[0491 J The timing extracting unit 84 extracts a timing of a received signal on the basis of the specific frequency com-
ponent detected by the band-pass filter 79. As the timing extracting unit 84. PLL or the like is used. A timing of a
received signal is extracted on the basts of the specifk: frequency component detected by the bartd-pass filter 79, and
the dock signal taken out is sent to an optical receiving unit 76 of the optical receiver 77. In the optical receiving unit 76
of the optical receiver 76. this dock signal is used for discrimination or the like.

[0492] Namely, since the fe (Hz) component is a signal in synchronization with a received waveform, a dock signal

can be taken out by the timing extracting unit 84. and used for discrimination in the optical receiver 76.

[0493] With the above structure, the optical transmission system 70A to which the dispersion compensation control-

ling apparatus 71A according to the first nxxJrfication of the fourth embodiment operates in alnx)st a similar manner to

the optical transmission system 270 to which the dispersion compensation controlling apparatus 271 according to the

fourth embodiment described above is applied.

[0494] As above, according to the dispersion compensation controlling apparatus 71A according to the first modifica-

tion of the fourth embodiment of this invention, it is possible to attain the similar advantages to the fourth embodiment
described above, ft ts also possible to improve functions of the optical receiver 77 of the optical transmission system
70A by extracting a clock agnal by the tinning extracting unit 84.

(E2) Descrption of a Second Modification of the Fourth Embodiment

[0495] FIG. 64 is a block diagram of an optical transmission system according to a second modification of the fourth

embodiment of this invention, which differs in that the band-pass filer is in one system. Namely unlike the dispersion

compensation controlling apparatus 245 in FIG. 60 conresponding to the fourth modification of the third enrt»odiment.

an output of the photo receiver 78 is outputted only to the l)and-pass filter [fe BPF] 79.

[0496] Namely, the optical transmission system 271 B shown in FIG. 64 comprises an optical transmitter 72. an optical

receiver 77 arxl an optical transmission line (transmission fiber) 73 along with a dispersion compensation contrdling

apparatus 247. The dispersion compensation controlling apparatus 247 comprises a photo receiver 78. a band-pass
filter [fe BPF] 79, an intensity detector 80. a parameter setting drcuit 82, a chromatic dispersion conrpensation quantity
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setting circuit 82B and compensation quantity optimization controlling units 246a and 246b. The photo receiver 78. the

band-pass filter 79, the intensity detector 80, the parameter setting circuit 82. the chromatic dispersion conpensation
quantity setting circuit 82 B, the parameter setting circuit 82. the chromatic dispersion compensation quantity setting cir-

cuit 828 and the compensation quantity optimization controlling units 246a and 246b have similar functions and struc-

tures to those described above, further descriptions of which are thus omitted. The compensation quantity optimization

controlling units 246a and 246b comprise band-pass filters 272a and 272b, phase comparing circuits 273a and 273b.
low frequency oscillators 274a and 274b and low frequency superimposing circuits 275a and 275b. respectively. The
band-pass filters 272a and 272b, the phase comparing circuits 273a and 273b, the low frequency oscillators 274a and
274b, and the low frequency superimposing circuits 275a and 275b are similar to those described above, further

descriptions of which are thus omitted.

[0497] In this nxxlification, a term "dispersion" is used to mean both "polarization-mode dispersion" and "chromatic

dispersion", as well.

[0498] As not shown, the optical transmission system 271 B may further comprise a polarization-mode dispersion

quantity detecting unit and a chromatic dispersion detecting unit for determining optimum values of parameter informa-

tion showing a polarization-mode dispersion compensation quantity and a chromatic dispersion compensation quantity

before system operation, and a switch for switching an output of the intensity detector 80.

[0499] It is also possible to use a control method by an analog circuit using synchronous detection by inserting an A/D
converter (not shown) and a D/A converter (not shown) in front of and behind a CPU. When a chromatic dispersion

compensation quantity and a polarization-mode dispersion compensation quantity are set to the optimum values only

at the time of start of system operation, the compensators are not necessarily Variable". For example, a *^ixed" disper-

sion compensator such as a dispersion compensating fiber, a dispersion compensator of a fiber grating type or the like

may be inserted.

[0500] Although this control method uses the control mode 2, the control mode 1 may be used. As a method of switch-

ing the controls in the case where a chromatic dispersion compensation quantity and a polarization-mode dispersion

compensation quantity are controlled to be the optimum values at all times during system operation, a method in which
the above controls are executed in parallel with respect to time, that is. a method in which the above polarization-mode

dispersion controlling step and the chromatic dispersion controlling step are executed independently, may be errployed.

Or, a method in which the controls are executed in time series in order to prevent them from being overlapped with

respect to time, that is. a method in which the above polarization-nxxie dispersion controlling step and the chromatic

dispersion controlling step are executed in time series, may be employed.

[0501] In the optical transmission system 271 B with the above structure, an optical signal at a transmission rate B
(b/s) transmitted from the optical transmitter 72 is transmitted to the optical receiver 77 over the optical transmission line

73. In order to compensate chromatic dispersion and polarization-mode dispersion generated in a transmitted optical

signal, a part of the optical signal transmitted over the optical transmission line 73 Is taken out by an optical splitting unit

75, and the optical signal taken out (monitor light) is sent to the dispersion compensation controlling apparatus 247. The
optical signal taken out by the optical splitting unit 75 is 0/E-converted by the photo receiver 78. and inputted to the

band-pass filter 79. In the band-pass filter 79, the first specific frequency corrponent [fe (Hz) component] in the base-
band spectrum is detected (specific frequency component detecting step). Following ttiat, an intensity of the above first

specrtic frequency component detected by the band-pass filter 79 is detected by ttie intensity detector 80 (intensity

detecting step),

[0502] Thereafter, in the compensation quantity optimization controlling unit 246a. parameter setting in the parameter
setting circuit 82 is such controlled that a low frequency signal component included in the intensity of the first specific

frequency component from the intensity detector 80 Ijecomes zero, whereby a compensation quantity of polarization-

mode dispersion of the atx>ve transmission optical signal is optimized. A parameter setting conti-ol signal is outputted

to the polarization-mode dispersion conpensator 74 disposed in the optical receiver 77 via the low frequency superim-

posing circuit 275a of the compensation quantity optimization controlling unit 246a. When the polarization-mode disper-

sion compensator 74 receives tine parameter setting signal, parameter information is set therein on the basis of tiie

control signal, whereby polarization-mode dispersion generated in an optical signal transmitted over the optical trans-

mission path 73 is compensated. The parameter setting circuit 82 detects a code of a signal obtained as a resutt of

phase comparison by the phase comparing circiit 273a to determine whether a delay quantity Ax is shifted to tiie pos-
itive or negative direction, so that a parameter setting control signal for changing the delay quantity Ax in such a direc-

tion that the fo (Hz) intensity modulation component in the B/2 (Hz) conponent is cancelled is generated, and outputted.

The low frequency superimposing circuit 275a superimposes a low frequency signal (fo (Hz) signal) from the low fre-

quency oscillator 274a on tiie parameter setting control signal from the parameter setting circuit 82. and output it.

[0503] Similarly, the compensation quantity optimization controlling unit 246b controls a chromatic dispersion com-
pensation quantity in ttie chromatic dispersion conpensation quantity setting circuit 828 such that a low frequency sig-

nal component included in the intensity of the first specific frequency component from the intensity detector 80
becomes zero, as well, whereby a chromatic dispersion conpensation quantity of the above transmission optical signal
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is optimized.

[0504] According to the dispersion compensation controlling apparatus 247 of the second modification of the fourth

embodiment of this invention, it is possible to detect an intensity of the first specific frequency component in a baseband
spectrum of a transmission optical signal and detect a polarization-mode dispersion quantity of the transmission optical

signal from the detected intensity of the first specific frequency by performing a predetermined first functional operation,

thereby easily detecting polarization-mode dispersion generated in the transmission optical signal.

[0505] As above, it is possible to keep a delay quantity At at the optimum value against a change with time of the

optical transmission line 73 during system operation. It is also possible to prevent deterioration of a transmission wave-
form of an optical signal by detecting a polarization-mode dispersion quantity and a chromatic dispersion quantity set-

ting parameter infonmation generated in a transmission optical signal on the basis of the detected quantities to

compensate polarization-mode dispersion and chromatic dispersion. These advantageously contribute to long-distance

transmission of a high-speed optical signal. With the compensation quantity optimization controlling units 246a and
246b, it is possible to optimize conrpensation quantities of pdarization-mode dispersion and chromatic dispersion, and
automatically perform a feedback control when polarizatbn-mode dispersion and chromatic dispersion are compen-
sated.

(F) Others

[0506] In the controlling methods according to the third emt)odiment, the modifications of the third embodiment, the

fourth modification and the nrxxlifications of the fourth embodiment, polarization-mode dispersion and chromatic disper-

sion are both controlled in the same control mode 2 or the control mode 1 . However, it is alternatively possible to n^x

them and perform the control. Namely, the pdarization-mode dispersion control may be performed in the control mode
1 . while the chromatic dispersion control may be performed in the control mode 2. Conversely, the polarization-mode

dispersion control may be performed in the control mode 2, while the chromatic dispersion control may be performed in

the control mode 1 . The control method performed at the time of the compensation optimizing control may be performed

in the control mode 1 . Further, in the third embodiment and the modifications thereof, and the fourth en^xxJiment and
the nxxlifications thereof, a position of the chromatic dispersion compensator 83 and a position of the polarization-

mode dispersion compensator 74 are exchangeable.

[0507] Still further, in the polarization-mode dispersion control in the second embodiment, the control on y and Ate,

and the control on a • p and Aic may be performed In a mixture of the two kinds of the control modes, as well. In order

to find a predetermined control value, it is possible to combine the control nrxjde 1 and the control mode 2. First, a value

in the vicinity of a predetermined confol value may be roughly obtained in the control mode 1, after that, an extreme
value may be searched in the vicinity thereof in the control mode 2. "Riese are shown in (1) and (2) below.

(1) Control on y and Axg

[0508] In the first embodiment, an optical intensity split light y can be controlled on only tiie receiving side. A structure

being capable of such control is shown in FIGS. 19. 21 and 27 through 30. In these structures, control values for y and
are obtained in the control mode 1. However, it is alternatively possible to obtain control values for y in the control

mode 2 and Axc in the control mode 2. or control values for y in the control nrxxje 2 and Axg in the control mode 1 . or

control values for both y and Axg in the control mode 2. Still atternatively. a control mode in which a value in the vidnity

of a predetermined control value is roughly obtained in the control mode 1 . an extreme value is then searched in the

vicinity thereof in the control mode 2 is possible.

(2) Corrtrol on a, p and Ax^.

[0509] Similarly, in tiie control in the second embodiment, control values for a, p and Axc are obtained in the corrtrol

mode 2. However, it is possible to obtain a and p still in the control mode 2, while Ax^ in the control nxxle 1 . It is alter-

natively possible to employ such a control mode that a value in the vicinity of a predetermined control value is roughly

obtained in the control mode 1 , after that, an extreme value is searched in the vicinity thereof in the cortrol mode 2.

[051 0] As detection frequency values in each of the embodiments and modifications, fe = B (Hz) is used for an RZ
signal and an OTDM signal, while fe « B/2 (Hz) for an NFIZ signal. As these frequency values, it is possible to set

another frequency so long as a component in a baseband spectrum in a transmission optical signal is stably obtained

with resepct to time as the first specific frequency component in a basebarxJ spectrum in a transmission optical signal

extracted by the band-pass fitter.

[051 1 ] Further, when the specific frequency is set to a frequency corresponding to 1 /2 of the bit rate, the ti-ansmission

optical signal in each of the ennbodiments and modifications described above may be applied any modulation system
including an NRZ signal, an RZ optical signal, optical time division multiplex signal.
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[051 2 J As the delay quantity conpensata described in the first ennbodiment, a delay quantity compensator 4A' shown
in FIG. 65 may be used, other than one shown in FIG. 5. The delay quantity compensata 4A" is a delay quantity com-
pensator whose delay quantity is variable. As shown in FIG. 65. the delay quantity compensator 4A' comprises a polar-
ization controller 4A-2. polarization beam splitters (PBS; Polarization Beam Splitter) 4A-5 and 4A-6 and a variable
optical delay 4A-7.

[051 3] The polarization controller 4A-2 such controls that polarization-mode primary axis component of two transmis-
sion paths are TE and TM polarized waves, which comprises a 1/4 wave plate {Ay4 plate) 4A-21. a 1/2 wave plate (A/2

plate) 4A-22 and actuators 4A-23 and 4A-24. The polarization beam splitter 4A-5 splits an optical signal inputted via the
polarization controller 4A-2 into two. The variable optical delay 4A-7 variably gives a delay difference to one of the opti-

cal components split by the polarization beam splitter 4A-5. The polarization beam splitter 4A-6 multiplexes an optical

component from the polarization beam splitter 4A-5 and an optical component from the polarization beam splitter 4A- 7.

[0514] The actuators 4A-23 and 4A-24 configuring the polarization controller 41-2, and the variable optical delay 4A-
7 receive parameter setting control signals from the parameter setting circuit 1 5. The optimal control as the delay quan-
tity compensator 4A' is performed on a polarization direction in the polarization controller 4A-2 and a delay difference

to be given by the variable optical delay 4A-7.

[051 5] In each of the embodiments described above, the polarization-mode dispersion compensator or the chromatic
dispersion compensator is disposed in the optical transmitter or the optical receiver. However, this invention is not lim-

ited to the atx>ve examples, but they may be cfisposed in a repeating apparatus repeating a transmission optical signal.

In such case, the parameter setting circuit or the chromatic dispersion compensation quantity setting circuit outputs
each control signal to the polarization-mode dispersion compensator or the chromatic dispersion compensator dis-

posed in the above repeating apparatus.

INDUSTRIAL APPLICABILITY

[0516] As having been fully described, the polarization-mode dispersion quantity detecting method of this invention

has an advantage that an intensity of a specific frequency component in a baseband spectrum in a transmission optical

signal is detected, and a polarization-mode dispersion quantity of the transmission optical signal is detected from the
detected intensity of the specific frequency component by performing a predetermined functional operation or in a max-
imum value control, thereby easily detecting polarization-mode dispersion generated in the transmssion optical signal.

[051 7] According to this invention, a polarization-mode dispersion quantity is detected and polarization-mode disper-
sion generated in a transmission optical signal is compensated on the basis of the detected polarization-mode disper-
sion quantity, whereby deterioration of a transmission waveform of an optical signal is prevented. This contributes to
realization of long-distance transmission of a high-speed optical signal.

[0518] According to this invention, a polarlzation-nxxJe dispersion quantity is detected, polarization-mode dispersion
generated in a transmission optical signal is compensated on the basis of the detected polarization-mode dispersion
quantity, a chromatic dispersion quantity is also detected, and chromatic dispersion generated in the transmission opti-

cal signal is compensated on the basis of the detected chromatic dispersion quantity, whereby deterioration of a trans-
mission waveform of an optical signal due to polarization-mode dispersion and chromatic dispersion is prevented. This
contributes to realization of long-distance transmission of a high-speed optical signal.

Claims

1
.

A polarization-mode dispersion quantity detecting method comprising tiie steps of:

a specific frequency component detecting step of detecting a specific frequency component in a baseband
spectrum in a transmission optical signal inputted over a transmission optical fiber;

an intensity detecting step of detecting an intensity of said specific frequency component detected at said spe-
cific frequency component detecting step; and
a dispersion quantity detecting step of detecting a polarization-nxxle dispersion quantity of said transmission
optical signal from information on the intensity of said specific frequency component detected at said intensity

detecting step by performing a predetermined functional operation.

2. The polarization-mode dispersion quantity detecting method according to daim 1. wherein said predetern^ned
functional operation is performed at said dispersion quantity detecting step using a function which is a function rep-
resenting an intensity of a frequency component in a baseband spectrum in an optical waveform forming an art>-

trary transmission optical signal and in which said frequency information and parameters showing a polarization-
mode dispersion quantity are variables.
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3. The polarization-mode dispersion quantity detecting method according to daim 1 , wherein said specific frequency

at which the component is detected at said specific frequency component detecting step is set to a frequency at

which a component in a t^aseband spectmm in said transmission optical signal can be stably obtained with respect

to time.

£

4. The polarization-nrxxJe dispersion quantity detecting method according to claim 3, wherein when said transmission

optical signal is an RZ optical signal or an optical time division multiplex signal, said specific frequency at which the

component is detected at said specific frequency component detecting step is set to a frequency corresponding to

a bit rate.

JO

5. The polarization-mode dispersion compensating method according to daim 3, wherein when said transmission

optical signal is in any optical modulation system, said specifk; frequency at which the component is detected at

said specific frequency component detecting step is set to a frequency corresponding to 1/2 of a bit rate.

15 6. A dispersion compensation controlling apparatus comprising:

a first specific frequency component detecting unit {2a; 12) for detecting a first specific frequency component
in a t^aseband spectrum in a transmission optical signal irputted to a receiving side over a transmission fiber

as a transmission line (6a; 3);

a first intensity detecting unit (3a; 13) for detecting information on an intensity of said first specific frequency
component detected by said first specific frequency component detecting unit (2a; 12); and

a polarization-mode dispersion controlling unh (220a: 90) for controlling a polarization-nxxJe dispersion quan-
tity of said transmission line (6a; 3) such that the intensity of said first specific frequency component detected

by said first intensity detecting unit (3a; 13) becomes the maximum.

The dispersion compensation controlling apparatus according to daim 6, wherein when said transmission optical

signal is an RZ signal or an optical time division multiplex signal, said first specific frequency conponent detecting

unit (2a; 12) detects a frequency corresponding to a bit rate as said first specific frequency component.

30 8. The dispersion compensation controlling apparatus according to daim 6, wherein when said transmission optical

signal is in any optical nrxxlulation system, said first specific frequency component detecting unit (2a; 12) detects a
frequency corresponding to 1/2 of a bit rate as said first specific frequency component

9. A dispersion compensation controlling apparatus comprising:

35

a first specific frequency component detecting unit (2a; 79A) for detecting a first specific frequency conponent
in a baseband spectrum in a transmission optical signal irputted to a receiving side over a transmission fiber

as a transmission line (6a: 73);

a first intensity detecting unit (3a: 80A) for detecting information on an Intensity of said first specific frequency
<o component detected by said first specific frequency component detecting unit (2a: 79A);

a polarization-mode dispersion controlling unit (220a: 91) tor controlling a polarization-mode dispersion quan-
tity of said transmission line (6a; 73) such that the intensity of said first specific frequency conponent detected
by said first intensity detecting unit (3a; 80A) becomes the maximum;
a second specific frequency component detecting unit (222a; 79B) for detecting a second specific frequency

45 component in the baseband spectrum in said transmission optical signal;

a second intensity deteding unit (223a; SOB) for detecting information on the intensity of said second specific

frequency component detected by said second specific frequency component deteding unit (222a: 798): and
a chromatic dispersion controlling unit (224a; 240) for controlling a chromatic dispersion quantity of said ti-ans-

mission line (6a: 73) such that the intensity of said second specific frequency component detected by said see-

so ond specific frequency intensity detecting unit (223a; 808) becomes the maximum or the minimum

1 0. The dispersion compensation controlling apparatus according to daim 9. wherein when said transmission optical

signal is an NRZ optical signal, said first specific frequency conponent detecting unit (2a; 79A) detects a frequency

con^esponding to 1^ of a bit rate as said first specific frequency conponent; and
55

said second specific frequency component deteding unit (222a; 798) detects a frequency corresponding to

the bit rate as said second specific frequency.
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11. A dispersion compensation controlling apparatus conrprising:

a first specific frequency component detecting unit (2a: 79) for detecting a first specific frequency component
in a baseband spectrum in a transmission optical signal inputted to a receiving side over a transmission fiber

as a transmission line (6a; 73);

a first intensity detecting unit (80) for detecting information on an intensity of said first specific frequency com-
ponent detected by said first specific frequency component detecting unit (2a: 79):

a polarization-mode dispersion controlling unit (220a: 241b) for controlling a polarization-mode dispersion

quantity of said transmission line (6a; 73) such that the intensity of said first specific frequency component
detected by said first intensity detecting unit (3a; 80) becomes the maximum; and
a chromatic dispersion controlling unit (224a; 241a) for controlling a chromatic dispersion quantity of said

transmission line (5a: 73) such that the intensity of said first specific frequency component detected by said

first intensity detecting unit becomes the maximum or the minimum.

12. The dispersion compensation controlling apparatus according to claim 11, wherein when said transmission optical

signal is an RZ optical signal or an optical time division multiplex signal, said first specific frequency component
detecting unit (2a: 79) detects a frequency corresponding to a bit rate or 1/2 of the bit rate as said first specific fre-

quency component, and when said transmission optical signal is an NRZ optical signal, said first specific frequency
component detecting unit (2a; 79) detects a frequency corresponding to 1/2 of the bit rate as said first specific fre-

quency component.

1 3. The dispersion compensation controlling apparatus according to any one of claims 6. 9 or 1 1 , wherein said polari-

zation-mode dispersion controlling unit [(220a; 90), (220a; 91). (220a; 241b)] sets a polarization-mode dispersion

control quantity in a polarization-mode dispersion compensator ((7a: 4). (7a: 4), (7a: 4)] disposed in said transmis-
sion line [(6a :3], (6a:73), (6a: 73)1 such that the intensity of said first specific frequency component detected by said

first intensity detecting unit [(3a; 13), (3a: 80A). (3a; 80)] becomes the maximum.

14. The dispersion compensation controlling apparatus according to claim 13. wherein said polarization-mode disper-

sion controlling unit (220a; 90], (220a; 91), (22a: 241b)] comprises:

a polarization-mode dispersion quantity detecting unit (14. 81, 81C) for detecting a polarization-mode disper-

sion quantity of said transmission optical signal from the intensity of said first specific frequency conponent
detected by said first intensity detecting unit ((3a; 13). (3a; 80A). (3a; 80)] by using a first function which is a
function representing an intensity of a frequency component in a baseband spectrum in an optical waveform
forming an aititrary transmission optical signal and in which said frequency infornnation and parameters show-
ing a polarization-mode dispersion quantity are variables; and
a parameter setting unit (15. 82, 82) for outputting a parameter setting control signal having parameter infor-

mation as a control quantity for compensating polarization-mode dispersion of said transmission optical signal

on the basis of said polarization-mode dispersion quantity detected by said polarization-mode dispersion

quantity detecting unit (14. 81. 81 C) to said polarization-mode dispersion compensator [(7a; 4), (7a; 4). (7a;

4)].

1 5. The dispersion compensation controlling apparatus according to daim 13 further comprising:

a third spedfic frequency component detecting unit {^2b) for detecting a third specific frequency component in

the baseband spectrum in said transmission optical signal; and
a third intensity detecting unit (13b) for detecting information on an intensity of said third specific frequency
component detected by said third specific frequency component detecting unit (12b);

said polarization-mode dispersion controlling unit (220a: 1M) comprising:

a polarization-nxxJe dispersion quantity detecting unit (14) for detecting a polarization-mode dispersion

quantity of said transmission optical signal from the intensity of said first specific frequency component and
the intensity of said third specific frequency component detected by said first intensity detecting unit (3a;

13a) and said third intensity detecting unit (13b). respectively, by using a first function which is a function

representing an intensity of a frequency conponent in a baseband spectrum in an optical waveform form-
ing an arbitrary transmission optical signal and in which said frequency information and parameters show-
ing a polarization-mode dispersion quantity are variables: and
a parameter setting unit (15) for outputting a parameter setting control signal having parameter information
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as a control quantity for conpensating polarization-niode dispersion of said transmission optical signal on

the basis of said polarization-mode dspersion quantity detected by said polarization-mode dispersion

quantity detecting unit (14) to said polarization-mode dispersion compensator (7a; 4).

16. The dispersion compensation controlling apparatus according to claim 14 or 15, wherein said parameter infama-

tion is at least either a delay quantity (Ax) between two polarization modes or a splitting ratio (y) of an optical inten-

sity to said two polarization rrxxles.

17. The dispersion compensation controlling apparatus according to claim 14 or 15, wherein said parameter setting

unit (15) outputs a parameter setting control signal for setting said parameter infomrtation to said polarization-mode

dispersion compensator (7a; 4) disposed in a receiving terminal apparatus (7) which is a receiving terminal of said

transmission optical signal.

18. The dispersion compensation controlling apparatus according to claim 14 or 15, wherein said parameter setting

unit (15) outputs a parameter setting control signal for setting said parameter information to a polarization-mode

dispersion compensator disposed tn a transmitting terminal apparatus (10A) transmitting said transmission optical

signal or a repeating apparatus (214) amplifying and repeating said transmission optical signal.

19. The dispersion compensation controlling apparatus according to claim 14 or 15, wherein said parameter setting

unit (15) outputs a first parameter setting control signal for setting a splitting ratio {y^ of an optical intensity to two

polarization nxxles to a first polarization-mode dispersion compensator (7a; 4) disposed at an arbitrary position in

a transmission tine (6a; 3). and outputs a second parameter setting control signal for setting a delay quantity (At)

between said two polarization n>odes to a second polarization-mode dispersion compensator (7a; 4A) arranged in

a rear stage of said first polarization-mode dispersion compensator (7a; 4B').

20. The dispersion compensation controlling apparatus according to claim 14 or 15 further comprising:

a compensation quantity optimization controlling unit (31) for superimposing a predetermined low frequency

signal set in advance on the parameter setting control signal outputted from said parameter setting unit (37)

and controlling a parameter setting in said parameter setting unit (37) such that said low frequency signal com-

ponent Included in the intensity of said first specific frequency conrponent from said first intensity detecting unit

(3a; 30) becomes zero so as to optinnize a compensation quantity of polarization-mode dispersion of said

transmission optical signal.

21 . The dispersion compensation controlling apparatus according to claim 20. wherein said compensation quantity

optimization controlling unit (31 A) superimposes two low frequency signals having low frequency conponents dif-

ferent from each other as said predetermined low frequency signal on said parameter setting control signal, con-

trols a setting of a splitting ratio (7) of an optical intensity to two polarization modes in said parameter setting unit

(37) such that either one of said two low frequency signal components included in the intensity of said first specific

frequency component from said first intensity detecting unit (3a; 30) becomes zero, and controls a setting of a delay

quantity (At) between said two polarization modes in said parameter setting unit (37) such that the other one of said

two low frequency signal components included in the intensity of said first specific frequency component from said

first intensity detecting unit (3a; 30) becomes zero.

22. The dispersion compensation controlling apparatus according to claim 21. wherein said compensation quantity

optimization controlling unit (31 B) switches a setting control on the splitting ratio (y) of an optical intensity to said

two polarization modes and a setting control on the delay quantity (Ax) between two polarization modes with

respect to time, and performs said setting controls.

23. The dispersion compensation controlling apparatus according to claim 14 or 15 further conrprising:

a sweep controlling unit (56) for largely sweeping and controlling the parameters showing said polarization-

mode dispersion quantity to be given by satd polarizatton-mode dispersion conpensator (54) when a system

Is actuated or the system Is re-actuated.

24. The dispersion compensation controlling apparatus according to any one of claims 6, 9 and 1 1. wherein said polar-

ization-nrx»de dispersion controlling unit (220a; 225) feedback-controls at least either a polarization controller (7a;

4B) or an inter-polarizatlon-mode delay unit {7a; 227) disposed In said transmission line path (6a; 73) such that the
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intensity of said first specific frequency component detected by said first intensity detecting unit (13) becomes the
maximum.

25. The dispersion compensation controlling apparatus according to claim 24. wherein said inter-polarization-mode
delay unit (7a; 227) is configured as a device splitting polarization-mode components by a polarization beam split-

ter (227a), giving a delay difference between said polarization-mode components by a variable optical delay path
(227c) and multiplexing said polarization mode components.

26. The dispersion compensation controlling apparatus according to claim 24. wherein said inter-polarization-mode

delay unit (7a: 230) is configured as a device in which a plurality of polarization maintaining fibers having different

polarization dispersion values are arranged in parallel and said polarization maintaining ftoers transmitting an opti-

cal signal are switched by an optical switch [230a (or 230b)] according to a polarization-mode dispersion quantity
of said transmission line (6a; 73).

27. The dispersion compensation controlling apparatus according to daim 24, wherein said polarization-mode disper-
sion controlling unit (220a; 225) performs a control in a first control mode in which any one of an azimuth angle of

a 1/4 wave plate (7a; 4B-11) . an azimuth angle of a 1/2 wave plate (7a; 48-12) in said polarization controller (7a;
4B) and a delay quantity between polarization modes of said inter-polarization-mode delay unit (7a; 227) is

changed such that the intensity of said first specific frequency component becomes the maximum while the remain-
ing control parameters among said azimuth angles and said delay quantity between polarization modes are fixed,

after said first control mode, performs a control in a second control mode in which one of said renuiining control

parameters is changed such that the intensity of said first specific frequency component becomes the maximum
while the control parameter having been first changed and the other one of the remaining control parameters are
fixed, finally performs a control in a third control nrode in which the other one of said remaining control parameters
is changed such that the intensity of said first specific frequency component becomes the maximum while the con-
trol parameter having been first changed and the one of said remaining control parameters are fixed.

28. The dispersion compensation controlling apparatus according to claim 24. wherein said polarization-nKXIe disper-
sion controlling unit (220a; 225) performs a control in a fourth control mode in which any one of an azimuth angle
of a 1/4 wave plate (7a; 4B-1 1). an azimuth angle of a 1/2 wave plate (7a; 48-12) In said polarization controller (7a;

48) and a delay quantity between polarization modes of said inter-polarization-mode delay unit (7a: 227) is

changed such that the Intensity of said first specific frequency component inaeases while the remaining control
parameters anwng said azimuth angles and said delay quantity between polarization modes are fixed, after said
fourth control mode, performs a control in a fifth control mode in which one of the remaining parameters is changed
such that the intensity of said first specific frequency component increases while the control parameter having been
first changed and the other one of the remaining control parameters are fixed, finally performs a control in a sixth

control nxxJe in which the other one of said remaining control parameters is changed such that the intensity of said
first specific frequency component inaeases while the control parameter having been first changed and the one of

said remaining control parameters are fixed, after that, repeatedly executes said fourth control mode, said fifth con-
trol mode and said sixth control mode until the intensity of said first specific frequency conponent becomes the
maximum.

29. The dispersion compensation controlling apparatus according to claim 24 further cooprising a compensation
quantity optimization controlling unit (241 ) for superimposing a predetermined low frequency signal set in advance
on control signals to be outputted from said polarization-mode dispersion controlling unit (220a; 225a) to said polar-
ization controller (48) and said inter-polarization-mode delay unit {7a; 227). and controlling said polarization con-
troller (7a; 48) and said interiX)larizatlon-mode delay unrt (7a; 227) such that said low frequency signal conponent
included in the intensity of said first specific frequency conponent from said first intensity detecting unit (3a; 13)
tjecomes zero so as to optimize a compensation quantity of polarization-mode dispersion of said transmission opti-

cal signal.

30. The dispersion compensation controlling apparatus according to claim 29. wherein said compensation quantity
optimization controlling unit (241) low-frequency-modulates an azimuth angle of a 1/4 wave plate (7a; 4B-1 1). an
azimuth angle of a 1/2 wave plate (7a:4B-12) in said polarization controller (7a: 4B) and a delay quantty between
polarization modes of said inter-polarization-mode delay unit (7a; 227) vwth different frequencies, detects said first

frequency component intensity in the baseband spectrum of said transmission optical signal, and optimizes the azi-

muth angle of said 1/4 wave plate (7a; 4B-1 1). the azimuth angle of said 1/2 wave plate (7a; 48-12) in said polari-

zation controller {7a; 48) and the delay quantity between polarization modes of said inter-polarization-mode delay
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unit {7a; 227) such that an intensity modulation component of a low frequency component included therein

becomes zero.

31
.
The dispersion compensation controlling apparatus according to claim 24. wherein said polarization-mode disper-

sion controlling unit (220a; 225b) controls only said polarization controller (7a; 48) during system operation, and
controls said inter-polarization-mode delay unit (7a; 227) at the time of start of system operation or when an ele-

ment determining conditions of polarization-mode dispersion in said transmission line (6a; 73) is switched.

32. The dispersion compensation controlling apparatus according to claim 24, wherein said polarization-mode disper-

sion controlling unit (220a; 225c) comprises a maximum allowable polarization-mode dispersion quantity setting

means (212) for setting a maximum allowable polarization-mode dispersion quantity, sets a delay quantity of said

inter-polarization-mode delay unit (7a; 230) to a value above a lower limit value defined as a value obtained by sub-

tracting said maximum allowable polarization-mode dispersion quantity from one time slot and below an upper limit

value defined as a value having a magnitude twice said maximum allowable polarization-mode dispersion quantity

during system operation when feedback-controlling at least either said polarization controller (7a; 4B) or said inter-

polarization-mode delay unit (7a; 230) disposed in said transmission line (7a; 73) such that an intensity of a fre-

quency component con-esponding to 1/2 of a bit rate as said first specific frequency component detected by said

first intensity detecting unit (3a; 13) becomes the maximum.

33. The dispersion compensation controlling apparatus according to claim 32, wherein said polarization-mode disper-

sion controlling unit (220a; 225c) sets a delay quantity of said inter-polarization-mode delay unit (7a; 227) at the

time of system operation to said lower limit value.

34. The dispersion compensation controlling apparatus according to claim 32, wherein said polarization-mode disper-

sion controlling unit (220a; 225c) sets a delay quantity of said inter-polarization-mode delay unit (7a; 230) at the

time of system operation to said upper limit value.

35. The dispersion compensation controlling apparatus according to claim 24. wherein said Inter-polarization-mode

delay unit (7a; 230) Is configured with a polarization maintaining fber.

36. The dispersion compensation controlling apparatus according to claim 24, wherein said inter-polarization-mode

delay unit (7a; 230) Is configured with an inter-polarization-mode variable delay unit in a state where a delay quan-
tity is fixed.

37. The dispersion compensation controlling apparatus according to any one of claims 6. 9 and 1 1 further corrprising

a timing extracting unit (84, 84, 84) for extracting a timing of a received signal on the basis of said first specific fre-

quency component detected by said first specific frequency component detecting unit[(2a; 12). (2a; 79), (2a: 79A)].

38. The dispersion compensation controlling apparatus according to claim 9, wherein said chromatic dispersion con-

trolling unit (224a; 240) sets a chromatic dispersion control quantity in a chromatic dispersion compensata (206a;

83) disposed in said transmission line (6a; 73) such that the intensity of said second specific frequency conponent
detected by said second intensity detecting unit (223a; 80B) becomes the maximum or the minimum.

39. The dispersion compensation controlling apparatus according to claim 38, wherein said chromatic dispersion con-
trolling unit (224a; 240) comprises:

a chromatic dispersion quantity detecting unit (81 B) for detecting a chromatic dispersion quantity of said trans-

mission optical signal from the intensity of said second specific frequency component detected by said second
intensity detecting unit (223a; 808) by performing an operation with a predetermined second function; and
a chromatic dispersion control quantity setting unit (828) for setting a chromatic dispersion control quantity in

said chronr^tic dispersion compensator (206a; 83) on the basis of said chromatic dispersion quantity detected
by said chromatic dispersion quantity detecting unit (81 B) in order to compensate chromatic dispersion of said

transmission optical signal.

40. The dispersion conpensation controlling apparatus according to claim 9. wherein said chromatic dispersion con-
trolling unit (224a; 240) feedback-controls a chromatic dispersion compensator (206a; 83) disposed in said trans-

mission line (6a; 73) such that the intensity of said second specific frequency component detected by said second
intensity detecting unit (223a; 808) becomes the maximum or the minimum.
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41. The dispersion compensation controlling apparatus according to claim 11. wherein said chromatic dispersion con-
trolling unit (224a: 241 a) sets a chromatic dispersion control quantity in a chromatic dispersion compensator (206a:
83) disposed in said transmission line (6a: 73) such that the intensity of said first specific frequency conponent
detected by said first intensity detecting unit (3a: 80) becomes the maximum or the minimum.

5

42. The dispersion compensation controlling apparatus according to claim 41. wherein said chromatic dispersion con-
trolling unit (224a: 241a) comprises:

a chromatic dispersion quantity detecting unit (81c) for detecting a chromatic dispersion quantity of said trans-

10 mission optical signal from the intensity of said first specific frequency component detected by said first inten-

sity detecting unit (3a; 80) by performing an operation with a predetermined second function; and
a chromatic dispersion control quantity setting unit {82B) for setting a chromatic dispersion control quantity in

said chromatic dispersion compensator (206a: 83) on the basis of said chromatic dispersion quantity detected
by said chromatic dispersion quantity detecting unit (81c) in order to compensate chromatic dispersion of said

'5 transmission optical signal.

43. The dispersion compensation controlling apparatus according to claim 11. wherein said chromatic dispersion con-
trolling unit {224a; 241a) feedback-controls a chromatic dispersion compensator (206a; 83) disposed in said trans-

mission line {6a: 73) such that the intensity of said first specific frequency component detected by said first

20 detecting unit (3a; 80) becomes the maximum or the minimum.

44. The dispersion compensation controlling apparatus according to any one of claims 6, 9 and 11, wherein said first

intensity detecting unit (3a: 80) can output information on the detected intensity of said first specific frequency com-
ponent as a monitor signal.

25

45. The dispersion conpensation controlling apparatus according to claim 9. wherein said second intensity detecting
unit {223a; 80B) can output information on the detected intensity of said second specific frequency component as
a monitor signal.

30 46. A dispersion compaisation controlling method comprising the steps of:

a first specific frequency component detecting step of detecting a first specific frequency component in a base-
band spectrum in a transmission optical signal inputted to a receiving side over a transmission fiber as a trans-

mission line:

a 'irst intensity detecting step of detecting information on an intensity of said first specific frequency component
detected at said first specific frequency component detecting step: arid

a polarization-mode dispersion controlling step of controlling a polarization-mode dispersion quantity of said
transmission line such that the intensity of said first specific frequency component detected at said first inten-

sity detecting step becomes the maximum.
40

47. A dispersion compensation controlling method comprising the steps of:

a first specific frequency component detecting step of detecting a first specific frequency component in a base-
band spectrum in a transmission optical signal inputted to a receiving side over a transmission fiber as a trans-

45 mission line;

a first intensity detecting step of detecting information on an intensity of said first specific frequency component
detected at said first specific frequency conponent detecting step:

a polarization-mode dispersion controlling step of controlling a polarization-nxxle dispersion quantity of said
transmission line such that the intensity of said first specific frequency conponent detected at said first inten-

se sity detecting step becomes the nr^aximum:

a second specific frequency component detecting step of detecting a second specific frequency component in

the baseband spectrum in said transmission optical signal;

a second intensity detecting step of detecting information on an intensity of said second specific frequency
component detected at said second specific frequency component detecting step: and

55 a chromatic dispersion controlling step of controlling a chromatic dispersion quantity of said transmission line

such that the intensity of said second specific frequency conponent detected at said second intensity detect-
ing step becomes the maximum or the minimum.
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48. A dispersion compensation controlling method comprising the steps of:

a first specific frequency component detecting step of detecting a first specific frequency component in a base-

band spectrum in a transmission optical signal inputted to a receiving side over a transmission fiber as a trans-

mission line;

a first intensity detecting step of detecting information on an intensity of said first specific frequency component
detected at said first specific frequency component detecting step:

a polarization-mode dispersion controlling step of controlling a polarization-mode dispersion quantity of said

transmission line such that the intensity of sard first specific frequency component detected at said first inten-

sity detecting step becomes the maximum; and

a chromatic dispersion controlling step of controlling a chromatic dispersion quantity of said transmission line

such that the intensity of said first specific frequency component detected at said first intensity detecting step

becomes the maximum or the minimum.

49. The dispersion compensation controlling method according to daim 47 or 48, wherein said polarization-mode dis-

persion controlling step and said chromatic dispersion controlling step are independently executed.

50. The dispersion compensation controlling method according to claim 47 or 48, wherein said polarization-mode dis-

persion controlling step and said chromatic dispersion controlling step are executed in time series.
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FIG. 65
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FIG. 66
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FIG. 67
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FIG. 70
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FIG. 71(a)
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FIG. 72(a)
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FIG. 75
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